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The United States has had a long history of promoting agri-

cultural exports, and the return to conditions of extreme surplus in

many agricultural markets in recent years has revived interest in

this topic. Some products received imperial bounties during our

colonial era, but the systematic collection of trade statistics for

the purpose of investigating agricultural export opportunities did

not begin until 1883. In the early 1890's, agents were sent to

Europe to promote the use of corn as a human food. With the entry

of the United States into World War I, massive government shipments

for relief purposes were authorized, and the value of commodities

exported under government programs reached a similar magnitude during

World War II. Since World War II, numerous government programs such

as Section 32 subsidies, soft currency sales, long-term dollar cred-

its, barter, disaster relief and short-term credit sales have been

used to increase agricultural exports. However, the long-run impli-

cations of these increases deserve consideration.
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Research in the field of international economic development

has indicated that the emphasis of primary product exports may retard

beneficial structural change in small primary product oriented econ

omies. Research to test the applicability of these theories to farm

states with small populations seems justified in light of recent

interest in economic development. Patterns of income growth in the

states of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Montana, Idaho and

Arkansas, as well as four other small manufacturing states and seven

large states were studied for evidence of structural change in

response to increased agricultural exports. The evidence indicates

that the large increases in agricultural export values seen since

1958 have speeded, not delayed, the process of structural change in

the farm states. Consequently, the fear that increased exports will

encourage a heightened dependence on agriculture in these states seems

not to be borne out.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPORT PROMOTION ANO ECONOMIC STRUCTURE:
AN HISTQRLCAL PERSPECTIVE

introduction

The United States has a long history of promoting agricultural

exports, and increased farm prices as well as employment in export

industries are believed to result from this activity. However,

research conducted in the field of international economic develop-

ment, indicates that the emphasis of primary product exports will

retard beneficial structural change in small, primary product oriented

economies. The purposes of this thesis are twofold. The first objec-

tive is to gain a greater understanding of the nature and effective-

ness of federal efforts to encourage farm product exports by present-

ing a history of those efforts. The second objective is to apply

international development theories regarding strutural change to

American farm states with small populations by determining what the

effects of expanded agricultural exports on sectoral patterns of

income growth have been.

Accordingly, this dissertation will proceed in two parts. The

first part will be devoted exclusively to the history of United States

agricultural export programs. This part was completed because an

historical perspective is necessary to understand current and proposed

export programs. Also, in trying to estimate the magnitude of the

effects of these programs on export sales, an intuitive comparison to

what might have been if these programs had not been implemented must

be completed. Such a comparison requires an historical perspective.

Finally, the history of federal agricultural policies is interesting



in-and-of itself, and the special history of export programs has not

previously been compiled in one source.

The second part of this study will include a discussion of eco-

nomic theories of structural change and an analysis, using econometric

techniques, of the effects of increased United States agricultural

export values on the growth of secondary and tertiary industries in

selected farm states since 1958. Because of current economic con-

ditions, concerns about economic development are heard often from

state and national leaders. Frequent among the policy prescriptions

offered, are ideas intended to increase the value-added share of

exports from a given region. These ideas reflect a desire to expand

the manufacturing, construction and service industries of each given

state, and the phrase "high-tech" is an oft repeated example. Con-

sequently, international economic development theories which imply

that government efforts to expand farm exports may serve to slow the

growth of such industries in certain states, deserve to be investi-

gat ed.



PART I

History of United States Agricultural Export Programs

Introduction

The spirit and problems of American agricultural export programs

have grown from a history of production and abundance. With current

conditions of supply and demand for the major agricultural export

commodities pointing again to a prolonged period of price depressing

surpluses on world markets, it is possible that the significance of

attempts by the federal government to expand exports will again

increase. It may therefore be useful, when considering the potential

effectiveness of future programs, to examine the effectiveness of

similar programs implemented in the past.

The term export market development is usually used to describe

activities to find and expand new overseas markets, as well as to

36/maintain existing markets for export products. However, included

in this discussion are federal programs which have encouraged farm

exports for other reasons such as disaster relief or mutual security.

This is being done because much of the support for agricultural export

programs has come from farm state legislators who have recognized

that exports are exports regardless of the stated objectives of the

programs. Also, all overseas consimiption of United States products

has helped to introduce American goods overseas and has thus helped

in the long rm development of American markets.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine, at least in part,

the history of federal programs which have directly increased the
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levels of United States agricultural exports, and the following is a

brief account of how present export levels and export programs have

been achieved. This account begins with our colonial experiences arid

continues to the present period. Over this time, American farm

exports have increased in value from £280 thousand1 (current value

unknown) in 1697, to about $41 billion in 1981.

1The symbol flfU stands for pounds sterling.
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CaA.PTER I

The Colonial Period Through 1790

The American colonial period lasted about 200 years, and the

economies of the colonies were dominated by agriculture. Even in

New England, about 90 percent of the population was engaged in farming

at the time of the Revolution.-"

The policies of Great Britain toward the colonies were shaped

by mercantilist thought, resulting in the early regulation of American

agricultural markets under the Acts of Trade as Parliament sought to

stimulate colonial production of commodities then being imported from

competitors. The resultant program complexity mirrors modern experi-

ences.

As an example, England restricted home production and imposed

tariffs on tobacco imports from Spain, giving Virginia and Maryland a

virtual monopoly of the English tobacco market.-' However, the

resulting high prices stimulated colonial production, and the English

market was soon glutted. In response, tobacco production controls

and price si.çports were imposed by the government of Virginia. The

1639, 40, and 41 crops were limited to 1,200,000 pounds of good

quality production, government agents were appointed to destroy excess

or inferior crops, and a price floor of 3 pence per pound was estab-

1 i shed.

Because England was unable to absorb all colonial production,

despite the production controls, re-export to other countries was per-

mitted, with all tobacco required to pass first through England.



Consequently, the crop was subject to both English and foreign duties,

and remittances of English duties on re-exported shipments, called

draw-backs, had to be made. Tobacco exports totaled £27,750,000 in

1665 and £100,000,000 in 1776. Tobacco exports were valued at £907

20/
thousand in 1i70.

Other crops were also affected by mercantilist policies. Rice

and indigo had been developed as important cash crops by 1700, and in

1704, rice was added by England to the list of commodities which had

to be shipped through England for re-export to other countries. The

increased transportation costs plus the tariffs levied on imports

from England rendered legal exports to Portugal and the West Indies

unprofitable. Colonists reacted by increasing the level of smuggling

to nonEnglish markets and by protesting to Parliament. Parliament

eventually allowed exports to the West Indies to be transported

directly, and re-exported commodities were exempted from British

duties.

Great Britain paid bounties to increase exports of flax, hemp,

indigo, silk, fish, pitch, tar, potash, timber, yards, masts, wine,

rice, and tobacco. All colonies, except Delaware, granted bounties

as well, but most colonial bounties were designed primarily to stimu-

late production and not necessarily exports. Indigo subsidies were

offered from 1748 to 1777, and one million pounds per year were being

exported at the start of the Revolution. The hemp bounty of £6 per

ton was offered from 1700 to 1737. This was later incresed to £8 per

ton, but then eliminated in 1778. Despite these bounties, hemp and

flax never became important export commodities.
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Efforts to establish a silk industry in the colonies deserve a

description. The Virginia company imported silk worm eggs in 1619,

and each man in the colony was required to plant 6 mulberry trees

annually for 7 years.--9! Silk bounties were offered beginning in

1658, and in 1662 every landowrer was required to plant 1 mulberry

tree for each ten acres of land owned. Despite this effort, Virginia

had exported only 300 pounds of silk by 1730. South Carolina also

offered bounties on silk production but managed to export only 651

pounds of silk from 1742 to 1755. Georgia made the strongest efforts

in the promotion of silk exports. Foreign experts were hired by the

colony to instruct silk producers; a mulberry tree nursery was estab-

lished; public racks for reeling silk were built; free books and

instruction were provided to producers; each grantee of a 500-acre

tract was required to plant 2,000 mulberry trees; and membership in

the colonial assembly was conditional upon planting 100 mulberry

trees, producing 15 pounds of silk annually, and sending slaves to

Savannah for special training in silk production. Georgia did manage

to export over 1,000 pounds of silk in 1767, but the industry declined

afterwards.

The two main obstacles to expanded colonial trade were a lack

of transportation and of metallic money. Ocean trade was expensive

due to a lack of efficient port facilities and a lack of ships.

British laws prevented competing shippers, mainly the Dutch and the

Portugese, from entering colonial ports., In 1659, customs duties,

sales comntissions, freight charges and other expenses accounted for

65 percent of the landed value of colonial tobacco in England. Even
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by 1737, ocean freight accounted for one half of the total landed

cost of tobacco in England. Also, since the colonies produced little

precious metal and it was illegal to export British coins from

Britain, barter and the use of staple money were prevalent in the

colonies. Inadequate amounts of Spanish, French and Portugese coins

were in circulation, and warehouse receipts for tobacco were used as

money in Virginia and Maryland. Corn and beaver pelts were used in

Massachusetts, and tar and rice were legal tender in the Carolinas.

Colonial Trade Statistics

Table 1 shows the value of colonial exports to Britain from 1697

to 1789. Since most commodities were required to be sent to England

first, even if destined for re-export, these figures would account

for the majority of all colonial exports, at least in the early

years.-' It is impossible to accurately know what proportion of

total agricultural production was exported, since a majority of the

farms were self-sufficient enterprises and not participants in the

market economy on which statistics are based. The total value of

colonial exports rose from about £280 thousand in 1697 to about £912

thousand in 1741. Eighty-nine percent of total colonial exports

originated from Virginia, Maryland and Carolina in 1741, while those

three colonies had accounted for about 86 percent of total exports in

1697. Export values fell to £554 thousand in 1745 and then rose to

1,008 thousand in 1754. Virginia, Maryland and Carolina still pro-

duced 87 percent of total exports; however, Carolina and Pennsylvania

showed the largest rates of growth over the period. The value of

total exports fell again to £611 in 1757 with Carolina and



Table 1. Value of Exports to Great Britain from the American Colonies 1697 to 1776--Selected Years

Wholesale
Virginia Price IndexCa lender New New and All

byear England York Pennsylvania Maryland Carolina Georgia Total commodities

-- Pounds Sterling -- (1910-14 = 100)

1697 26,282 10,093 3,347 227,756 12,374 0 279,852 [Warren1707 38,793 14,283 786 207,625 23,31! 0 284,798 and1717 58,898 24,534 4,499 296,884 41,275 0 426,090 Pearson]1720 49,206 16,836 7,928 331,482 62,736 0 468,188
1727 75,052 31,617 12,823 421,588 96,055 0 637,1351737 63,347 16,833 15,198 492,246 187,758 0 755,3821741 60,052 21,142 17,158 577,109 236,830 0 912,2911746 38,612 8,841 15,779 419,371 79,897 0 559,5001754 66,5 8 26,663 30,649 573,435 307,238 3,236 1,007,759 651757 27,556 19,168 14,190 418,881 130,889 0 610,684 651763 74,815 52,998 38,228 642,294 282,366 14,469 1,105,170 791769 129,353 73,466 26,111 361,892 587,114 82,270 1,260,206 771774 112,248 20,008 69,611 612,030 432,302 67,647 1,373,846 761775 116,588 187,018 175,962 758,356 579,349 103,477 1,920,750 751776 762 2,318 1,421 73,226 13,668 12,569 103,964 861777 1,879 8,429 16 58 2,233 0 12,615 1231781 2,068 2,904 0 0 94,368 506 99,846 2161783 26,350 83,412 30,053 93,888 74,584 5,764 314,056 (missing)1789a NA NA NA NA NA NA 1,050,199 86

Source: Evans, Charles IL "flxports, Domestic and Foreign, From the American Colonies to Great Britain from 1697 to 1789, Inclusive."48th Congress, 1st Session, House of Representatives, Misc. Documents 49, Part 2, Washington, D. C., 1884.

at4ore detailed trade data are unavailable for the years coinciding with the confederate government since exports were then tinder thecontrol of each of the soverign and independent states.

b
See Appendix 2.
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Pennsylvania suffering the largest dec]±ne. This would indicate

that the products of those colonies, rice, indigo, pelts, and grain,

exhibited the greatest variation either in price or production. The

value of exports rose again to reach all time highs of £1,105 thousand

in 1763, £1,260 thousand in 1769, and £1,921 thousand in 1775. The

increase from 1774 to 1775 was extremely large, and by 1775 the

exports from Virginia, Maryland and Carolina had fallen to about 70

percent of the colonial total, since the growth in exports from

Virginia and Maryland had slowed while the economies of the other

colonies were accelerating.

Table 2 shows the relative importance to each colony of trade

with Great Britain compared to total trade for the year 1769. Note

that New Jersey had no trade with Great Britain and Delaware is not

even mentioned, that except for exports from Georgia to Great Britain,

Tables 1 and 2 are not reconciled, and that by 1769, trade with Great

Britain accounted for only 54 percent of total colonial exports of

Virginia and Maryland, 71 percent of the exports from the Carolinas,

and 86 percent of the exports from Georgia. In contrast, Great

Britain accounted for only 26 percent of the exports from New

England, 49 percent of the exports from New York, none of New Jersey's

exports, and only 7 percent of the exports from Pennsylvania. The

West Indies were New England's most important market, and Southern

Europe was vital to Pennsylvania.

Table 3 shows the values of exports from all British Continental

colonies, including Newfoundland, Bahama, and Bermuda, by commodity in

1770. As shown in Table 3, agricultural products accounted for 69
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Table 2. Value of Exports of the Several Colonies, by Destination,
1769.

Great South of West
Colony Britain Europe Indies Africa Total

New Hampshire

Massachusetts

' 142,775
Rhode Island

Connecticut

-- Pounds Sterling --

81,173 308,426 17,711 550,085

New York 113,382 50,885 66,324

New Jersey 0 0 2,531

Pennsylvania 28,112 203,752 178,331

Maryland
759,961 140,190 91,249

Virginia )

North Carolina
405,014

South Carolina )

Georgia 82,270

76,119 87,758

614 13,285

1,313 231,904

0 2,531

560 410,755

0 991,400

690 569,581

0 96,169

TOTAL 1,531,514 552,733 747,904 20,274 2,852,425

Source: Johnson, Emory R. and T. W. Van Metre, G. C. Huebner, and
D. S. Hanchett. "History of Domestic and Foreign Commerce
of the United States." Washington, D. C., Carnegie Insti-
tution of Washington, 1915.



Table 3. Value of Exports by Commodity from all British Continental Colonies in 1770, with
Estimates of the Effects of Export Subsidies

Proportion Proportion
going to of exports Esti-

Commodity Quantity Value Percent Methods of subsidization England attributable mated
(Pounds of (After to British value

sterli ng) Iota 1 re-exports) promotions (Pounds)

Tobacco 906,637 27.3 English mkt given to colonists, bounties paid 20.0 20 181 ,000

Bread F, Flour (bu.) 45,868 504,553 15.2 .6 0

Wheat (bu.) 851,240 131,467 4.0 1.4

Rice 341,307 10.3 Bounties paid 46.7 0

Other Grains (bu.) 920,240 80,229 2.4 .7 0

Indigo (Lbs.) 584,672 131,552 4.0 Bounties paid 100.0 100 132,000
Beef F1 Pork 66,035 2.0 0 0

llvc Animals 80,211 2.4 0 0

Rum 21,836 .7 Bounties paid .2 1 2011

Other agriculturala 32,893 1.0 Bounties paid on hemp, silk, flax 10.0 10 3,3U0

Total Agriculture 2,296,720 69.2 14 31b,500

Fish, dried F1 pickled 397,944 12.0 Bounties paid
Whale oil F1 fins 104,133 3.1

Iron products 67,347 2.0
Naval storesb 61,660 1.9 Bounties paid
lumber 66,622 2.0 Bounties paid
Barrels I, hoops 78,119 2.4

Furs F1 skins 149,223 4.5
Pot l l'earl ashes 64,659 1.9 Bounties paid
Candles 24,925 .8

Otlierc 9,699 .3

Total nonagriculture T,O24,231 30.8

TOTAL 3,320,951 100.0

-'1ncludes Peas, beans, hemp, flax, linseed oil, potatoes, sugar, silk, tallow, lard, and beeswax.
'1nc1u,ies "ship stuff," pitch, tar, turpentine, rosin, masts, yards, etc.

-'1Inc1tides coals, castoritin, ginseng, soap, shoes, and houses.
'Estimate based on fact that rice exports were not decreased during and after the cessation of imperial bounties.

Sources: Johnson, Emory R. and T. W. Van Metre, 0. C. Iluebner, and H. S. llancliett. "History of Domestic and Foreign Commerce of the United
States." Washington, 0. C., Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1915.

I-'
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percent of total exports, and tobacco, wheat and wheat products, rice

and fish were the major export commodities. Over 99 percent of all

tobacco exports went to Great Britain, but four-fifths of this was

re-exported to other countries. Southern Europe took 65 percent of

all fish exports, 69 percent of all wheat exports and 40 percent of

all bread and flour exports. The West Indies were the most important

bread and flour consumers.

British Effects on Colonial Trade

English merchantilist policies desigTled to hoard gold and

silver, strengthen English shipping, and use the colonies as sup-

pliers of noncompetitive products and as markets for English products

have been criticized as being unfair to the colonies. The Acts of

Trade required most exports and imperts to flow through England even

if destined elsewhere, and the British customs duties deterred trade,

even considering the drawback provisions and frequently lax enforce-

3"/ment due to distance. Laws were passed giving English shippers

monopolies over Colonial trade routes. Other laws guaranteed to

England exclusive use of colonial raw materials including, at various

times, sugar, cotton, wool, tobacco, ginger, naval stores, rice,

copper ore, furs, molasses, whale fins, hides, lumber, iron, raw silk,

and wood ashes used in making soap. Other commodities such as grain,

fish, and rum could be exported freely until 1766, but after 1766

could be exported freely only to destinations south of Cape

Finisterre, located on the Atlantic side of the Northern Spanish

coast, with all exports North of Cape Finisterre required to go

through Eng1and.-' Colonial imports from nonEnglish sources were
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a!so restricted, and England di.scouraged competing industries in the

colonies.

However, colonial status was not entirely without benefits.

England subsidized exports of tobacco, flax, hemp, silk, and indigo.

Colonial tobacco was also given a monopoly within England, and duties

on other commodities such as iron, silk, whale oil, pearlash and

molasses protected colonial producers. Table 3 includes estimates

of the impact of British export bounties on colonial agricultural

exports in 1770. By these estimates, British subsidies directly

affected only about 14 percent of American agricultural exports by

value. These estimates are based on the proportions of each commodity

going to Britain, whether or not bounties were paid, and on the export

performance of each crop during the Revolutionary War.

Britain aided colonial commerce in other ways. The British

navy protected colonial shipping from pirates and profiteers, and

British businesses provided credit to colonial producers. In general,

the disadvantages of colonial status were not thought to outweigh the

benefits until around 1763 when British commercial policy became more

extractive and aroused resentment.-21

The colonial governments also administered programs which

affected exports.-" Tariffs and embargoes were used to protect

domestic markets, the domestic shipping industry was subsidized,

grading standards were established, agronomic information was dis-

seminated, an commercial port activities were regulated. Many of the

same types of policies are used today, and for the same reasons.

Colonial programs were designed primarily to improve the United
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Kingdom's balance of trade. However, iow farm prices for tobacco

were also used as a rationale for encouraging exports, and the exclu-

sive use of British or colonial shipping was required due to a concern

for national defense. With the Revolution, America entered a period

during which many mercantilist policies were abandoned. Transporta-

tion subsidies, tariffs and grading standards would continue to affect

agricultural markets during the 1800's and early 1900's. However, it

would not be until the 1900's before government efforts to stimulate

exports would again equal those of the colonial era.

Revolutionary War

The Revolutionary War did not cripple American agricultural pro-

duction, and some commodities, such as cotton and wool, were even

stimulated by the changed market conditions. However, total export

values declined during the War, and the value of exports to England

was only £13 thousand in 1777. During the War, tobacco was carried by

blockade runners to Europe and production of the crop increased. In

1774, 101.8 million pounds of leaf tobacco were produced, and in 1790,

130 million pounds were produced.-21 Rice exports were not reduced by

the War; however, the indigo industry was destroyed by a cessation of

imperial bounties. Cotton supplanted indigo as a major crop in

Georgia, South Carolina, and Maryland as the legislatures of those

states provided production subsidies.
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CHAPTER II

The Post-Revolution Period

American agricultural exports were worth about $16 million in

1790, and by 1860 they would be worth about $257 million. Yet this

was a period during which the American economy became gradually

domestically focused. Settlement of the West and the development of

internal trade demanded most people's attention, and the period was

marked by an absence of specific export subsidies. However, it was

during this time that the transportation and credit industries were

developed which made possible America's emergence as a greate agri-

cultural exporter following the Civil War.

Factors Affecting Exports

American leaders intended originally to allow free trade to pre-

32/
vail following the Revolution. However, duties on imports were

the easiest way to secure revenue for the governments, consequently

nearly all the states imposed them. Duties were also used to protect

domestic industries from British competition. On the other hand, only

three states imposed export duties. Georgia placed a duty on exports

of raw hides, Maryland levied duties on tobacco, pig-iron, wheat and

flour, and Virginia levied duties only on tobacco exports.-'

With the adoption of the Constitution in 1789, Congress was

prohibited from taxing exports and a central power capable of raising

revenue, creating a national currency and regulating trade was cre-

ated. Of particular importance to stimulating foreign trade were

national transportation policies which allowed free interstate
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movement of commodities, and uniform rules affecting foreign trade

such as customs regulations. Also, foreign nations found the threat

of trade reprisals convincing once America had a national government

capable of responding to foreign restrictions on American ships and

exDorts. Consequently, more favorable trade agreements were made

including the Jay Treaty, signed in 1794 which regulated tariffs and

tonnage duties with Great Britain, and treaties with Spain and France

which granted Americans free use of the Mississippi. The Constitu-

tion also allowed the Federal Government to commission a navy, and

this new power was used in protecting American shippers from pirates.

An increase in the availability of credit in the United States

after 1790 also helped exports. In 1791 there were only three state

banks in the country and one national bank with combined capital

assets of $2 million. By 1815, there were 208 state banks with

aggregate capital assets of $82 million.

The Development of Transportation Systems i to 1860

The construction of transportation systems in the United States

had a very significant affect on export volumes. Stock companies had

been chartered as early as 1789 to improve and build turnpikes or

toll roads connecting the 13 states.--' However, freight charges on

toll roads averaged about 10 cents per ton-mile which rendered the

movement of grain and flour more than 150 miles unprofitable. It was

felt that private corporations had not the resources to construct a

national transportation system adequate to the needs of that day. A

federal response was desired, and the Cumberland Road was constructed

at a cost of $7 million.
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River transporation was far more important to foreign commerce

than were the turnpikes. Fiat boats were floating cargoes down the

Mississippi as early as 1794, and the trip down river cost only 1 cent

per ton-mile, but the trip up river cost 6 times as much. Fortu-

nately, the development of steam boats helped gradually to reduce the

cost of transportation. Robert Fulton's Claremont traveled from

New York to Albany in 1807, and by 1848 there were 1,200 steamboats

on the western rivers.

The Erie Canal was constructed in 1825 to connect the Great

Lakes region with the Eastern Seaboard. Other canals were also con-

structed and average freight charges dropped to 3 cents per ton-mile

along their routes. The federal government also encouraged the

development of ocean-going steamships by paying freight charges on

mail shipments far in excess of the actual costs of carriage.

The first American railroad, the Baltimore and Ohio, was con-

structed around 1830, but it was not until the railroads were

expanded west of the Alleghenies in the 1850's that they played an

important role in agricultural trade. Prior to the business panic of

1837, some state governments assisted in the construction of rail-

roads. Massachusetts and Maryland gave subsidies to private corpora-

tions, and Michigan, Illinois and Georgia constructed some roadbeds

themselves. After 1838, Congress designated the railroads as post

roads which allowed federal subsidization, and in the 1850's Congress

granted alternate sections of land along projected railroad routes

to the states of Illinois, Albama and Mississippi to encourage

development. Even though the railroads involved were required to pay

back a percentage of their gross earnings, the subsidies stimulated
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construction, and in 1860 there were about 30,000 miles of railroad

track in the United States.

Other developments also occurred which helped the export

trade.-' Mechanical grain elevators were developed in Buffalo and

the Great Lakes ports, grading and weighing standard were developed

enabling elevator operators to co-mingle grain in storage and issue

negotiable warehouse receipts, and futures markets in agricultural

products were developed after 1850 as the telegraph and grading stan-

dards progressed.

Agricultural Export Statistics 1790 to 1860

Table 4 shows the value of farm exports from 1790 to 1860.

From 1790 to 1802, data are not available on exports by commodity,

but in 1790, wheat represented 50 percent and tobacco 25 percent of

farm exports by value, with one-half of all exports going to Great

Britain. Agricultural exports rose from about $16 million in 1790

to about $38 million in 1807. 1808 and 1814 were disasters for for-

eign trade, but total agricultural trade ranged between $23 million

and $39 million during the other years between 1809 and 1815. The

decline in 1808 was a result of war between Britain and France, and

the decline in 1814 was caused by war between the United States and

England.

The period from 1815 to 1846 was marked by slow growth in food

exports. Peace in Europe allowed for normal food production, and

British corn laws inhibited growth in United States agricultural

exports. However, cotton exports grew fantastically during this



Table 4. Total Value of U.S. Agricultural Exports, by Commodity, for Selected Years
1790 - 1860.

Ilnolesale
Commodities Price indexes

Products Wheat Corn Total Total Farm

Fiscal of and and Otherd
all domestic All pro-

Veara
banimals productsC meal grains Tobacco Cotton Other agriculture exports commodities ducts

millions of current dollars -------------------- Warren Pearson
11910-1914 = 10(11

approx. nlprox. approx.
179(1 8 4 . 16 19.7 90 68

1795
39.5 131 102

1800
31.8 129 99

1805 4.1 8.3 1.4 1.7 6.3 9.4 .4 31.6 42.4 141 106

1807 3.1 10.8 1.0 2.4 5.5 14.2 .8 37.8 48.7 140 92

1808 1.0 1.9 .3 .2 .8 2.2 .3 6.7 9.4 115 71

1811) 2.2 6.8 1.1 2.6 5.0 15.1 .2 33.5 42.7 131 90

1813 1.1 13.6 1.8 3.0 .3 2.3 1.0 23.1 25.0 12 104

1814 .5 1.7 .2 .2 .2 2.7 .1 5.6 6.8 182 112

1815 1.3 7.2 1.1 2.9 8.2 17.5 .7 38.9 46.0 170 111

1820 2.4 5.6 .8 2.0 8.0 22.3 .4 41.5 51.7 106 68

1825 3.3 4.5 .9 2.1 6.1 36.8 .5 54.2 66.9 103 67

1830 2.4 6.3 .6 2.2 5.6 29.7 .2 47.0 59.5 91 58

1835 2.9 4.7 1.2 2.4 8.3 65.0 .5 85.0 101.2 100 75

1840 3.0 12.2 1.0 2.2 9.9 63.9 .3 92.5 113.9 95 65

1845 6.2 6.1 1.1 2.5 7.5 51.7 .3 75.4 99.3 83 58

1846 8.0 (3.7 2.1 3.4 8.5 42.8 .3 78.8 102.1 83 58

1850 10.5 8.1 4.7 2.9 10.0 72.0 .3 108.5 136.9 84 71

1856 21.4 44.9 8.8 5.3 12.2 128.4 24.8 245.8 105 84

1857 20.6 48.7 6.1 3.1 20.3 131.6 27.8 258.2 111 95

1860 24.7 20.0 3.3 3.7 15.9 191.8 28e 256.6 316.2 93 77

2!iscai years ended 1)eceinher 31 from 1789 to 1842. The years ended on June 30 from 1844 to 1976. 1843 was only 6 months long, January 1

to June 30.

-"Iteef, tallow, hides, horned cattle, butter and cheeses, pickled pork, bacon, lard, live hogs, horses, mules, sheep and wool.

'Wheat, flour, biscuits and ship bread.

meal, rye, oats, and other small grains and pulse, and rice.

'Apparently a statistical error.
f/
- See Appendix 2.

Sources: 1790 to 1802 - Seybert, Adam. "Statistical Annals of the U.S.A." 1818.
1803 to 1850 - Evans, Charles H. "Exports, Domestic, From the United States to All Countries, from 1789 to 1883, Inclusive."

48th Congress, First
1851 to 1860 - Johnson,

Session, Misc.,
Van Metre,

Doe. 49.
Ilubner and Ilanchet. U.S.D.A. Bulletin #296, October 25, 1915. Reports of the Commissioner of

Agriculture, U.S.D.A.
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period from 87 million pounds in 1816 to over 550 million pounds in

- 30/ . -l84o. [n 1846 agricultural products constituted i7 percent of all

American exports, and cotton alone accounted for 42 percent of total

domestic exports in that year. This period also witnessed the first

recorded instance of official United States food aid being sent over-

seas. In 1841, Congress appropriated money to send relief to earth-

quake victims in Venezuela.--

The period 1846 to 1860 saw a dramatic rise in agricultural

export values for almost all commodities. Settlement of the

Mississippi Valley, extension of railroad tracks and canals into the

West, elimination of the British corn laws, famine in Ireland and

poor harvests in Europe, and easy access to credit due to the

California gold discoveries contributed to the economic expansion.

In 1860 the most important agricultural export commodities were

cotton, animal products, wheat and tobacco. Cotton alone made up

about 65 percent of American agricultural exports and about 51 percent

of toal United States domestic exports at the start of the Civil War.

Great Britain remained the major export destination.

Annual wheat exports were valued between $1.7 million and $32.8

million during the period 1790 to 1850; however, there was no discern-

ible trend of growth. In 1790, wheat exports were valued at about

$8 million, which was approximately the same level as for the year

1850. However, wheat and flour exports climbed to an all time high

of $48 million in 1857 on the strength of British demand following

elimination of the corn laws. Wheat and flour exports in 1857 totaled

about 32 million bushe1s,-/ while in 1790 the United States had

exoorted about 4 million bushels of wheat and flour.-'
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CHAPTER ill

Civil War to 1914

The United States became a great agricultural exporting nation

during and after the Civil War as wheat and flour came to rival cotton

as the number one export crop. Agricultural exports grew to $1.1

billion in value by 1914, as shown in Table 5.

Civil War

Agricultural exports declined from over $256 million in 1860

to about $193 million in 1865, with almost the entire decline due to

32/
a reduction in cotton exports. The value of exports of other corn-

modities actually rose during the Civil War, because the near cessa-

tion in domestic trade between the North and the South forced farmers

and manufacturers to develop export markets for their products. Also,

England suffered crop failures in 1860, 1851, and 1852 which the

United States was able to exploit with increased grain shipments..-Pi

During the War, machinery, women, and immigrants from border states

replaced men on northern farms and enabled United States grain pro-

duction to increase. Wheat and flour exports rose from 17.2 million

bushels in 1860 to 61.7 million bushels in 1862. Corn exports rose

by 3.3 million bushels over the same years.

One result of the Civil War was the imposition of import duties

to raise revenue. The duties were maintained after the War, and to

the extent that they helped develop home markets, food exports were

reduced.



Table 5. Total Value of U.S. Agricultural Exports, by Commodity, for Selected
Years 1861 to 1914.

------o-1-------
Commodities Price Indexese

Products Wheat Corn Total Total Fans
liscal of

b
and and Otherd all domestic All pro-

Ycara animals productaC Meal grains Tobacco Cotton Other agriculture exports commodities ducts
millions of Current dolThi's ------------------- Warren (Pison

1910-1914 = 100

1861 27.7 63.4 7.6 2.6 13.8 34.1 38.8 188.0 249.3 89 75
1862 42.3 70.6 11.2 2.6 12.3 1.2 19.1 159.3 227.6 104 86
1863 68.0 75.7 10.1 2.0 19.8 6.7 34.5 216.8 268.1 133 113
1864 56.2 57.7 4.7 1.1 22.8 9.9 22.4 174.8 264.2 193 162
1865 62.4 47.4 5.2 9 41.6 5.7 29.9 193.1 233.7 185 148
1870 36.6 69.2 2.2 .9 21.1 227.0 33.7 390.7 455.2 135 112
1875 104.3 84.3 25.7 1.4 25.2 190.6 47.2 478.7 643.1 118 99
1879 146.6 162.7 41.7 6.0 25.2 162.8 59.7 604.2 717.1 90 72
1880 161.1 229.0 54.3 4.8 16.4 211.5 60.8 737.9 823.9 100 80
1881 186.3 214.9 52.0 3.4 18.7 247.7 65.2 788.2 883.9 103 89
1885 126.8 126.6 28.8 5.0 21.8 202.0 19.2 530.2 726.7 85 72
1890 176.0 104.0 43.6 7.4 21.1 251.0 24.1 627.2 845.3 82 71
1892 181.7 238.5 42.5 18.4 20.7 263.4 37.8 803.0 1,016.0 76 70
1895 176.2 97.1 15.3 2.2 25.8 211.7 30.1 558.4 790.0 71 62
1898 217.8 216.7 76.0 41.2 22.2 230.9 54.2 859.0 1,210.0 71 63
1900 233.8 143.3 87.4 32.7 29.4 243.0 75.0 844.6 1,371.0 82 7!
1904 233.0 109.0 31.8 8.9 29.6 372.0 74.9 859.2 1,434.0 87 82
1905 224.0 48.0 48.6 13.0 29.8 381.4 81.1 826.9 1,493.0 88 80
1910 158.4 98.2 26.6 9.0 38.1 450.4 90.5 871.2 1,710,0 103 lOS
1914 169.1 143.2 8.2 14.3 54.0 610.5 114.6 1,113.9 2,329.7 100 100

-'Fisca1 years ended September 30th.
tallow, hides, horned cattle, butter and cheese, pickled pork, bacon, lard, live hogs, horses, mules, sheep nd wool.

-'Wheat, flour, biscuits and ship bread.
-"Rye meal, rye, oats, other small grains and pulse, and rice.
C,See Appendix 2.

Sources: Annual Reports of the I)cparti5cnt of Agriculture and The Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D.A.

NJ
(1
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Exports After the Civil War

The growth in nonagrcultura1 populations in both the United

States and Europe and the absence of trade restrictions after 1846

created the market conditions necessary to stimulate investment in

agriculture and transportation. Cotton exports recovered their pre-

war values immediately following the end of the War because short-

ages caused prices to increase. Actual quantities of cotton exports

did not recover their prewar levels until 1875 because plantations

had been destroyed, slavery had been abolished, and marketing agents

were no longer in business. In 1914, cotton exports reached $610.5

million and were worth over one-half of all agricultural exports.

Tobacco exports continued to be very significant after the

Civil War and were worth $41 million in 1865. Export values declined

tg $16 million in 1880, but began to rise after 1900, to a value of

$54 million in 1914.

Prior to 1860, the only steady customers for United States

24/
grain had been Cuba, the West Indies and parts of South America.

The development of transportation and storage facilities in the United

States enabled occasional spurts in European demand, caused by war

or crop failures, to be met. Yet, it was the development of indus-

trialization in England that caused a sustained increase in the demand

for American wheat and flour.±' Accordingly, wheat and corn exports

became increasingly important after 1865. England and Western Europe

had severe crop failures in 1879, 1880, and 1881 and so demanded

increased quantities of United States grain, and during those years,

the United States exported one-third of its total wheat production.

However, in the 1880's Russia began to export wheat, and Canada,
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Australia and India subsidized wheat productior' causing United

States grain export values tc stagnate. Increases in grain export

values were made even more difficult after 1904 due to the raising

of trade barriers in Europe. Also, industrial development and popu-

lation growth in the United States stimulated domestic demand, and

farmers responded by siplying more sugar, dairy products, and fresh

fruits and vegetables to the domestic markets. In fact, there was

conëern at the turn of the century that rising domestic demand for

all foods would eventually render the United States a net food import-

In 1914, the United States exported $166 million in grains

and grain products, down from the all time high of $334 million in

exports in 1898.

The value of food exports declined over the period. 1900 to 1914

from $472.2 million to $449.2 despite farm product price increases

of about 41 percent over the 14-year period. These declines were off-

set by increases in cotton and tobacco exports so total agricultural

export values continued to rise. Nevertheless, food exports were

accounting for a smaller proportion of our total trade in 1914 than

in any previous period. Because increased domestic demand was the

primary reason for this, farm leaders were not troubled.

By 1914 agricultural exports, valued at $1,114 million, repre-

sented only 48 percent of total United States exports. Prior to

1900, agricultural commodities had accounted for over 60 percent of

exports, and as late as 1892, they had represented 79 percent of

United States domestic exports.
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During the period betueen the Civil War and World Var I, the

United Kingdom was the single r1ost important buyer of United States

farm exports.Z1' From 1905 to 1914 England accounted for 39 percent

of total United States agricultural shipments, as shown in Table 6,

and the status of the United States as a major supplier of agricul-

tural products prior to World War I is shown in Table 7.

Export Promotion Activities Prior to World War I

Attitudes toward exports varied during the 1800's. As domestic

markets grew prior to the Civil War, less importance was attached to

the development of trade. Further, as manufacturing developed, the

export of raw agricultural products was sometimes viewed as a symptom

of underdevelopment. The comments made in 1883 by the Commissioner

of Agriculture, George Loring, are worth repeating for their contrast

with current opinion2Y

"A nation that exports permanently the raw products
of agriculture will not attain the highest prosperity.
We should manufacture our cotton at home, eat our wheat
and corn at home, and sell any surplus in the form of
meat, butter, and cheese, thus giving employment to
surplus labor, making a market for raw products, and
reducing the cost of transportation to distant markets."

"It is not desireable to bend all the agricultural
energy of a vast district to the production of wheat,
the market for which shall be contingent upon, first,
five thousand miles of transportation, and second, the
meterology and the labor of foreign countries. We shall
be permitted to export a wheat surplus on condition of
underbidding the world in price, mainly to enable
foreign manufacturers to undersell our own in the
textile markets of the world."

"Wheat production, as developed in the Northwest
and on the Pacific Coast, tends to destroy fertility,
reduce yields and render crops uncertain. It is the
abnormal export of wheat that lures man on in these
unwise practices."
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Table 6. Proportion of U.S Agricultural Exports Going to the United

Kingdom in 1914

Commodity Proportion

Corn 25%

Tobacco 34%

Wheat 33%

Cotton 50%

Dairy Products 33%

Packinghouse Products 33%

All Products Together 39%

Source: U.S.D.A. Bulletin #296, October 25, 1915. "Our Foreign
Trade in Farm and Forest Products.t
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Table 7. U.S. Proportion of World Production and Trade in Major
Agricultural Commodities 1909-1913

United States Proportion of

Crop World production World exports

Wheat 18% 13%

Corn 71% 17%

Tobacco 37% 41%

Rice .6% .1%

Cotton 62% 64%

Source: Report of the Secretary of Agriculture, 1918. U.S.D.A.
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Despite Commissioner Loring's objections, Congress directed the

USDA to begin collecting foreign market statistics in l883.2' In

that year, the Division of Statistics sent an agent to London with

the title of Deputy Consul-General, to collect statistics on wheat,

corn, cotton, wines, oils, beef and pork products. His objective was

to gain early knowledge of the production and marketing in Europe of

products competitive with United States exports. By 1886, the agent

sent to London had established a network of contacts with United

States consuls in other European cities and was able to file monthly

reports on the market prospects for thüted States crops.2/

Despite these efforts, some remained skeptical about the pro-

spects for increased exports. The Head of the Division of Statistics,

J. R. Dodge, argued in 1889 that cotton, tobacco, meats, bread-

stuffs and cheese accounted for 97 percent of total agricultural

exports at that time, and that the growth potential of overseas mar-

kets in those commodities was limited. Mr. Dodge felt that the grain

trade in particular would have difficulty growing since nations

desired to be self sufficient in food, and since people in Asia and

Africa did not eat wheat, leaving Europe as our only significant mar-

ket. Furthermore, "No amount of advertising, no proffers of recipro-

cal trade, no change of fiscal policy can force upon Europe another

peck per capital unless some unexpected disaster shall befall her

domestic crops," said Mr. Dodge.-7--

Despite these arguments, the first Secretary of Agriculture,

J. M. Rusk, campaigned for more money to actually promote agricultural

exports, rather than just collect statistics. In 1890, Secretary
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Rusk sent a special agent to Europe to introduce corn as a nutritious

and economical food for humans. Europeans had been using corn exclu-

sively as cattle feed, but the corn agent taught recipes to cooks in

schools and charitable institutions, mainly in Great Britain. A sec-

ond agent was sent to Germany to introduce cornbread to the German

government as a cheap substitute to rye bread for the army. The

Secretary estimated in his report in 1892 that corn farmers had bene-

fited by $10 million from the promotion of corn in Europe, based on

a 13 cent per bushel average rise in corn prices from 1890 to l892.?.1

For fiscal year 1893, the appropriation for "the extension of

foreign markets," was set at $10,000, and the work of the two European

agents continued along with the collection of statistics.-7--' The

agents expanded their activities to perform market surveys on the

export potential for meats, tobacco, flour, cranberries, wines and

canned goods in Germany and Sweden.

The Section of Foreign Markets was instituted in 1894 with a

budget of $10,000. The Section was responsible for investigating the

export market potentials for American farm products, and was part of

the Division of Statistics.-'

In 1897, a surplus of fine quality butter existed which

threatened to depress prices, and USDA tried to stimulate butter

exports to London.Li Samples were sent in an effort to convince

British wholesalers that American butter was of an importable quality.

The promotional effort was successful and efforts were made in subse-

quent years to promote in other cities, besides London, a wide

variety of American farm products. The experimental exports of
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butter samples to Great Britain were continued in 1898, but no mention

was made of the project after that.

By 1901, the Section of Foreign Markets had acquired its own

offices and the Section Chief was allowed to report directly to the

Secretary of Agriculture rather than having to submit a report through

the Division of Statistics..Z.1' The Section was issuing individual

country reports, summarizing United States export and import statis-

tics, and answering inquiries regarding particular problems such as

customs regulations.

However, other nations were also promoting agricultural exports

at this time. The Chief of the Section on Foreign Markets reported

in 1902 that Australia, Canada and Argentina were exceptionally active

in promoting agricultural exports and that two-thirds of the farm im-

ports of England came from those countries. "Constant watchfulness"

78/
was said to be needed to protect American export interests.

The Section was upgraded to a division in 1903 with a budget

separate from that of the Division of Statistics.1 But indepen-

dence was short lived as the Division of Statistics became a Bureau

in 1904 with the Division of Foreign Markets under its jurisdiction.

At that time, the importance of agricultural exports to the United

States economy had begun to decline. When the Bureau of Statistics

was again reorganized in 1908, the Division of. Foreign Markets became

the Division of Production and Distribution, and while the new

Division continued to collect statistics on international trade, much

of its resources were devoted the the investigation of domestic pro-

duction and marketing subjects.2&'
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The International Institute of Agriculture, established at the

urgings of the King of Italy, was organized in the winter of 1908-

1909 with 46-member countries including the United States. Two USDA

representatives were named as delegates. The purpose of the Institute

was to collect, study and publish agricultural statistics and scientif-

ic research related to agricultural production and marketing. The

United States was to supply monthly reports containing information

about supply arid demand conditions in America in return for similar

reports from other member countries.

By 1913, the Bureau of Statistics had become mostly a domestic

crop forecasting service and had little work having to do with agri-

cultural trade. The Office of Markets was formed in May 1913 to deal

with marketing subjects, but from a descritpion of the work of the

Office, it is clear that the organization was almost entirely

domestically focused.

During the period prior to World War I, the Department also

began using its regulatory authority to encourage exports. For

instance, the Bureau of Animal Industry had been established in 1884

to combat diseases in animals and facilitate animal exports, as some

foreign nations were prohibiting the importation of American cattle

for fear of pieuropneunionia.-Z' The Meat Inspection Act of 1890 pro-

vided for the inspection of salted pork and bacon, cattle, sheep and

swine destined for export, with the inetus of this act again being

European restrictions on meat and animal imports from America for fear

of disease.21" The Grain Standards Act of 1901 and the Cotton

Standards Act of 1908 were other actions designed to help farmers

market their products both domestically and overseas.-'
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In addition to promotional, regulatory and monitoring activi-

ties, relief shipments also affected agricultural exports. In 1902,

$200,000 in food shipments were sent to Martinique, and two United

States supply ships were diverted to Sicily in 1908 by President

Roosevelt.-- Also, numerous private organizations or local govern-

ment officials led donation drives to help relieve various famines

in Russia, Armenia and China between 1890 and 1922.

Table 8 summarizes the export related activities of this period.

Total spending, between 1890 arid 1908, on the salaries of the special

agents, the Section of Foreign Markets, and the Division of Foreign

Markets, is estimated at $130,000. However, the impact of this

spending is impossible to judge, as total agricultural export values

were expanding for many reasons.

Other actions which were to have major significance for United

States exports after World War I were the various tariff laws passed

in the 1890's and 1900's. Since there were few restraints on trade

in the 1st half of the 1800's, United States farm prices were deter-

mined on world markets. Low prices in the late 1880's caused farmers

to focus on international trade issues but they erred by supporting

high tariffs on imports.-Y In the McKinley Tariff of 1890, the rate

on wheat rose from 20 to 25 cents per bushel,-' and other rates also

increased. But import tariffs had little effect on farm products

since the United States was a net exporter of most agricultural com-

modities. Tariffs continued upward in 1897 and 1909 with the real

significance of the tariffs being their contribution to the growth

of economic nationalism worldwide--a condition whose effects were

felt after Vorld War I.1'



Table 8. Federal Expenditures on Agricultural Research, Relief Shipments, and
Agricultural Export Promotion in 1841, and 1883 to 1914.

1913 1909 1903 1883

liscal Years'1 and to to to

1914 1912 1908 1902 1901 1900 1899 1898 1897 1896 1895 9894 1983 1892 1891 1841

Thousands of Dollars

Division of statisticab d [average [average 117.1 109.7 107.7 101.0 92.9 77.1 68.6 95.1 91.1 88.0 86.6 [average
ftureau of Statisticsb 106.9) 107.7) 76.11

Special Agents 7.5 2.2

Section of Foreign Markets
Il.7c 110C 1o8C

9.0 4.3
95C 91c

Division of Foreign Markets [average
5.7]

Office of Markets d

Relief Shipments:
Venezuela d

Mart inque 200
Sicily two ships
Russia, Armenia and China ----------- numerous private relief efforts. Amounts unknown ---------

-' Years ending June 30.

-'Expenditures given represent the budget of the entire agency. Not all activities were related to exports.

-"Extimated from appropriations.

t find the amount.

Sources; Reports of the Commissioncr/Sccretary of Agriculture, U.S.D.A. 1883 through 1914.
fladwiger, Don. 'Federal Wheat Commodity Programs.' Iowa State University Press, 1970.
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CHAPTER IV

1914 to 1933

World War I caused many changes in American agirculture. The

trend toward increased government involvement in agricultural markets,

which began in the 1890's with tariff laws, expanded during the War.

From 1914 to 1933, agricultural exports first rose from $1,113.9

million to $4,107.2 million, and then fell to $589.6 million in 1933.

Besides World War I, protective tariffs and the Federal Farm Board

provided the other major influences on agricultural exports.

In 1914, $610.5 million worth of cotton was exported represent-

ing about 55 percent of total agricultural exports, and wheat and

tobacco were the second and third most important products. During

that year, farm income was considered adequate and exports represented

about 30 percent of production. Table 9 presents information about

United States farm exports from 1915 to 1933.

Relief Efforts 1914 to 1924

The start of World War I in 1914 signaled a fundamental change

in the market outlook for farmers. Reduced production in the war

zones and large government subsidies for relief efforts provided

extraordinary export opportunities for American farmers. The history

of World War I relief efforts can be divided into four periods as

shown in Table 10. Tables 11 and 12 show the sources of relief

financing and the quantities of food and other material provided. In

all, 33.8 million metric tons of sp1ies, including 22.2 million

metric tons of flour and grain, were distributed throughout Europe.



Table 9. Total Value of U.S. Agricultural Exports, by Commodity, 1915-1933
Wholesale

Commodities Price Indexes
Products Wheat Corn Total Total Farm

Fiscal Calendar of and and Other all domestic All pro-
Year5 Year animalsb ptoductsc meal grainsd Tobacco Cotton Otliere agriculture exports commodities ducts

- - ------- millions of current dollars ------------------ [1910-1914 = 10O

1915 319.4 429.5 41.3 105.3 44.5 376.2 159.7 1,475.9 2,716.2 101 101

1916 414.4 304.1 32.4 103.0 53.4 374.2 236.6 1,518.1 4,272.2 125 119
1917 514.7 392.8 75.3 126.7 59.9 543.1 255.8 1,968.3 6,227.2 172 182

1918 725.5 327.9 95.7 214.5 69.7 665.0 182.2 2,280.5 5,838.6 191 208
1919 1,226.9 661.9 29.5 245.6 260.0 1,137.4 545.9 4,107.2 7,081.5 202 222
1920 607.6 832.5 33.9 220.3 245.5 1,136.4 390.4 3,466.6 7,949.3 226 212

1921 445.0 846.8 67.3 157.0 237.5 600.2 253.8 2,607.6 6,385.9 143 125

1922 330.2 378.1 122.1 86.0 157.3 596.4 245.8 1,915.9 3,699.9 142 132

1923 338.4 277.7 77.5 98.7 146.2 659.0 201.7 1,799.2 3,866.7 147 139
1924 358.7 177.7 21.8 48.3 168.1 904.0 188.5 1,867.1 4,224.0 143 141

1925 339.1 all ------- 536.4 -------- all 131.5 1,061.0 160.9 2,280.4 4,778.2 151 155
1926 314.8 grains 264.2 grains 167.3 917.7 227.7 1,891.7 4,653.1 146 141

1927 260.6 406.4 136.1 866.9 237.9 1,907.9 4,867.3 140 140
1928 234.1 404.0 136.0 820.5 220.8 1,815.4 4,773.3 142 149
1929 239.6 335.4 148.1 868.2 255.9 1,847.2 5,283.9 139 148
1930 225.1 248.3 148.5 671.2 202.8 1,495.9 4,617.7 127 124

1931 147.6 146.6 142.3 424.6 176.9 1,038.0 3,031.6 107 91

1932 85.6 106.4 86.3 339.3 134.5 752.1 1,908.1 95 68
1933 66.6 38.5 62.8 324.3 97.4 589.6 1,413.4 96 72

'Years ending June 30.
-1Incltides live animals, beeswax, dairy products, poultry products, wool, glue, honey, beef, hides and skins, other beef products,

mutton, pork and pork products.
"1ncludes wheat, buckwheat, bread and biscuits, and wheat flour.
"lnc1udes barley, oats, rye and products of barley, oats and rye, and rice.

-"lncludes cocoa and chocolate, coffee, vegetable fibers other than cotton, fruits, ginseng, glucose and sugar, hay, hopes liqwr, nursery
stock, nuts, oil cake and meal, vegetable oil, seeds, spices, starch, sugar, molasses, syr, vegetables and other vegetable matter.

f/See Fmppendax 2.

Sources: Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D.A.
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Table 10. Grand Total of All Food and Other Relief Delivered
During World War I and the Reconstruction Period, by
Major Operations.

Million
metric Million

Operation tons dollars

Commission for Relief Nov. 1914
in Belgium to

Aug. 1919 5.0 $ 861.3

U.S. Food April 1917
Administration to

June 1919 23.1 3,050.5

Armistice Period Nov. 1918
to

Aug. 1919 4.2 1,101.5

Reconstruction Aug. 1919
Period to

July 1923 1.6 220.7

Nov. 1914
TOTALS to

July 1923 33.8 $5,234.0

Source: Surface, Frank M. and Raymond C. Bland, "American Food in
World War and Reconstruction Period." Stanford, California,
1931.



Table 11. Sources of Relief Financing, 1914 to 1924, by Major
Operation.

Commission for Relief in Belgiinn:

Million Dollars
Source of CalDital

U.S. Government subsidy $386.6
United Kingdom subsidy 109.0
French subsidy 204.9
Charity and Commercial Exchange 58.6
Total C.R.B. Financing

United States Food Administration

U.S. Treasury Loans
Total U.S.F.A. Financing

Armistice Period

U.S. Government subsidies and credits
United Kingdom subsidies and credits
Subsidies and credits from other governments
Cash or barter sales
Charity
Total Armistice Period Financing

$3,050.5

Reconstruction Period

U.S. Government subsidies
United Kingdom subsidies
Central Europeon Government's subsidies
Soviet Union subsidies
Charity
Total Reconstruction Period Financing

Grand Total of Relief Finacing

$624.2
59.5
14.2

422.5
14. 7

$759.2

$3,050.5

$1,135.1

$ 81.8
18. 2

14. 7

11.5
86.3

$ 212.4

$5,157.2

Total of U.S. Government Subsidies and Credits $4,143.1
(80. 3%)

Source: Surface. Pgs. 142-144.
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Table 12. Total of Relief Deliveries During the Period 1914 to 1924,
by Commodity.

Commodity Million metric tons

Flour 7.4

Grain 14.8

Rice .6

Beans and Peas .4

Corn grits .1

Pork and Products 2.0

Milk .7

Cocoa .1

Sugar 2.1

Misc. food 2.0

Forage 3.2

Soap .1

Medical Supplies .1

Clothing and Misc. .5

TOTAL 33.8

Source: Surface, pg. 9.



The United States government provided about 80 percent of the total

financing needed for this effort.

Almost all agricultural products given in relief originated in

the United States, expecially during the years 1918 and 19l9.-91

Table 13 indicates the impact that relief efforts had on the quantity

of United States farm products being exported. Using calendar year

1919 as an example, approximately $700 million in exports of the pro.-

ducts of animals, $300 million in wheat and flour exports, $100 million

in exports of other grains and oats, $200 million in tobacco exports,

$600 million in cotton exports and $300 million in sugar, fruit and

vegetable exports were directly stimulated by relief efforts. Those

figures totaled $2.1 billion, or about 50 percent of the $4.1 billion

in total agricultural exports that year.

The Commission for Relief in Belgium was created in September

1914. German armies had invaded Belgium and the Commission took the

resposibility of feeding the 10 million civilians behind German lines.

The CRB began as a purely philanthropic enterprise but soon received

financial support from the allied and American governments. United

States government subsidies to the CRB totaled $386.6 million, and

charity from Americans added another $34.5 million to the effort.-'

Total financing for the CRB was reported at $759.2 million even though

the value of relief provided to the people of Belgium aiid Northern

France was put at $861.3 million. The difference represents a risk

differential charged to the Belgium Government to account for hazards

in distributing supplies.
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Table 13. U.S. War Time Food Exoorts Compared with Pre-War Averages

Average Actual Actual

Comniodity 1915-1917 1917-1918 1918-1919

-- Million Metric Tons --

Breadstuffs (mostly wheat) 3.3 6.8 10.6

Meats and fats .6 1.6 2.4

Sugar .6 1.5 1.7

Feed grain (mostly oats) .9 1.9 1.7

TOTAL 5.5 11.8 16.3

Source: Surface, Frank M. and Raymond L. Bland. "American Food in
World War and Reconstruction Period." Stanford, California,
1931.
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When the United States entered the War in April 1917, supplies

of food and feedstuffs were low. Wheat production in 1916 had been

only 640 million bushels, down from 1,026 million in 1915. Further,

adverse weather was expected to result in a poor harvest in 1917 also.

High food prices in the United States even caused America to embargo

exports and ration supplies early in 1917, and wheat imports, from

Canada mainly, were needed to augment domestic supplies.

The Secretary of Agriculture called a meeting of the state

commissioners of agriculture and the presidents of the land grant

colleges in St. Louis during April Western representatives

met in Berkeley, California. A comprehensive agricultural program

to stimulate production and regulate distribution was agreed upon,

and the Food Administration under the direction of Herbert Hoover was

inaugerated. Under the Food Control Law of August, 1917, Hoover was

given the authority to direct all efforts to conserve and distribute

food in the United States.

The Food Administration contained several sub-organizations

designed to carry out special functions. The Food Administration

Grain Corporation was responsible for maintaining a guaranteed wheat

price, and the Corporation set a base price of $2.20 per bushel in

Chicago for No. 1 Northern Wheat for 1917." The 1918 and 1919 sup-

port prices were increased to $2.26, and appropriate differentials

were determined for other grades and markets.ZY The base prices were

maintained through buying agencies which stood ready to purchase all

wheat offered at those prices. The Corporation rationed supplies

among domestic and allied markets and regulated flour prices charged

by American mills. The base price set in 1917 was comparable to a
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price of $9.00 per bushel in 1980. The Food Administration ceased

to exist in June of 1919, but President Wilson created the United

States Grain Corporation to continue to guarantee wheat prices for

the 1920 crop year.

The Sugar Equalization Board was a second organization under

the Food Administration which distributed Cuban and United States

sugar supplies in 1918 among the allied countries. The third organi-

zatjon under the Food Administration was the Division of Coordination

of Purchases which allocated all commodities, except grains and sugar,

among the allies.

The Food Administration was financed entirely by U.S. Treasury

credits. However, allied governments made additional purchases of

United States food using other credit sources.

Following the signing of the Armistice, relief in allied, neutral

and enemy countries continued to be needed. Two hundred million

people in Eartern and Southern Europe alone were near starvation, and

people in Finland were using pulverized pine bark for flour.' The

United States established the American Relief Administration to

officially handle the relief furnished by the United States government.

Sources of ARA funds included a $100 million congressional appropria-

tion for relief in Europe, United States treasury loans to newly

established governments, supplies from the President's National

Security Defence Fund, and some relief supplied as loans.

With the signing of the Treaty of Versailles in June 1919, the

Armistice period ended and all official relief from the United States

ceased. The ARA and the Grain Corporation continued only until exist-

ing commitments were fulfilled. However, even though the harvests
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of 1919 and 1920 reduced Europe's dependence on relief supplies,

several countries needed continued assistance until 1923. The

European Children's Fund was a purely charitable organization which

mobilized private contributions from the United States, and profits

earned by the Grain Corporation were donated to this fund with Woodrow

Wilson's approval. The American Relief Administration Warehouses,

the European Relief Council, and the American Relief Administration-

Russian Unit were other organizations operating between 1920 and 1924

to extend relief to Europe. Of the total relief provided during the

decade, 85 percent was in the form of credits, 9 percent actually

represented cash sales, and 6 percent was in the form of charitable

donations. Most of the credits were in reality grants however, since

default became common during the ensuing decade.

Export Promotion Activities Following World War I

Table 14 summarizes the federal promotion efforts of this pen-

od. In about six years, World War I had caused economic changes

which might otherwise have spanned two generations.-"1 Production

was stimulated in Canada, Argentian, Australia, New Zealand and in

America while excess demand in Europe was being curtailed. Until

prices collapsed in the summer of 1920, it was thought that the War's

end would bring an increase in commercial demand for American farm

products due to the lifting of consumption restrictions imposed by

wartime govern3nents.!' However, effective demand was constrained

by ability to pay, not by a lack of need or desire, and the post war

surge in export demand never occurred. By May of 1921, farm pur-

chasing power was only 77 percent of its prewar leve1.-' Thus, the



Table 14. Federal Expenditures on Marketing Research, Relief Shipments and Agricultural
Export Promotion, 1915 - 1932

1915

Fiscal Yearsa 1932 1931 1930 1924 1928 1927 1926 1925 1921 192.3 1922 tliru

1921

------------------- millions ----------------------

Bureau of Crop Estimates C

Office of Markets and Rural Organization C

Bureau of Markets C

Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates c

Bureau of Agricultural Economics 6.5 6.2 6.0 5.6 5.0 4.9 4.7 4.5 4.0 3.6 3.4

Foreigi Agricultural Information Division .1 .1 .09 .09 .06 .07 .07 .07 .05 -

Foreign Agricultural Service .4 .2

u.s. Food Administration [Norid War I relief efforts

American Relief Administration affecting $4.1 Lillion iii

agricultural exports)

War Finance Corporation [Short term loans totaling 8.6 billion. Not all were tor

agricultural commoditiesi

Grain Stabilization Corporation
[loans to China)

Federal Farm Board (Surplus wheat

-'Years ending June 30.

'Expend1tures for the entire Bureau are given. Not all activities are related to exports.

-'Can't find.

Sources: Reports of the Secretary of Agriculture, various issues.
Gaus, John H. and Leon 0. Walcott. "Public Administration and the United States Department of Agriculture." Chicago, 1940.

Rasmussen, Wayne 0. and Gladys L. Baker. "The Department of Agriculture." 1972.

The Budget ôf the United States, various issues.
Surface, Frank H. and Raymond C. Blank. "American Food in the World War and Reconstruction Period." Stanford, 1931.

(11
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period of rising prices, expansion of acreage and relatively few trade

barriers which had begun after the Civil War ended with the end of

World War I. Within a single crop year following the War, farmers

had to begin to adjust to declining foreign markets, falling prices

and a profusion of trade barriers. As a result of these changes,

government policies were eventually redirected to focus on the "prob-

1cm" of agricultural surpluses, but efforts to substantially restiiriu-

late export demand did not materialize.

It is important to note that the evolution of the Foreign Agri-

cultural Service of the Department of Agriculture during the 1920's

was in response to a need for statistical information on crop condi-

tions and market situations overseas. It was felt that if farmers

had enought information, they would and could adjust their production

"rationally." Thus, the reason for the collection and distribution

of statistics on foreign market conditions was not necessarily to

stimulate United States exports, but rather to encourage an T?adjust_

ment" of United States farm production.

USDA activities related to overseas markets had to be restarted

with a jolt in 1920, since from 1909 to 1919, almost all normal pro-

motion and monitoring functions had been allowed to atrophy. The

Bureau of Statistics had become the Bureau of Crop Estimates in July

1914, and the publication of foreign trade statistics was its only

export-oriented function.-7-J The domestic focus of USDA was further

strengthened in fiscal year 1915 when the Office of Markets became

the Office of Markets and Rural Organization. The only foreign market

activity completed in 1916 had consisted of a single research effort
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to catalogue European trade barriers.-' By 1917, the Office of Markets

and Rural Organization was upgraded to a Bureau, and an investigation

into the market potential of fruit in China, Eastern Siberia, Japan

and the Philippines was conducted.- A study of market conditions

in Australia and New Zealand was conducted in 1918, and trade commis-

sioners were sent to London and Bueno Aires in 1919 and l920.-' The

Bureau of Crop Estimates continued a practice of sharing United States

production information with the International Institute of Agriculture

in Rome in exchange for cable reports from the Institute concerning

foreign crop prospects. However, contacts with the Institute were

not even mentioned in the Report of the Secretary of Agriculture in

1919.

In 1920, with farm prices falling, the Secretary of Agriculture,

E. E. Meredith, admitted to the President that little attention had

been given to the development of foreign markets for farm products

or to the development of a reliable foreign market reporting ser-

vice.-Li The Secretary indicated that the "foreign markets division

of the bureau" was trying to supply information about market con-

ditions abroad, but that increased funding was needed.Z- There is

no indication from published reports as to how large or significant

the foreign markets division was, or whether it was part of the Bureau

of Markets or the Bureau of Crop Estimates. The Secretary concluded

this section of his 1920 report by suggesting that the salary of the

United States delegate to the International Institute of Agriculture

be increased to $7,500 from $3,600. It seems the United States had

had no delegate since 1918 because the salary did not attract any

qualified applicants for the job.
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The Bureau of Crop Estimates, the Bureau of Markets and the

Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics were consolidated into

a single Bureau of Agricultural Economics in 1922, with the responsi-

bility of investigating "every economic condition and force which was

an influence upon either production or price,.. However, the

research focus of the Bureau remained essentially domestic. Research

topics included regulation of agricultural markets, the formation of

cooperatives, the use of futures markets, and new industrial uses for

agricultural products. The new bureau contained a Foreign Agricultural

Information Division, of which the overseas representatives were a

part.

Secretary of Commerce, Herbert Hoover, attempted to usurp all

marketing functions for agricultural products from USDA in 1921, when

he indicated to Congressional leaders that the Department of Agri-

culture should confine its activities to telling farmers what they

should produce.!?! Secretary of Agriculture, Henry Wallace, blasted

the proposal as "utterly indefensible" and said that any duplication

of activities between the two departments arose out of the "persistent

encroachment of the Department of Commerce upon fields properly

belonging to the Department of Agriculture." In 1923, Commerce

received an appropriation to investigate the problems relating to

foreign trade in manufactured and agricultural products, but President

Harding sided with USDA in the dispute, and the appropriation was not

continued in 1924.-f'

By 1922, USDA had placed representatives in Argentina, England

and other countries to report on crop conditions and other variables

affecting the demand for United States exports.-' Also USDA



negotiated access of United States pork into Great Britain, German's',

and the Netherlands in 1922. On July 1, 1922, the Section of Foreign

Markets and general foreign trade work were incorporated into the new

Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and a full time representative was

stationed in Germany.' Congress finally ended much of the bickering

between the Departments of Agriculture and Commerce in 1927 when it

established the Foreign Service of the Commerce Department and limited

the commercial attache's to reporting on nonagricultural commod-

47/ites

By 1924, USDA had 82 employees stationed in foreign countries

and the Year Book of that year described their responsibilities in

gathering information about available supplies and general economic

conditions around the world.-1' The agricultural representatives

were also required to administer grades and standards and foster

better relationships between foreign customers and American producers.

USDA also received information from the International Institute of

Agriculture, from the consuls of the State Department, from reciprocal

arrangements with foreign ministers of Agriculture, and from the

Commerical attache's of the Department of Commerce. A "moving picture

film" entitled, "The Honor of the Little Purple Stamp" was made for

European audiences in 1924, and depicted the hygenic methods by which

United States pork products were produced.

The Foreign Agricultural Service was created in June of 1930,

and Bureau of Agricultural Economics employees were appointed as its

officers. Threafter, FAS officers were stationed in United States

embassies and consulates around the world. Their responsibilities

were to acquire information regarding world agricultural markets,
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investigate foreign agronornic and farm management practices, and

demonstrate standards for cotton, wheat and other American products.

Secretary Hyde, in justifying the work of FAS in 1932 said, 'Production

adjustments and increased selling enterprise must be twin supports,"

and "The need for reducing exports is no reason for losing interest

in foreign markets."-----1 The Secretary added that the Department was

increasing its efforts to gather information about foreign markets

and foreign crop conditions. Examples of how FAS representatives

aided farm exports were given by Hyde in the same report. Fruit

exports had actually doubled in volume between the prewar period and

1932 with apples being the principal fresh fruit commodity. FAS repre-

sentatives visited the principal fruit-receiving ports of Europe to

investigate the condition of fruit shipments, prices, supplies on hand

and due to arrive and import regulations. Weekly reports were sub-

mitted to Washington and disseminated from there. Similar investiga-

tions were completed for other export commodities with particular

attention paid to quality considerations for perishable products like

fruit, tobacco and meats. Price information was of paramount impor-

tance for staples such as cotton and wheat. The Secretary also indi-

cated in 1932 that he felt that grading promoted the export trade by

enhancing buyer confidence. Fruit and rice exports benefited par-

ticularly from the existence of dependable standardization and grading

services. By the end of 1932, FAS officers were stationed in eight

foreign countries.

In addition to the information gathering work of USDA during

the 1920's the United States government also aided agricultural exports
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by supplying credits to foreign nations, and by continuing to use the

Department's regulatory authority to enhance the marketability of

United States products. The United States' balance of trade with

Europe had turned positive shortly after the Civil War.-' Our status

as a debtor nation allowed this situation to continue since we had

owed over $200 million annually to European nations on interest alone

prior to World War I. However, by the end of the War, European nations

owed the United States over $500 million annually just for interest.

Since the United States had become a net creditor, and continued to

run balance of payments surpluses in the 1920's, dollars were less

available for the purchase of United States exports.-' The shortage

of dollar currency was exacerbated by a return to a high tariff policy

by the United States, and by our insistence that war debts be repaid

in current dollars. United States tariffs reached all time highs

under the Emergency and Fordney-McCurnber Acts of the early 1920's,

and the Hawley-Smoot Act of 1930. Consequently, a foreign loan policy

was designed to try to offset the depressing effects of import tariffs

on foreign trade.-- From 1919 to 1929 inclusive, $8,172 billion was

extended as export credit, and most of the loans were never repaid.!.i

These loans were financed through the War Finance Corporation--an

agency rejuvenated in 1922.-1 The Corporation had been created by

Congress in April 1918 to make short-term loans of five years of less

to American exporters unable to obtain commercial credit. While these

credits financed all exports, agricultural exports predominated in

European trade.
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The Department of Agriculture's rgu1atory authority expanded

during this period. The Grain and Cotton Standards Act was passed in

1913, the Cotton Futures Act in 1914, the Terminal Inspections Act in

1915, the Warehouse Act in 1916 and the Standard Container Act in

19i7.-" These and other acts provided for terminal inspections,

standardized containers and hoppers, tobacco inspection and the grad-

ing of naval stores, apples, pears and dairy products destined for

export. The responsibility for enforcement of these acts fell to the

Office of Markets within USDA. Later, the Packers and Stockyards Act

of 1921, the Grain Futures and Naval Stores Act of 1922, the Export

Plant Certificate Act of 1926, and the Standard Hamper Act of 1928

extended USDA's regulatory activities.

Other Efforts to Support Farm Prices in the 1920's

While the activities of the War Finance Corporation and the

Foreign Agriculture Service continued, other attempts to increase farm

exports were also made. In 1921, a USDA list of recommendations to

help farm families included calls for strengthened marketing coopera-

tives, increased credit, improved warehouse regulations, lower freight

rates, increased funding for the foreign service functions of USDA,

14/better grading procedures and more farm to market roads. However,

USDA's ideas were not synchronized with the thoughts of many in

Congress who preferred direct price sport activity. Three bills

in particular gained attention in Congress. The Norris-Sinclair Bill

would have created a government corporation to buy or lease storage

and processing facilities, and buy, process and sell agricultural

products.!/ In this way, it was hoped that the earnings of marketing
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agents would be eliminated. The Ladd-Sinclair Bill was introduced in

1922 to extend the life of the United States Grain Corporation and

enable it to buy United States products at supported domestic prices

and sell them at world prices.-' Other bills were introduced by

Gooding and Little, also in 1922, to enable the government to buy and

store grain until prices rose.±1 Secretary Wallace opposed all of

these measures saying that the experience of 3,000 years had shown

the impracticality of having the government fix prices by buying up

81/
surplus crops.

In 1923, the Secretary of Agriculture reviewed suggestions made

in Congress for improving the agricultural situation. Reducing

acreage, encouraging crop diversification, and promoting marketing

coops were the remedies favored by the Secretary. Between 1924 and

1928, five bills were introduced by Senator McNary of Oregon and

Representative Haugen of Iowa to organize a government export corpora-

tion to buy farm products at domestic prices and sell them at world

prices. A domestic price for each crop would have been computed by

USDA to equal in buying power the average price which prevailed during

the ten prewar years, with the domestic price to be protected by a

tariff and maintained by government purchases sufficient to absorb

excess supplies. Losses to the government from the operation of the

export corporation were to be covered by an assessment collected

during good years from farmers at the time of sale. Surpluses earned

by the corporation would be loaned back to farmers at low interest

for one, two, or three years. Wheat, cotton, corn and oats were to

be the first commodities covered. Secretary Wallace had said as early
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as 1923, that formation of such an export corporation financed by

farmers, rather than by the government, was worth considering, and

farm leaders in the Pacific Northwest were the strongest force in the

nation sporting this proposal.

The essential idea behind the McNary-Haugen bills were that the

power of the federal government should be used to help farmers dispose

of surpluses abroad and raise domestic prices, but that farmers should

pay for the losses incurred in exporting commodities at less than

domestic prices through collection of an equalization fee. Opponents

of McNary-Haugen felt the plan to be unworkable, that losses, and thus

the equalization fee, would be too high, and that the plan constituted

"price fixing." Further, opponents feared that higher prices would

only exacerbate the basic problem of surplus production. In contrast

to the Norris-Sinclair Bill, the McNary-Haugen Bills would have pro-

vided a minimum of government involvement in marketing activities.

A suggestion was made in 1926 to dispose of surpluses by paying

an export bounty in the form of negotiable certificates issued to

exporters that could be used to offset import duties. However, pro-

posals to have the government intervene directly in farm marketing

were opposed by USDA as being not in farmers' best interests and as

being an illigitimate form of government action. USDA still advocated

cooperative marketing along commodity lines as the primary means of

raising farm incomes as late as l927.-

The concept of a Federal Farm Board to help marketing coopera-

tives stabilize farm production and prices was developed in 1927 by

opponents of the McNary-I-faugen Bills, and by 1928, USDA was cautiously



supportive of the Farm Board concept.-' In 1929, the Agricultural

Marketing Act was passed with a central feature being the creation

of a Federal Farm Board with a revolving fund of $500 million to be

used to stabilize farm prices.-!" A high tariff policy was still sup-

ported, and eventually agriculture was still expected to be on a

domestic basis.

When the Farm Board began operations, its principal objective

was to develop a strong system of marketing cooperatives. However,

a steep decline in farm prices in the last half of 1929 forced the

Board to focus on price stabilization techniques. The Farm Board

started by making storage loans to cooperatives, but eventually began

buying commodities directly in an effort to support prices. From

November 1930 until June 1931 the Farm Board supported United States

wheat prices above world market prices..&" As a consequence, wheat

exports were restricted and United States surpluses grew even larger.

The effort exhausted the Board's funds and the nation's storage

capacity as the Board owned 256 million bushels of wheat. With funds

exhausted, the Farm Board ended its efforts to support domestic prices

in June 1931. Some of the wheat owned by the Board was exported under

subsidy, some was donated to the Red Cross, and some was sold on the

domestic market.-'

In 1931 and 1932, loans were made to China for the purchase of

American cotton and wheat. The loans were given by the Grain

Stabilization Corporation, which was part of the Federal Farm Board..?i

When the Farm Board was liquidated, its assets were transferred to

the newly created Farm Credit Administration.'



However, even as the Farm Board was attempting to support wheat

prices, export credits were being withdrawn and tariffs were being

raised by the United States government. Since only about 16 percent

of the total value of farm output had entered the export markets in

the middle 1920's, it had been thought that agriculture would even-

81/
tually balance itself with domestic demand. lith this future

domestic balance in mind, USDA attempted to design import tariffs on

competitive agricultural products so as to insure the home market for

American farmers. Reduced exports were seen by USDA as a natural

result of a growing urban-domestic population. High tariffs were seen

as an increasingly important tool to protect farm incomes because the

United States was becoming a net importer of numerous farm commodities.

Therefore, USDA urged farmers to refrain from criticizing tariff laws.

Products receiving significant tariff protection in 1930 included flax,

cane and beet sugar, fruit, beef cattle, sheep, and wool, and dairy

products.--1 Coast markets were protected against Argentine corn.

Hard wheat imports from Canada were discouraged, and long-staple cot-

ton imports were also affected by the tariffs.

As a result of all the factors mentioned, agricultural export

values fell from $1.8 billion in 1928 to $.6 billion in 1933. By

February 1933, the exchange value of farm products for manufactured

goods had fallen to 50 percent of the prewar average.i/ USDA esti-

mated in 1929 that an average farmer had only $230 left after paying

production expenses, rent, interest, and taxes each year. This

amounted to much less than common labor wages.

Other changes which had occurred during the 1920's included a

shift in export destinations. Following World War I, cotton exports
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to Northwestern Europe had declined along with declines in wheat and

hog exports. However, trade had shifted toward the Orient. From

1927 to 1931, 13. 7 percent of United States agricultural exports went

to the Far East, while only about 3 percent had gone to the Orient

during the five prewar years.!" Cotton, tobacco, and wheat exports

to China and Japan showed the greatest increases, indicating that

people in Japan and China were already substituting wheat for rice

before World War II. Efforts to develop export outlets in Latin

Merica were also being made by 1932.

Effects of Export Promotion

The World War I relief efforts, the short-term loans made by

the War Finance Corporation, and the exports subsidized by the Federal

Farm Board obviously affected the United States export values. About

one-third of the exports during the period 1918 to 1920, about $3.3

billion, can be attributed to American relief activities. United

States government credits and subsidies from April 1917 to August 1919

totaled almost $3.7 billion, and additional subsidies were made after

August 1919. However, allowance must be made for the fact that some

exports would have moved commercially in 1920 if relief help had not

been available.

The total value of United States agricultural exports between

1921 and 1929 was $17.9 billion, and about one-third of those shipments

were made possible by the short-term loans of the War Finance Corpora-

tion. The volume of long-term loans made in 1930 and 1931 was small

enough so that no mention of them appeared in the USDA reports of that

period, and the effects of the Farm Board activities are equally
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unclear. Wheat exports would have been reduced during 1931 while the

Board was trying to sport prices. However, some wheat was exported

under subsidy by the Board in 1932.

The effectiveness of the Foreign Agricultural Service, its pre-

decessor agencies, and the entire Bureau of Agricultural Economics in

promoting exports is impossible to determine since the export statis-

tics of the period are dominated by war and depression, making trend

analysis impossible. However, it is probable that since FAS concen-

trated on the gathering of trade statistics, its activities had little

effect on export values. Another point about FAS should be noted here.

From the beginnings of United States efforts to collect foreign market

information in 1884, government activities had been concentrated in

regions with whom America already had significant trade. The first

special agents were sent to London and Germany to promote butter and

corn, and after World War I, the first trade representatives were sent

to Europe. The first representative to the Orient was not sent until

1927, when nearly 10 percent of United States agricultural trade was

already destined for there. Consequently, even if FAS did successfully

promote farm exports, they only encouraged existing trends.



CHAPTER V

1933 to 1940

By 1933, serious questions were being asked about the ability of

free agricultural markets to promote efficiency or to achieve equilib-

Price instability seemed to injure the efficient commercial

producer relatively more than the inefficient subsistence farmer, and

production had not declined in response to low prices. United States

wheat acreage had expanded rapidly prior to World War I, and it con-

tinued to expand during the depressed years of the 1920's. The stimu-

lative effect of World War I was described by Hadwiger in 1970 as only

an "upward wrinkle in the trend toward greater United States and world

production."-" Since farm acreage and production repeatedly failed

to respond to depressed prices, surpluses accumulated and harmed farm

economies even further. The answer seemed to be market regulation.

Consequently, by 1933, sentiment had evolved in favor of national pro-

duction controls as a means of achieving a "balanced" farm economy.!-I

Confidence in export subsidy proposals had been shaken by the decline

in farm exports after 1929, and cooperative organizers had come to

appreciate their own inability to raise farm prices. Further, the

collapse of the Farm Board showed the futility of trying to support

prices without being able to restrict production.

The policy response of the Iinited States government was to try

to reduce production while attempting to maintain and, if possible,

expand export markets. In the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933,

farmers contracted with the government to reduce acreage in exchange
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for benefit payments financed by a processing tax on each covered

commodity. The Supreme Court declared the processing tax unconsti-

tutional in 1936, so production control efforts focused on soil con-

servation after that. The ever-normal granary concept was explained

in the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1937.-! As explained, acreage

adjustment and crop storage were the central concepts of the granary

with supply to be curtailed through soil conservation efforts, and

consumers to be protected through the accumulation of grain stocks.

Commodity loans designed to finance storage and stabilize prices were

the machinery used to promote the granary. Importantly, the primary

function of the granary loans was to counteract market price fluc-

tuations. The loan was not designed to maintain a high price level.

On export crops like wheat, the primary emphasis was placed on crop

insurance rather than wheat loans. Our share of the world wheat trade

was thought to be too small to be able to move export prices higher

by reducing supply.

Export Promotion

During the 8-year period of 1933 to 1940, agricultural exports

reached a peak of $891 million in value, and of the major commodities,

only the grains showed noticeable growth. Efforts to expand exports

took many forms, including participation in the first International

Wheat Agreement, the negotiation of reciprocal trade agreements with

other nations, subsidizing exports, and continuation of the work of

the Foreign Agricultural Service. These activities are summarized

in Table 16.



Table 15. Total Value of U.S. Agricultural Exports, by Commodity, 1933-1940.

(:onunodit lea

Products Wheat Cot-n

Fiscal of and and Other
Year a h

animals
C

products meal grains lohacco

-------- millions of current
--- all grains----------

1933 66.6 38.5 62.8
1934 83.9 40.0 99.9
1935 72.2 31.3 120.5
1036 54.6 28.2 141.1
1937 49.3 27.3 .7 10.4 129.1
1938 60.6 114.4 68.5 34.8 149.2
1939 62.2 76.9 40.8 21.6 143.7
1940 65.5 40.5 23.3 19.3 64.6

Wholesale
Price Indexes

Total Total Farm
all domestic pro-

Cotton Othere agriculture exports commodities ducts

lIars --------------------
[1910-1914 = 1(10]

324.3 91.4 589.6 1,413.4 96 72
472.3 121.2 787.3 2,008.5 110 92
333.6 111.1 668.7 2,085.1 117 ill
399.4 143.0 766.3 2,375.4 118 114
382.8 135.9 732. 2,790.9 126 122
311.7 151.6 890.8 3,361.7 ItS
178.2 159.6 683.0 2,884.7 113 92
345.5 177.8 737.6 3,743.9 115 95

-'Ycars ending June 30.

'11nClndeS live animals, beeswax, dairy products, poultry products, Wool, glue, honey, beef, hides and skins, other beef products,
mutton, pork and pork products.

-"1nc1udes wheat, buckwheat, bread and biscuits, and wheat flout.

'Inc1udes barley, oats, rye and products of barley, oats and rye, and rice.

1lncludes cocoa and chocolate, coffee, vegetable fibers other than cotton, fruits, ginseng, glucose and sugar, hay, hops, liquor,
nursery stock, nuts, oil cake and meal, vegetable oil, seeds, spices, starch, sugar, molasses, syrt, vegetables and other
vegetable matter.

See AppendIx 2.

Sources: Yearbook of Agri culture, (I.S.O. A.



Table 16. Federal Expenditures on Marketing Research, Export Subsidies and
Export Promotion, 1933-1940

Fiscal Years 1940 1939 1938 1937 1936 1 93S

Agricultural

1934 1933

mi1ljonofcirrejitdo11,rs ---------------
Eurcau of Agricultural EcoiiomicsC 1.8 1.6 6.9 7.9 S.8 S. 3 4.7 5.9

Agricultural Marketing Servico' 60 5.6 -

Foreign Agricultural Service - .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .4
Foreign Service (Department of State) 14.1 -

Office of Void go Agri cult oral Re 1 at ions .2 -

Reconstruction Finance Corporation 50.0 b
[Air.ounts not known, but some cotton and wheat loans

Lxport - Import Bank were made.

Ilortli Pacific Emergency Export Association 6.5 1

Surplus Commoditics Corporation (Scct ion 32) 52.6 2i. 1 b b

Years ending June 30.
"can' t find. f'mounts are asainned to be small since only passing references are made.

-'1Amounts represent the entire btnigets for the agency. Many agency activities were unrelated to exports.
Source: U.S.D.A., Office of Budget and Finance, Report 1934/35 - 1952/53.

The Budget of the United States, various Issuos.
Reports of the Secretary of Agriculture, various issues.
Arcy, Hawthorne. "History of Operations and Policies of Export - Import Bank of Washington." 1953.
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The First International Wheat Agreement, signed in 1933, was

designed to alleviate a situation in which wheat exporters were

increasing production while importers erected stringent trade bar-

riers.±1 In the agreement, exporters agreed to reduce domestic

acreage by 15 percent, and importers agreed to reduce trade barriers.

It was immediately clear that the exporting countries would have been

unable to carry out the agreement, as Argentina exceeded its' export

quota in the first year; however, a drought from 1933 to 1936 left

the United States short of wheat, thus reducing the pressures on the

world market. Consequently, the wheat agreement was never really

tested, but the significance of the first wheat agreement was that

a precedent had been set for the negotiation of future, more successful

agreements.

The negotiation of reciprocal trade agreements was also an im-

portant development of the period. Secretary of Agriculture Wallace

broke with his predecessors on the tariff issue and began calling for

a lifting of United States trade barriers in 1933. And, in the 1935

Yearbook, Secretary Wallace called for a reduction in United States

tariffs in exchange for reduced tariffs overseas. Fruit and tobacco

were considered promising commodities to begin negotiations over. By

1937, the United States had signed reciprocal trade agreements with

16 countries lowering the average duties on agricultural products from

38.5 percent to 36.8 percent of the import values, and agreements with

the United Kingdom and Germany had not yet been completed.'

Activities to directly subsidize Pacific Northwest wheat exports

and the provision of funds to promote the exportation of agricultural

commodities in Section 32 of the Agricultural Adlustment Act of 1935,
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were the most significant export related ativi.ties of the period.

The North Pacific Emergency Export Association was formed in July of

1933 because an "emergency't had developed in the Pacific Northwest.-'

A large carryover, combined with a good crop of white wheat, had

created a total supply of 125 million bushels. The five-year

average supply (1929 to 1933) had been 115 million bushels, and it

was not thought that enough wheat could be exported to maintain ade-

quate farm prices. In response, the Secretary of Agriculture entered

into a marketing agreement with wheat producers, grain exporters and

millers in the Pacific Northwest in which the Agricultural Adjustment

Administration reimbursed exporters for losses on export shipments

equal to the export price minus the purchase price. The Secretary

of Agriculture had to approve of the terms of each. shipment, and once

approved, shipments were handled through normal export channels. The

Association made its first sales in November, 1933 and Portland prices

rose during the month from 10 to 12 cents under Chicago and held there

during the marketing year.--Y Portland prices in October of 1933 had

averaged 66 cents per bushel or 12 to 15 cents under the Chicago mar-

ket. Operations were completed in October of 1934 after 28.4 million

bushels had been exported by the Association. During the period of

time in which the Association had operated, Portland prices averaged

between 70 and 80 cents per bushel, while export prices ranged between

50 and 52 cents per bushel fob. Approximately $6.5 million in sub-

sidies were paid, and all subsidies were paid from funds collected

from the wheat processing tax. The average sugsidy per bushel was

23 cents. Exports under the North Pacific Emergency Export
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Association accounted for about 87 percent of th net exports of wheat

and flour from the United States in 1933-1934, arid helped support all

wheat prices. However, Association activities were strictly on an

emergency basis and did not represent any fixed USDA policy on how

to deal with surpluses. Further, USDA claimed that the program did

not cause additional quantities of wheat to be exported, but that the

effect of the program was only to siport domestic farm incomes.

The success of this program in sporting farm prices caused

other proposals to establish a dual price system for farm commodities

to be discussed in 1935. Secretary Wallace had numerous objections.1.&'

He was concerned that subsidies would stimulate production, thus

forcing world prices still lower and requiring ever greater subsidies.

The Secretary also felt that world markets had not the capacity to

absorb large increases in United States grain exports regardless of

price. World-wide movements toward agricultural self sufficiency made

unlimited dumping inossible in the Secretary's view. Wallace pointed

out that if trade barriers remained effective, no lowering of export

prices could significantly stimulate export quantities. Anti-dumping

laws in foreign countries made the dual-price concept especially un-

advisable since trade barriers would be immediately raised upon

implementation of such a plan. The Secretary also felt that American

consumers would protest the high domestic prices needed to finance

the dual-price system. Finally, Wallace also noted that selling raw

materials cheaply overseas would only increase the difficulties faced

by American industries trying to compete in international markets.



Despite Secretary Wallace's misgivings, the Agricultural Adjust-

ment Act of 1935 provided for export subs!dies.--' Section 32 of the

Act appropriated funds for subsidies to encourage exports, subsidies

to encourage domestic consumption, and expenditures to finance the

regulation of production. For any one year, the Section 32 fund was

limited to 30 percent of customs revenue during the preceding calendar

year, and for 1936, $92 million were available. Thirty percent was

determined to be the "farmers share" of customs revenue, since they

accounted for 30 percent of the United States population at that

time.-' Secretary Wallace vowed to use the funds in cases in which

export subsidies would not stimulate production or cause foreign

retaliation.

One of the first uses of Section 32 funds came when indemnity

payments were made to Pacific Northwest wheat exporters in 1935-1936

for losses sustained on exports to the Philippines.-Z.' However, most

of the expenditures of the Section 32 funds were for domestic cotton

disposal. Use of Section 32 funds in 1936 was also made to stimulate

peacan exports.

New surplus removal operations were developed in 1936-1937 as

a siplement to other marketing programs using Section 32 funds.

Apples, citrus fruits, prunes, pears, dried beans, and peas, onions,

turnips, cabbages, carrots, and eggs were purchased for domestic

relief distribution. The 1937 Yearbook reported that benefits under

surplus removal programs had exceeded costs, that disasterous price

declines had been averted, that commercial trade had been stimulated,

and that new uses of some commodities had been discovered.
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The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 envisioned continued

use of Section 32 funds to promote exnorts; however, direct export

subsidies were still seen as temporary measures to reduce surpluses

during emergencies.1' In 1938, the Federal Surplus Commodities Cor-

poration spent $56 million out of Section 32 funds to purchase over

40 different commodities for domestic relief distribution through

78/
state welfare agencies and to finance 18 diversion programs. The

diversion programs were designed to develop new uses artd new domestic

markets for agricultural commodities. Nothing was spent on export

promotion in 1938 because agricultural exports were reaching a seven

year high of $891 million that year.

However, competition among exporting nations grew increasingly

keen as virtually every country with wheat and cotton surpluses had

begun to follow the United States example of subsidizing exports.

Consequently, large reductions in United States wheat and cotton export

'ralues prompted a renewed use of Section 32 funds to subsidize exports

in fiscal year l939.1 Wheat exports that year totaled 118 million

bushels, of which 94 million were subsidized at an average cost of

28 cents per bushel, or $25.7 million total. Farmers received about

71 cents per bushel of wheat on the 1939 crop. World market prices

averaged only 50 cents per bushel that year, and the difference

resulted from loans, export subsidies, and acreage allotments.

Because of the start of the War in Europe, the government

financed only 35 million bushels of wheat exports at a cost of 30

28/
cents per bushel in 1940. In addition to wheat, cotton and corn

were subsidized in the 1940 fiscal year, along with small amounts of



butter. pears, walnuts, raisins, prunes, pork, rice, and milk

products. The cotton export program had started in July of 1939, and

cotton quickly became the most heavily subsidized export commodity.

During the 1940 fiscal year, 6.3 million bales of cotton were exported

under subsidies costing $41 million. Also, the United States bartered

600 thousand bales of cotton to England in fiscal year 1940 in exchange

for 85,000 tons of rubber.-Y

The Department of Agriculture reported in 1940 that it was a

matter of national policy that the United States was determined to

hold its foreign. markets in an effort to reduce the severity of inter-

nal readjustments.L" Export subsidies were recognized as useful, but

increasingly less effective, tools as all trade was being disrupted

by war and protectionism. In each export program, payments had been

made to exporters in the United States who made sales of specified

United States commodities to named countries, and due to domestic price

support activities, exports would have virtually ceased without the

subsidies, according to USDA. The payments offered approximately

equaled the difference between the cost of United States products

delivered to destination and the delivered cost from competing

countries. The total of all Section 32 subsidies in 1939 and 1940

was less than $80 million, but the subsidies affected about one-third

of total United States agricultural exports for those two fiscal years.

The granting of export credits was another method used to pro-

mote agricultural exports during this period. The Reconstruction

Finance Corporation had been created in January 1932, and in October

of 1932, a special division in the RFC had been created to facilitate
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agricultural loans.-1 It as expected that tobacco, grains, lard

and cotton would be the chief beneficiaries. As a supplement to the

basic farm program in 1933, loans were made by the RFC to the Chinese

Government to purchase American cotton and to American exporters to

finance cotton exports to Russia.-' Fifty million dollars in loans

from the RFC were made to the Chinese and the Philippine governments

for the purchase of wheat and flour in 1934, and a $4 million loan

to finance cotton exports to Russia was authorized that year.--1

However, the Russian loan was never executed due to political objec-

tions from some United States Congressmen.

The Export-Import Bank was originally created in 1934 to facili-

tate trade with Russia, and a second Ex-Im Bank was created to handle

trade with Cuba. However, United States commerce required world-wide

bank operations, and the scope of the bank's activities was almost

immediately broadened and the second bank was merged into the first.

Ex-Im Bank loans for agricultural commodities consisted of 90-day

credits, and between 1935 and 1939, the Bank financed cotton exports

to Hungary, Latvia, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Poland, Austria, Italy,

Yugoslovia and Spain.

The work of the Foreign Agricultural Service also continued

during this period with foreign market research dominating the Ser-

vice's energies. In the 1940 fiscal year, the agricultural attache's

were combined with the commercial attache's of the Commerce Department

to form a unified Foreign Service within the Department of State.Z'

Simultaneously, the Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations was estab-

lished within USDA.-' The primary objectives in the consolidation of
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the foreign services were to save money and coordinate economic and

political relations with other countries.-' The role of "trade pro-

motion" was downgraded in importance relative to diplomacy due to

rising world tensions. That USDA concurred in this transfer is

indicative of the lessened emphasis on export promotion prevalent at

this time. FAS in 1939 had operated. only seven foreign offices and

was considered a small part of the new Foreign Service.

The responsibilities of the new Office of Foreign Agricultural

Relations were to collect and disseminate market information in

cooperation with the Foreign Service and the International Institute

of Agriculture, maintain liaison with the State Department, conduct

specialized foreign market research, and to plan and coordinate USDA

participation in trade agreements.

Net Effects

The Agricultural Adjustment Administration claimed that United

States wheat prices were raised by an average of 34 cents per bushel

as a result of all support activities.±' However, Timoshenko argued

in 1940 that the export subsidies actually lowered world prices and

that the net benefit of all farm programs on wheat had been only 7

cents to 8 cents per bushel." As for the Foreign Agricultural

Service, it must be remembered that their primary objective was the

collection of market information which would enable United States pro-

ducers tc adjust their production downward. Further, the drought

during this decade, a shortage of dollars overseas, the depression,

and the start of World War Ii doomed any promotional efforts they may

have attempted. The most important influence to come out of this
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period was the setting of a precendent for active government involve-

ment in agricultural export markets through the use of subsidies and

loans. The negotiation of lowered trade barriers and the first

International Wheat Agreement were also inportant for the precendents

they set.
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CHAPTER VI

1941 to 1953

The outlook in 1940 for agricultural exports to Europe was not

good.-7-i Europe had large stockpiles prior to the outbreak of war,

and Germany had made large strides toward self sufficiency in antic-

ipation of war. Blockades were another "inhibiting factor" at this

time.Z." Great Britain, still our most important trading partner in

1938, had become progressively less dependent on United States sup-

plies between the Wars, and it was expected that she would accelerate

the shift in agricultural trade toward the Empire countries and use

scarce foreign exchange to buy munitions from the United States. The

Secretary of Agriculture noted that exports did not rise during the

first three months of the War, and that speculative expansion of crop

acreage would "possibly" be unwise.Z.'

Barter, currency devaluation, subsidized production of export

commodities, and direct subsidies to exporters paid through either

an equalization fee assessed against farmers or by the granting of

export certificates, were being discussed in 1940 as means of effect-

ing surplus disposal overseas.--' In 1940, only 5 to 6 percent of

total United States farm production was being exported, and abundance

11/
remained a problem for the farm economy. For example, the estimated

domestic requirement of 700 million bushels of wheat could be met in

1940 on 58 to 60 million seeded acres, assuming normal yields.-?"

However, seedings during the 1930's had varied between 63.6 million

and 81.1 million acres. Further, in 1940 the national wheat allotment
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was 62 million acres, and 64 million acres were planted. The

Secretary of Agriculture concluded in 1940 that it was impossible to

reduce United States wheat production to a domestic basis, and that

the Surplus Commodities Corporation would have to continue its export

operations using Section 32 funds.

In fiscal year 1941, export subsidies were paid on 22 million

bushels of wheat at a total cost of $4.5 million. The average subsidy

perbushel was 21 cents, and almost all commercial wheat exports went

from the West Coast to Asian markets.-Z.'

Export Patterns 1941 to 1945

Total agricultural exports in fiscal year 1940 were $738 million

and in fiscal 1941, they were 349.8 million, the lowest since 1869.

However, the War in Europe left the.United States as the major agri-

cultural supplier in the world, and with the enactment of lend-lease

in March of 1941, export values climbed to $2,655 million in 1944.1

More importantly, United States relief efforts caused agricultural

export values to continue to climb in the post war period, and in 1952,

agricultural exports passed the $4 billion mark.

World War II affected the composition of agricultural trade as

exports were shifted radically toward high valued commodities due to

a shortage of ship tonnage, arid most of the food products exported

during World War II had not been exported in large quantity before

the War.-4--1 Table 18 lists the exports of major agricultural coin-

modities, by quantity, during the War. And, information in Table 19

describes Commodity Credit Corporation deliveries for export by com-

modity group, by value. Many forms of government financing did not



Table 17. Total Value of U.S. Agricultural Exports, by Commodities, 1941-1954

Jholeale
-

Commodities h
Price Index

Other Wheat Corn Soybeans Civilian Total Total All Farm
Fiscal Dairy animal arid and Other Tobacco and soy- sup- all domestic commod- pro-
Yearg p'oductsproducts products Rice Meal grainst leaf Cotton beau oil Other Relief Agr. __!rts ities---------------- millionsofcurrentdollars -----------------------------

l94l 31.8 43.8 31.4 13.0 14.8 t,.4 38.7 66.9 1.3 101.7 -- -- 349.8 5,019k 128 116
]9l2 124.9 443.6 33.4 21.8 18.1 11.8 73.8 96.5 2.5 200.8 2.1 1,032.3 8.0048 144 149
l943 148.3 740.5 40.4 28.3 8.9 13.9 102.3 134.4 7.6 262.0 10.4 14970a 12,8428 153 173
t944 215.2 1,167.9 70.6 34.0 14.9 24.8 152.0 142.8 6.7 440.5 35.6 350 2,6550a,c 141618 152 174

1945 261.1 809.8 94.8 35.2 22.4 46.7 234.6 183.6 21.4 433.6 47.8 400 2S9lO 95g4k 155 181

l946 315.4 584.61 584.6 52.9 23.3 80.6 274.5 416.8 22.9 477.3 24.1 422 3,279.O' 9,S03 177 209
1947 236.5 467.5 892.5 74.8 223.9 150.4 324.0 591.3 36.5 575.4 37.2 492 't,l02.O 14,2528

217 252
1948 241.3 290.0 1,364.1 97.3 78.3 207.7 204.7 331.4 42.8 584.7 62.3 3,504.6 '2'494k

235 271

1949 230.4 195.7 1,307.1 81.3 148.0 176.6 225.1 807.2 90.0 538.7 29.9 3,830.0 11,936 223 234

lOSO 107.9 166.2 683.6 72.7 165.0 113.8 235.3 943.7 89.4 389.5 18.8 2,985.9 10.1428 232 246
1951e 106.5 194.6 7'18.7 85.5 204.6 199.8 273.3 934.6 153.8 454.9 54.4 3,410.7 14,8798 258 286
1952e 97.1 225.9 1,072.7 143.3 160.2 203.8 326.8 1,188.8 118.4 505.3 11.0 4,053.3 15,0268 251 270
19530 72.5 161.4 685.5 149.3 227.1 110.0 284.9 571.1 109.4 439.2 8.5 2,818.9 15.6528 248 245
1954e 89.6 215.4 449.5 158.0 188.2 65.2 300.4 673.9 138.1 580.1 77.5 2,935.9 14,9818 249 241

-'Tota1s differ from those given in Agricultural statistics due to the inclusion of relief shipments here. Separate detail not given.

!Civi han supply was not included in export statistics until the 1948 fiscal year. Estimates given by RaIler and I'urvcs and ZagI its are 81 yin here and
added to the total column.

-"Tota1s differ from t1se given in Agr. statistics dire to tire inclusion of civilian supply shipments here. Separate detail not given .See Table 21.

YRelief included exports of food for relief or charity by individuals or private agencies. Separate detail is lint avai lable. Also includes a sisal!
amount of nonagricultural products.

-'lleginning January 1, 1950 the dollar values of exports do not include export sub5idies paid to private exporters or shipments of domestically produced
commodities. Commodities affected include: wheat, wheat flour, raisins, prunes, apples, oranges, canned orange juice, honey, cotton, unshelled
filberts, and fresh pears. See Table 22.

!"Other grains include: barley, barley malt, corn starch, other grain starches, grain sorghums, oats, rye and other grains and preparations.

-Years ending ,June 30.

- See Appendix 2.

!"These figures are not typos. 'F hey are correct.

l"War time export figures do not include shipments to U.S. Service personnel overseas.

-'Data are for calendar years.

Sources: Agricultural Statistics, U.S.D.A., various issues.
Rafler, Doris Detre. '(overnment financing of Farm Exports in the Post War Period. Agricultural Economics Research, U.S.D.A. October 1955.

Purves, C. M. and Oscar Zaglits. "Effects of World War II on United States Agricultural Trade." Foreign Agricultural Trade Office of
Foreign Agricultural Relations, U.S.D.A., 1945.

Statistical Abstract of the United States, U.S. Department of Commerce.



Table 18. Exports of Leading Agricultural Commodities During World War II, by Quantity

Unmanu- Vegetable

I bacco tactured and

Calendar unmanu- Cotton Animal fruit

Year flour Wheat rice corn factured md. linters_jductp!ucts
1,000 cut. 10 bu. 1,000 lb. 1,000 ho. 1,030 lbs. 1,000lbs.1,000 lbs. 1.000 lbs.

Average
1936-38 8,706 41.210 183,492 51,288 449,719 2,879,780 327,612 780,076

Aver a go

1939-41 12.662 30,234 349,890 29,928 287,996 1,744,500 894,000 831,099

1942 8,599 6,615 338,690 9,798 237,531 539,242 2,659,101 616,181

Percent
commercial 78.4% 83,7% 90.5% 96.9% 22.9% 35.1% 7.1% 25.1%

1943 13,247 ll841 513.719 5,133 393,373 841,608 3,989,324 1,218,061

Percent
commercial 53.8% 95.8% 58.8% 78.1% 40.8% 27.6% 3.6% 9.8%

1944 16,896 10,029 453,210 10,231 280,189 530,758 3,890,636 1,299,656

Percent
commercial 63.1% 90.0% 85.5% 91.7% 70.7% 79.3% 6.5% 12.6%

1945 24,518 128,764 474,954 15,529 472,640 1,282,049 2,829,451 1,382,686

Percent
commercial, 86.0% 57.9% 92.3% 40.1% 80.8% 46.0% 28.0% 34.9%

UNRPA 11 U.S.

Governmental
agencies
abroad

-1Includes meat products, lard, oleomargarine of animal or vegetable fats, dried or evaporated iilk, butter and cheese.

-"Includes dried beans, dried peas, canned vegetables, dehydrated soups and vegetables, vegetable oils and fats edible, dried and
evaporated fruits, caned fruits.

Source: Chamber of Commerce of the United States, "Our World Trade During the War." Audust, 1946.

1)1



Table 19. Commodity Credit Corporation Deliveries for Export by Commodity Groups 1941
through 1954

Fiscal
Ycara

1)airy

product5

Other
animal

products

Whole grain
flour, grain

products Tobacco
Fiber

products

Fats and
oils

(soybeans) Other
b

Total

millionsofdollars ----------------------------------

1941 8.3 11.5 .7 3.0 -- 1.6 4.2 29.3
1942 112.3 388.6 19.6 49.1 71.3 66.3 84.8 792.0
1943 133.6 555.4 51.1 81.8 65.0 96.7 154.2 1,137.8
1944 186.0 913.8 105.2 133.7 116.3 209.4 323.9 1,988.3
1945 369.4 1,033.1 169.3 208.8 116.1 261.5 459.9 2,618.1
1946 275.5 398.1 581.9 208.6 243.8 97.6 206.1 2,011.6
1947 149.6 277.6 905.9 7.2 240.4 57.0 72.3 1,710.0
1948 43.3 68.9 1,186.3 -- 83.2 75.3 102.0 1,559.0
1949 36.3 15.8 1,174.5 -- 4.2 140.1 119.8 1,490.7
1950 19.7 23.1 556.4 1.0 8.5 84.6 60.3 753.6
1951 21.8 15.9 460.4 -- 4.5 25.0 11.7 539.3
1952 6.7 5.8 366.0 -- 3.6 12.7 7.5 402.3
1953 2.8 .6 93.3 -- -- 9.7 6.1 112.5
1954 8.4 10.2 158.4 -- 1.5 13.9 19.5 211.9

-'Yesrs ending June 30.

"1)oes not correspond exactly to totals in Table 21 due to lags In reporting and shipments not handled by C.C.C.

Source: Agricultural Statistics, U.S.D.A., various years.
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involve CCC deliveries, so Table 19 is only an approximation of the

commodity inacts of all government programs.

Exports of pork, other canned meats, lard, eggs and egg pro-

ducts, dairy products and vegetable oils accounted for about 40 per-

cent of agricultural exports in 1943 and 1944 due to their high value

relative to bulk and weight.1 Prior to and following the War, these

products were much less significant as export commodities. Before

the. War, exports of the products of animals were valued at only about

$63 million annually, but in 1944, exports of those products alone

were worth $1,295 million, 93 percent of which were lend-lease ship-

nients to England and Russia.-1

Exports of wheat flour and milled rice were also increased

during the War, but these products were exported commercially to

Western Hemisphere customers primarily.. It was during post war

relief efforts that wheat and other grains benefited the most from

increased exports. Efforts at a new wheat agreement had been under-

way before the War, and a memorandum of agreement between the United

States, Great Britain, Canada, Argentian, and Australia was reached

in June l9z12.Z' In the memorandum, producers agreed to control pro-

duction, a pooi of wheat for international relief was established,.

and export quotas and minimum prices were set. Nevertheless, wheat

stood alone as a surplus problem crop after Pearl Harbor..Z.1' In fact,

in August of 1942, the United States had a two-year supply of wheat

on hand which had accumulated under the government's loan program

begun in the 1939 crop year. All storage facilities were full, some

spoilage was occurring and USDA was diverting the stocks to animal
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feed.-1 However, wheat began to be exported in really large vohnnes

in 1945 to relieve liberated areas, but by that time wheat stocks had

been depleted by the wartime cattle feeding program, so shortages

developed.

Exports of unmanufactured cotton declined during the War due

to increased domestic demand. Before the War, exports of cotton,

including linters, averaged 2,880 million pounds, but the average

fell to 637 million pounds from 1942 to 1944. About 60 percent of

the wartime cotton exports went to the United Kingdom under lend-lease.

In 1945, total agricultural exports were worth $2.6 billion.

Animal products, including dairy products, constituted 41 percent of

78/the total, leaf tobacco constituted 9 percent, cotton accounted

for 7 percent, and all grains together constituted 8 percent of total

exports. In 1945, about 12 percent of total United States agricultural

production was exported.

The geographic distribution of United States exports was also

affected by the War, as shown in Table 20. The proportion of United

States exports going to the United Kingdom rose from 35 to 60 percent,

and the Soviet Union also became an important export destination.-"

Commercial exports were constrained mostly to the Western Hemisphere,

and those were greatly reduced.

Export Patterns 1946 to 1954

While total exports rose to range generally between $3 and $4

billion for most of the 1946 to 1954 period, the major developments

of the postwar period were the decline of animal products to their

prewar level of importance, and the rise in the importance of grain
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Table 20. Geographic Distribution of Agricultural Exports Before and
During World War II

1938 1942

Destination percentage percentage

United Kingdom 35 60

Carad 11 7

Japan 7 0

Netherlands,
France, Belgium 14 0

Germany 4 0

Italy 3 0

U.S.S.R. 2 15

Other 24 18

100% 100%

Source: Purves, C. M. and Oscar Zaglits. 'Effects of World War II

on United States Agricultural Trade.'t Office of Foreign
Agricultural Relations, U.S.D.A., 1945.



exports relative to cotton. From 1881 until 1946, cotton had been

our chief export crop in every year except 1921. but, in 1946, relief

shipments drove wheat exports from $95 million to $585 million, and

the importance of United States grain exports was established. Cotton

remained an important export crop; however with the increased use of

synthetic materials, cotton never again dominated United States export

statistics as it had prior to World War II.

Government Financing of Agricultural Exports 1941 to 1945

During the period 1941 to 1954, the United States exported

$39,045 million in agricultural products. Fourty-four percent of the

total were shipped under government grant programs, and another 6 per-

cent of the agricultural products exported were financed by United

States government credits. Also, sales for foreign currencies, barter

programs, subsidies under Section 32 and the International Wheat

Agreements, and exports by the Commodity Credit Corporation at less

than the cost of aquisition and storage affected additional exports

between World War II and 1954. In total, the value of United States

food aid given in association with World War II was approximately five

times greater than the aid given during World War I.

Table 21 lists the major programs under which agricultural pro-.

ducts were exported during and immediately after the War. The pro-

grams not listed on Table 21 include Section 32 and LW.A. export

subsidies and CCC subsidized exports. Agricultural credits were loans

which carried a specific obligation to repay in the future, usually

with interest.±' Grants either carried no repayment obligation or

a decision regarding repayment was deferred at the time the aid was



Table 21. Value of Government Financed Agricultural Exports by t1ajor programah, 1941 1951

_____- ___1LJA51Q_j49
Governmental !EI!f!
GRANtS

Lend-lease 6,024.5 - -
21b 670.1 1,529.4 1,842.5 1,223.2 738.3 0

(frIRRA, Post IINRRA, b b
Interim Aid 1,628.8 - - - - 500.0 400 675.2 32.8 0 - - -

Army Civilian Stp1y 4,040.8 24.1 58.4 68.3 175.0 461.0 753.0 837.0 492.0 422,0c 4000d 3500d

Greek-Turkish Aid 150.0 - - - - - - 15000 - - - - -

international Refugeo a
Organlration 8.0 - - - - - - 8.0 - - - - -

1,iternat tonal Cooper-
at Ion Adam.

Ilutual Security b
Agency 4,961.3 250.5 376.2 509.9 965.7 1,262.0 1,516.0 81.0 - - - - -

Foreign Operations
Aclad n.

European Cooper-
at ion Adam.

Pakistan Wheat Giant 66.9 65.8 1.1 - - - - - -
East Grean ReIff 12.0 12.0 - - - - - -
Famine tel1ef Act 8.9 8.9 - - - - - - -

Operation
Reindeer 11.5 11.5 - - - - - -

Korean Emergoncy
Food Relief 9.0 9.0 - - - - - - -

(ISDA donations under
SectIon 416 of the
Agriculture Act of
1949 121.9 66.7 .4 2.1 46.7 6.0 - - - - - - -
TOTAl. GRANTS 17,042.8 448.5 436.1 580.3 1,187.4 1,729.0 2,269.0 1S76.0 913.0 1,787.0 1.962,0 2,192.0 1,223.2 738.3 0

LOANS

lhiitod Kingdom loan 1,000.0 - - - - - - 250.0' 750,0C

PaKistan 8 Afghanistaii
Loans 16.4 - 16.4 - - - - - - - -

Spanish loan 12.2 - - 12.2 - - - - - -

Indian Grain loan 189.8 - 17.8 172.0 - - - - - - - - -

Export- 1s,ort
flank loans 798.5 113.0 62.0 89.2 14.3 24.0 35.0 17,0 b274.0 170.0 NE8 NE8 NE8 14k8 NK

U.S.D.A. Cotton Credits 214.0 - - - - - - 56.0 133.0 25.0 - - - - -

Natural-Fibers
Revolving Fund 54.0 - - - 1.0 46.0 7.0 - - - - - - -

TOTAL lOANS
AND CREDI1S 2,284.9 113.0 96.2 273.4 15.3 70.0 42.0 323.0 1,157.0 195.0 - - - - -



Table 2L (Continued)

'1) AL Fiscai1ears
1954 1953 1952 1951 1950 1949 1948 1947 1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1941

millionsofdollars -----------------------------
lURL tt,N CURRENCY

SALES

Sales for Foreign
currency under the
Mutual Security
Acts of 1951, 1954,
and the CCC Charter
Pet 135.0 135.0 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Barter 108.0 34.0 14.0 43.0 9.0 8.0 - - - - - - - -
TOTAl. GOVERNMENT
FINANCED EXI011iSh 19,571.0 730.0 546.0 897.0 1,212.0 1,807.0 2,311.0 1,899.0 2,070.0 1982.0 1,962.0 2,192.0 1,233.2 738.0 0

TOTAL AUR ICULTURAL
EXPOR1S 39,045.4 2,935.9 2,818.9 4,053.3 3,410.7 2,985.9 3,830.0 3,504.6 4,102.0 3,279.0 2,591.0 2,655.0 1,497.0 1,032.0 349.0

PERCENT GOVERNMENT
FINANCEDh 50 25 19 22 36 60 60 54 50 60 76 83 82 71 (1

Data are on rn f.a.a. basis unless specifically footnoted.

-Estimated. Source: Rafler pgs. 92 and 96.

-"Estimated. Sourca; Rafler, pg. 96.

"Estimated. Source: Purves and Zaglits, pg. 3.

-'Estimated. Source: Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Foreign Commerce Department. "Our World Trade During the liar." August, 1946.

!"years ending June 30.

-'Not known; however, few loans were made for agricultural exports during this period.

Exports under Indemnity payment and the International Wheat Agreement, not included here. See Table 22.

Sources: 1941-1946: Agricultural Statistics, various issues.
1947-1950: Rafler, Doris Detre. "Government Financing of Farm Exports in the Postwar Period." Agricultural Economics Research Vol. VIINo. 4, October 1955, pg. 91.
1951-1954: Agricultural Marketing Service. "Government Financing of Agricultural Expoats Since Korea." The Demand and Price Situation.February, 1955, pg. 16, and kafler.
Barter; Cochrano, Wi 1 lard Wesley and Mary E. Ryan. "Macrican Farm Policy, 1948-1973." University of Minnesota Press 1976.Total Agricultural Exports; Table 25.



given. Lend-lease was the first and most important grant program,

although the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration

(UNRRA), Army Civilian Supply, and the Marshal Plan programs were also

substantial.

With the start of war in 1939, the British and French govern-

ments purchased large quantities of war materials from the United

States. But, by late 1940, British dollar resources were nearly

exhausted, gold reserves were depleted, and British investments were

pledged as collateral against dollar loans.-' Consequently, lend-

lease was necessary if Mrierica was to continue supplying Britain and

other allies. Passed in March 1941, lend-lease empowered the

President to sell, transfer title to, exchange, lease, lend, or other-

wise dispose oft' defense articles to allied governments. Under lend-

lease recipient countries p:resented requests through the Office of

Lend Lease Administration (later the Office of Foreign Economic Admin-

istration) or the military forces. Requests were reviewed, and United

States goverrunent agencies ]?urchased and shipped the necessary pro-

ducts. During the fiscal years 1942 through 1945, over 68 percent

cf all United States agricultural exports moved under lend-lease, and

lend-lease food shipments amounted to about 2 percent of United States

food production in 1942, 6 percent in 1943, and about 10 percent in

1944.2.' By the end of lend-lease in 1947, over $6 billion in food

stuffs had been exported, representing about one-eighth of total lend-

lease shipments to the allies. Further, the recognition that normal

trade would never resume if nations were saddled with high war debts

caused the United States to write off about 97 percent of lend-lease

84/aid.



While lend-lease was the major program under which agricultural

products were exported during the War, other relief services were

being provided as early as 1942. The Office of Foreign Relief and

Rehabilitation Operations was set up in the State Department in

December of that year.?_i It subsequently merged with the Foreign

Economic Administration and began providing small quantities of relief

supplies to North Africa in 1943.

The United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration was

created in November 1943, largely at the urgings of USDA.- Forty-

four nations originally agreed to participate, and United States food

shipments under UNRRA amounted to $32.8 million in value during fiscal

year 1945. UNRRA provided clothing, shelter, food, essential public

services and care for refugees. The program was financed by an

assessment of 1 percent of the 1943 national income of each uninvaded

member, and forty-six nations eventually agreed to participate.

Civilian Supply programs of the armed forces also aided persons

living in liberated areas, and had exceeded $750 million in value by

the end of 1945. However, until 1948, civilian supplies were issued

from Army stockpiles and so did not appear in United States export

statistics.

Government Financing 1946 to 1954

After the War a myriad of programs was developed to deal with

the relief and rehabilitation needs of Europe and Japan. These pro-

grains were developed in an atmosphere of world-wide food scarcity

which had not been anticipated. UNRRA had been conceived as a tem-

porary relief program, and ceased to exist in 1946. However, a



severe winter in 1946-1947 and a drought in the si.mimer of 1947 in

Europe made continued aid necessary. According1y the United States

authorized an additional $360 million worth of United States supplies

to be sold for local currencies with the proceeds going to the recip-

ient governJnents.- This program was known as post-UNRRA and

included $40 million for the International Children's Emergency Fund.

Post-IJNRRA was the first instance in which sales for foreign cur-

rencies were used with food exports. Interim Aid valued at $597

million was given to Austria, France, and Italy in the 1948 fiscal

year

Due to Europe's inability to recover economically, a comprehen-

sive aid program was devised which subsequently became known as the

Marshal Plan. Sixteen Western European nations formed the Organiza-

tion for European Cooperation and worked with the United States

Economic Cooperation Administration to develop programs beneficial to

all of Western Europe. ECA shipments were made through private trade

channels after requests had been reviewed. Foreign currencies

received from the sale of supplies were deposited in a "counterpart"

fund, w±th five percent of this fund being used by the United States

government to offset administrative expenses, and the rest being used

by the local governments for development programs.

Under the Mutual Security Act of 1951, the Economic Cooperation

Administration became the Mutual Security Administration, and aid was.

reoriented to emphasize military material.

Numerous other grant and credit programs were enacted between

1946 and 1954. For instance, the 1949 Agricultural Act included



Section 416 which represented the first enabling authority for the

donation of surplus agricultural commodities abroad to needy persons

through American voluntary relief organizations.- This program was

administered by the Agricultural Marketing Service.

The Greek-Turkish aid program was initiated in May of 1947 to

bolster the economies of those countries against the possibility of

Communist takeovers. Of the $400 million earmarked, only $150 million

was nonmilitary aid.1 Also in 1946-1947, a $3,750 million loan was

made to Britain to avert a stoppage in supply flows following the

phaseout of lend_1ease..- About $1,000 million of this was used for

46/food purchases.

The lending authority of the United States Export-Import Bank

was increased to $700 million in September 1940, and to $3.5 billion

in July 1945. Outstanding credits rose from $214 million in mid-

1945 to $2.2 billion in June 19458. In fiscal year 1952, lending

authority was increased again to $4.5 billion. During World War II,

the Ex-Im Bank had been charged with the responsibilities of improving

the competitive positions of American traders doing business in Latin

America relative to the Axis powers, and to develop sources of raw

material supplies. Following the War, European reconstruction became

an important task, and by 1952, development of strategic materials

supplies was again emphasized. Ex-Im Bank loans totaled about $798

million from 1945 to 1954, and these were used mainly for cotton

exports.-- Rates of interest on Export-Import Bank commodity loans

averaged 2.75 percent and average maturities were 15 months. Losses

were reported as being "extremely small."-1
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Cotton credits, designed to revive United States cotton exports,

were authorized in fiscal year 1946. These credits matured in 15 to

24 months after arrival of the cotton abroad, and the interest rate

was 2.5 percent.-' Under this authorization, loans were made in

October of 1945 to European countries and China, and the program

continued until 1951 as the Natural Fibers Revolving Fund with the

cotton credits being repaid from the proceeds of textile exports. In

all, the Ex-Im Bank loans, the cotton credits and the Natural Fibers

Revolving Fund equaled $1,066.5 million through 1954.W Of the

$2,284.9 million in total credits offered from 1946 to 1954, only

$218.4 million were designated specifically for food shipments,

although most of the $1,000 million used by Britain for agricultural

imports also affected food commodities.-' Those loans specifically

designated as food shipments included government loans to India,

Pakistan, Afghanistan and Spain in 1953 and 1954.

Sales for foreign currencies had first occurred in 1947 during

the Post-LrNRRA period and had been continued by the European Coopera-

tion Administration. However, soft currency sales were first

itemized as a separate form of food aid in fiscal year 1954 under the

Mutual Security Act.

Total grants offered between 1942 and 1954 for United States

farm exports were $17 billion. Total loans and credits issued to

assist farm exports between 1945 and 1954 equaled about $2.3 billion.

Foreign currency sales under the Mutual Security Act totaled $135

million, and $108 million in agricultural products had also been

bartered during this period.!'



In addition to the grants and credits listed above, $234.6 mil-

lion in indemnity payments for the encouragement of agricultural

exports, and $619 million in payments under the International Wheat

Agreement were made between 1941 and 1954, as shown in Table 22. The

President's budget message for 1951 explained the operations of the

export encouragement programs with Section 32 funds by saying that,

"Differential payments are made to exporters to enable them to pur-

chase surplus commodities on the domestic market and sell them on the

world market at competitive world prices. In addition, under the

provisions of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948, these funds may be

used to encourage exports of commodities purchased under Commodity

Credit Corporation price siport programs."- Beginning in fiscal

year 1954, Section 32 funds could also be used for "foreign market

promOtion," in addition to the "encouragement of exportation."-'

Encouragement of exportation meant the indemnity payments made to

exporters. Foreign market promotion included foreign market research,

the development of promotion programs overseas in cooperation with

private trade groups, and helping Americans overcome trade barriers.

An International Wheat Agreement had been approved by the Senate

in 1949 and it provided for annual trade of 465 million bushels within

a fixed price range over a 4-year period beginning August 1, 1949.

Born out of a concern about postwar surpluses, the 1949 IWA designated

specific quantities that each exporter and importer would exchange.W

The United States was given 37 percent of the guaranteed sales, and

almost 50 percent of the world'swheat exports were covered by the

agreement. Consequently, adherence to the IWA required that the

United States government pay the difference between the price



Table 22. Indemnity Payments and international Wheat Agreement Payments by Major
Commodities, 1939-1954

Animal products Wheat Corn Total
Fiscal including and and

Yeartm dajryb products meal Tobacco Cotton 0i0c payments

1939 25.7
1940 .2 10.3
1941 4.5
1942

l944
1945 3.4
1946 3.7
1947
1948 6.6
1949 5.0
1950 3.0 79.1
1951 2.6 182.2
1952 171.7
1953 130.9
1954 60.2

25.7
.8 41.0 .3 52.6

7.9 12.4
13.3
7.0
1.3

.8 4.2
15.8 3.1 22.6
32.9 1.4 34.3

9.1 2.1 3.6 21.4
21.9 26.9
19.9 102.0
21.9 206.7
16.8 188.5
11.7 142.6
10.2 70.4

931.9

'Years ending June 30.
-'Most1y eggs.
-44ostly fruit and peanuts

"Could not find costmodity detail; however, most payments dw'ing these years were probably on wheat.

Sources: Agricultural Statistics, various years.
The Budget of the United States, various years.
The Budget of the united States, various years.



specified in the agreement and the higher domestic market price, as

well as administrative expenses associated with this program. Funds

for the IWA payments were taken from Section 32 monies, and in fiscal

year 1950, approximately 135 million bushels of wheat and flour were

exported under the agreement.-'

Negotiations over a new IWA in 1953 revolved around prices.

Maximum prices were raised to 2.05, however Great Britain, a major

importer, refused to sign believing the price to be too high. The

Commodity Stabilization Service carried out operations under the IWA

and was also responsible for barter operations. After 1948, almost

all wheat shipments moved under foreign aid programs or through cash

sales under the IWA.

Barter operations also stimulated agricultural exports since

foreign countries were acquiring commodities they would otherwise have

had to pay dollars for, and the United States was acquiring stocks of

strategic materials in excess of long-term objectives or immediate

needs.-1 From 1950 to 1954, $108 million in barter shipments were

made involving agricultural commodities. An indirect form of export

assistance was also given in the form of reimbursement of ocean

freignt charges for shipment by private relief agencies and the pay-

ment of transportation subsidies on relief shipments by individuals,

but these amounts are unknown.

The Foreign Agricultural Service

Efforts by the Foreign Service and the Office of Foreign Agri-

cultural Relations continued during arid after the War. The Office of

Foreign Agricultural Relations provided staff work for the European
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Recovery Program, represented USDA in negotiations leading to GATT and

on the International Trade Organization.-' The Office also helped

establish agricultural research stations in Ecuador, El Salvador,

Guatemala, Nicaragua and Peru and sent trade missions to South and

Latin America, the Middle East and the Far East.

The Foreign Service within the Department of State was respon-

sible for representing American agricultural interests overseas. Of

the $120.3 million spent by the Foreign Service in fiscal year 1948,

approximately $250 thousand was attributed to "development and

improvement of agriculture."- However, during the 1940's, agricul-

tural interests felt that the State Department subjugated their inter-

ests to foreign policy objectives, resulting in reduced exports and

expanded competitive imports, and with strong lobbying, USDA regained

control of the agricultural attaches in fiscal year l954.21 With the

return of FAS to agriculture, Secretary of Agriculture Benson moved

to create a more potent promotion oriented organization, by moving the

foreign market activities of the Agricultural Marketing Service and

of the Commodity Exchange Authority into the Foreign Agricultural

Service.2'

The organization chart for the newly re-created FAS included the

following program divisions: foreign service, trade programs, foreign

training, cotton and fiber, grain and feed, tobacco and tropical pro-

ducts, livestock and livestock products, fats and oils, fruit and

vegetables and foreign market information. Activities of FAS included

analysis of situations abroad with respect to foreign trade policies,

supervision of agricultural attaches, participation in international

trade and tariff conferences, liaison with foreign embassies and



Table 23. Federal Expenditures on Marketing Research and Agricultural Export Promotion,
1941-1954

Fiscal Years"
1954 1953 1952 1*T T0 1949 19.18 19.17 1946 19.15 1944 1943 1942 1941

------------------- millionsofcurrentdollars ----------------------

Ilureau of Agricultural Economics
Production and ?1arketlng
Administration5 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 4.6 4.6 4.0 4.9 4.5 4.2 3.9 3.2 3.6 2.6

The Agricultural Marketing
Servicca (research and
inspcctions) 22.7 21.3 11.2 10.8 10.4 9.6 9.2 13.2 16.4 15.4 16.2 6.2 6.2 6.3

Export promotion using
Sec. 32 funds .5 .1

Foreign Service (Department
of State)' -- c c c c 120.3 44.3 22.1 42.3 27.0 24.6 19.4 13.2

Office of Foreign Agricultural
Relations -- -- .6 .6 .6 .5 .5 .7 .6 .5 .5 .3 .2 .2

Foreign Agricultural Service 2.5 .6

War Food Administration (Salaries
and Expenses)a .1 .5 5.5 16.5 13.9 1.1 --

-"Figures given represent all activities of an agency, including those activities not directly related to exports.
b/

Years ending June 30.

-1Cant find.

Source; The Budget of the United States, various issues.

NJ
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legations, collection and dissemination of trade statistics withirt the

United States, research on foreign trade issues and participation in

national and international commodity ccnferences.-" FAS also

assisted United States exporters in selling their products overseas,

administered Title I of PL-480, and conducted trade fairs and other

promotional activities

Effects of Export Programs

As Rafler had pointed out, data on goverruilent pro:grams to

finance exports are subject to misinterpretation from four main

causes.-" First, it can not be said that United States agricultural

exports would have been smaller by the amount publicly financed had

government programs not been in operation. Secondly, the cost to the

United States treasury of operating commodity export programs was

sometimes more and sometimes less than the value of commodities so

exported. Third, trade statistics from various sources were usually

inconsistent so that the correct proportion of agricultural exports

publicly financed was often difficult to determine. And fourth,

exports financed by the United States government were only a propor-

tion of total 'tnoncommercial" exports.

It seems certain that wartime food exports could not have risen

to the $2.6 billion level without lend-lease, as most lend-lease ship-

ments went to Great Britain and Russia, and neither country could have

afforded to import food on normal commercial terms during the War.

Consequently, the proportions of United States exports receiving
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government financing during the War, between 71 and 83 percent, as

shown in Table 21, would probably not have moved without government

help.

However, without United States aid shipment, United States post-.

war agricultural exports may have occurred in similar quantities any-

way. Food needs were urgent and aid shipments never created

conditions of surplus in recipient countries. In the absence of aid,

recipient nations would probably have used scarce United States dol-

lars for food imports, but nonagricultural imports from the United

States would have been sharply curtailed. Furthermore, as European

economies began to revive, food imports could have been covered with

"earned" dollars, but aid dollars continued to be used for agricul-

tural products because bulk commodities could be specifically

described by grade and quantity easing the administration of aid pro-

grams. As a result, since foreign countries exercised a choice on how

to use their earned dollars, and since there were no instances of

surplus commodities being accumulated in recipient countries, it is

incorrect to assume that United States agricultural exports were

dependent on grant aid in the early postwar period. Without grant

aid, our agricultural exports could have been the same, but nonagri-

cultural exports would have certainly been decreased, European

recovery would have been delayed, and debt repayment of existing

claims would have been smaller. Also, the "triangular" effect of aid

programs was considerable. United States dollar aid for military or

any other purposes enabled recipient countries to buy more farm pro-

ducts through commercial channels. United States dollar aid also
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allowed recipient countries to import commodities from third coun-

tries who would then have a greater ability to import from the United

States.

As with grants, loans and credits would have generated other

indirect sport for farm exports regardless of the original purpose

of the programs. By enhancing the dollar purchasing power of recip-

ient countries, and of the third countries they traded with, any

efforts to reduce the United States balance of payments surplus was

beneficial to world trade. By assuming the risk of loss in extending

loans and credit, the government made possible exports of commodities

for which private financing was unavailable. Since the shortage of

dollars overseas was a constraining factor in the early postwar era,

it is probable that total United States exports would have been

decreased by the amount of the credits, had credits not been offered.

Whether fewer agricultural products or industrial products would

have been exported is unknown.

Several additional factors must be kept in mind when interpret-

ing the data just presented. Data on government financed exports

include only USDA donations to private relief agencies. Relief ship-

ments by private groups are not counted, although. transportation was

subsidized. Furthermore, not until January 1, 1947 did agricultural

trade data include the civilian supply programs. Shipments to

American forces overseas are not counted as exports, and so inclusion

of these shipments did not occur until after military supplies located

abroad had been exhausted. Similarly, Army civilian supply programs

during the Korean War were not counted as exports. Consequently, in



comparing government financed with total exports, commodities origi-

nally shipped to United States armed forces and later given to

civilians must be added to total exports.

Also, the values of government financed exports and agricul-

tural trade data are sometimes calculated in different ways, thus

affecting the comparability of the two figures. For example, the CCC

was ordered, in December 1947, to turn over to the Army surplus com-

modities for foreign civilian use..! The commodities were valued

at a price equal to the value of a quantity of wheat containing the

same number of calories. Army civilian supply values were based on

costs of purchase which were below the value of current shipments due

to time lags between purchase and shipment. Some UNRRA shipments

were also drawn from army stockpiles and were similarly undervalued.

Commodities shipped on a grant basis are sometimes valued at

CCC purchase cost plus storage, and at other times are valued at

current market prices. Wheat shipped under the Pakistan Wheat Grant

in 1953-1954 was valued at the CCC cost of $3 per bushel, while all

46/
other export values averaged about a dollar less than that. CCC

donations to charitable organizations and to foreign governments for

famine relief were at negotiated, and thus varying, prices, prior to

1955. For instance, donations of nonfat dry milk were invoiced at

1 cent per pound for UNICEF in 1954, and a 5 cents per pound for pri-

vate relief societies. Another source of divergence between govern-

ment financed and total export statistics is that the International

Cooperation Administration and predecessor agencies (ECA, MSA, and

FDA) reported exports as expenditures occurred. Often, the actual
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shipment had occurred months before the Agency actually paid the

bill.

Export subsidies paid from Section 32 funds and from special

appropriations required by the International Wheat Agreement and

losses incurred by the CCC in the export of CCC stocks were not

reflected in trade data. Export subsidies were omitted from statis-

tics on government financed exports because the subsidies were paid

on commodities already moving under other programs, and because pay-

ments under the IWA were made despite the fact that wheat often moved

at full price. Indirect subsidies by the CCC on export programs were

considered to be a cost of domestic price support programs and were

not considered to be export assistance or foreign aid.--'1 Also, USDA

officials argued that the effect of the indemnity and IWA payments

was not to increase the volume of commodities exported above what

would have moved in free markets.Z!' Rather, the effect was to allow

United States products to move at world market prices while support-

ing United States domestic prices at higher levels. In fiscal year

1954, $163 million worth of wheat and flour exports were reported as

government financed. Yet all $450 million worth of wheat and flour

exports were subject to subsidization under IWA or CCC prograins.--'

Government financed cotton exports in 1945-1946 equaled 60 percent

of total exports.-" However, the addition of quantities moving under

export subsidies would have resulted in a figure of more than 100

percent of actual exports. During the fiscal years 1952, 1953, and

1954, CCC losses on export operations exceeded all forms of direct

subsidization.



Despite the problems of measurement, there are strong indica-

tions that United States agricultural exports would have declined

following World War II without strong government export programs. In

the years 1946, 1947, and 1948, the United States domestic economy

could have consumed larger quantities of farm commodities than were

allocated, and without the allocations for export made in conjunction

with the aid programs, exports could have been smaller without in-

creasing domestic stockpiles or depressing farm prices. It is

illuminating to note that for a brief period at the end of the War,

United States food exports did decline and United States contributions

to UNRRA and large United States loans to foreign governments were

required to boost exports toward the end of 1946. Indeed, the

Secretary of Agriculture found it necessary to justify the export of

relief shipments in 1946 due to United States consumer unhappiness

over domestic shortages. In 1946, United States civilians consumed

about 89 percent of total United States food production. As for bar-

tered commodities, of the $108 million in agricultural products

exported under this program through 1954, probably none would have

moved commercially.

In summary, the proportions of total agricultural exports

receiving government financing, between 21 and 60 percent in the

years 1946 through 1954, as shown in Table 21, probably represent the

minimum impact the government programs had on exports. True, some

food shipments would have moved commercially if no aid had been

available. However, barter, Section 32 payments and IWA payments

must also be considered, in addition to those included in the totals

of Table 21. Given the strong bias towards commercial sales among



farm and government groups, it is probable that government programs

would have been dispensed with if a recurrence of the post World War

I Depression could have been avoided without them. However domestic

support programs were in place, consequently export programs were

necessary to keep agricultural sales healthy.
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CHAPTER VII

1955 to 1980

From 1955 to 1972, United States agricultural export values

rose in a fairly steady fashion from $3.1 billion to $8.0 billion,

as shown in Table 24, and during most of those years, over 40 percent

of all exports moved under government program or with government

assistance. However, 1973 was a watershed year. Driven by Russian

grain and soybean purchases, exports climbed to $12.9 billion in that

year, they reached $21.3 billion in 1974, and they grew to $40.5 bil-

lion in 1980. Only in World War I and World War II, had growth in

export values of a similar magnitude occurred. Further, the perfor-

inance of the 70's was unique in our history since the five-fold expan-

sion of export values occurred without significant increased in

government purchases and exports of commodities. By 1980, government

financing was required on only about 7 percent of America's agricul-

tural exports.

Soybeans, corn, tobacco and wheat showed the greatest growth

over this period. Soybean exports were worth 57 times as much in 1980
a

as in 1955, and 1980 corn exports were worth 64 times their 1955

values. Tobacco and wheat were less spectacular, though tobacco

exports grew by 441 percent and wheat by 1 , 346 percent over the pen-

ôd. In l980 soybeans and corn, along with the products made from

each, were the two most important agricultural export commodities for

the United States with each accounting for about 21 percent of total

agricultural exports. Wheat accounted for about 16 percent of total

exports, animal products, other than dairy products, were worth 9



Table 24. Total Value of U.S. Agricultural Exports by Major Commodity, 1955-1980

Commodity WbolCsalehWheat Price Index
Dairy Other and Corn and Soybeans Total All Farm

Fiscal
Pro_b

animal wheat corn meal Other
d Tobacco Cotton oilseeds Total all domestic commod pro-

leara ducts productsC flour Rice corn flour rins unmanufactured and oil Other RelLLiiture eorts itiesucts
--------------------- millions of current dollars ------------------------ 11910-1914 1001

1955g 95.2 242.6 493.5 68.8 131.4 142.3 305.2 684.3 150.7 828.8 142.1 3,142.8 l5,4l9.0 249 226
l9S6 130.9 275.7 587.9 83.7 183.7 245.5 379.2 371.9 237.8 999.4 174.6 3,495.7 l8,94O.0 257 223
1957g 138.8 326.4 931.1 173.1 212.0 172.1 339.5 1,115.6 340.9 978.7 158.7 4,728.2 20,630.OJJ 265 229
19S8 113.0 245.3 681.6 93.2 246.5 190.7 342.3 841.0 306.7 942.7 167.5 4,003.0 l7,745.OJ 268 239
1959g 85.7 263.8 727.3 99.3 268.3 306.5 349.5 412.7 338.3 868.0 126.1 3,719.4 i7,438.0J 269 225

101.8 309.2 813.4 127.5 280.2 302.9 341.3 825.7 408.9 1,005.9 109.5 4,516.8 20,378.& 269 224
89.4 339.3 1,082.1 119.5 327.2 242.7 384.5 936.8 442.3 982.5 149.7 4,946.3 20,629.0i 268 222

1962g 86.1 339.7 1,216.8 133.0 487.7 248.6 406.6 662.8 483.4 1,077.3 178.4 5,142.0 21,4O3.0 269 226
l963 95.3 312.0 1,087.3 163.4 508.9 278.3 376.8 491.4 568.4 1,195.8 206.7 5,077.6 22,922.0 268 221

151.1 383.9 1,453.1 215.0 618.4 246.1 418.8 670.4 615.0 1,295.8 210.8 6,067.6 26,l36.O 269 218
196S 165.0 362.1 1,184.9 203.2 730.5 250.7 389.8 583.9 760.8 1,465.9 186.9 6,096.8 27,003.0) 274 227
1966g 160.8 596.5 1,431.0 221.5 975.3 437.6 394.7 393.8 1,074.8 990.4 6,676.4 28,886.0 283 244
I067 110.6 590.9 1,341.3 306.8 775.9 448.7 549.7 548.6 1,148.4 950.4 6,771.3 30,818.6 284 23fl

103.6 506.8 1,305.8 339.0 785.8 282.4 493.7 481.5 1,108.5 904.4 6,311.5 32,195.0 291 236
1969 138.7 583.5 923.6 319.9 685.6 150.3 506.9 334.2 1,123.0 975.7 5,741.4 35,221.1 302 251
l970 109.1 656.1 965.5 322.3 885.4 167.7 561.9 352.4 1,530.2 1,170.8 6,721.4 41,058.9 313 25619g 152.9 767.4 1,224.7 287.3 835.4 341.9 570.3 497.4 1,895.2 1,180.8 7,753.3 43,662.7 323 260
1972g 217.7 808.6 1,071.0 306.3 968.2 243.4 570.4 534.1 1,993.5 1,333.2 8,046.4 44,847.5 333 288
1973g 86.0 1,266.9 2,387.0 436.5 1,971.4 477.3 639.6 755.9 3,123.8 1,757.7 12,902.1 57,814.5 363 406
l974 65.3 1,693.8 4,737.6 752.3 3,842.1 1,000.2 814.0 1,311.1 4,617.3 2,458.9 21,292.6 84,923.6 419 432
1975 134.5 1,569.3 5,000.9 1,002.2 4,074.0 865.1 910.1 1,027.9 4,346.6 2,647.7 21,578.3 102,858.4 464 430
1976 118.9 1,899.8 4,976.3 540.8 4,963.2 816.3 917.3 881.9 4,143.8 2,888.6 22,146.9 109,388.8 484 440

TQ 38.3 516.5 1,271.2 186.0 1,171.0 230.0 173.0 283.7 757.6 727.8 5,355.1 27,011.61977 169.7 2,474.3 3,054.3 704.1 7,722.4 809.6 1,065.3 1,538.2 5,816.7 3,619.3 23,973.9 118,285.2 516 443
1978 155.8 2,672.4 4,138.7 872.6 5,306.9 591.8 1,131.8 1,706.9 6,410.7 4,303.2 27,290.8 131,196.2 556 490
1979. 116.1 3,526.8 4,862.4 884.1 6,381.9 484.1 t,291.0 1,900.0 7,515.3 5,007.9 31,976.8 167,487.6 618 556
19801 156.3 3,614.3 6,632.6 1,170.2 8,302.0 1,063.5 1,348.5 3,033.3 8,587.8 6,572.9 40,481.4 210,045.3 701 575
(footnotes and source on next DaRe)

I-,
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Table 24. (Continued)

-'Years ending June 30th prior to 1977, October 30th from 1977 through
1980.

b/
- Anhydrous milkfat butter, cheese anci cura, milk, and cream.

-Live animals including poultry, fats, oils and greases, meats and
meat preparations, poultry products, hides and skins including furs,
hair, wool and other.

-1Barley, grain sorghum, oats, malt and flour, oatmeal and groats,
oatmeal and oats, rye, bakery products, blended food products and
other.

!"Fruits and preparations, nuts and preparations, Leeds and fodders,
oilseeds and products excluding soybeans and products, vegetables
and preparations and other vegetable products.

-Exports of food for relief or charity by individuals or private
agencies. Includes some nonagricultural relief. Separate detail
not given, but relief shipments are included in the total all agri-
culture column.

-"Beginning in 1950, export values do not include the subsidies paid
to exporters.

h/
- See Appendix 2.

'Pre liminary.

"Data on a calendar year basis.

Source: Agricultural statistics, U.S.D.A., various years.
Statistical abstract of the United States, various years.
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percent, once king cotton was in fifth place at 7 percent, and tobacco

represented 3 percent of the total in 1980. Even if deflated by the

1980 farm products wholesale price index of 575, exports of $40.5

billion represented an all time high real value of $7 billion in 1914

dollars. Exports in 1914, when the index was 100, had been worth $2.3

billion.

Agricultural Setting in 1955

Abundance was again prevalent in United States agricultural mar-

kets in 1955. The wholesale price index for farm products had fallen

to 79 percent of its 1951 level, and surpluses were growing. Wheat

carryover on July 1, 1955 was 996 million bushels, while a 1952 study

by USDA had recommended a wheat carryover of only 450 to 500 million

bushels.- Secretary of Agriculture, Ezra Benson, felt the large

stocks of wheat to be a scandalous waste of public funds, and that

free markets and expanded trade were central to the solution of the

farm prob1em..1 Accordingly, interest in a revived effort to expand

commercial farm exports was strong. Surplus disposal and storage pro-

grams were costly, and free markets were thought to be in the farmers

best long-run interests.

PL-480 Programs Prior to 1966

The publict s willingness to continue aid efforts to Europe and

the third world countries, the costs of storing farm surpluses, and

a continuing shortage of foreign exchanged among United States trade

partners combined to provide the rationale for enactment of PL-480,

the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954.--1

The main purpose of PL-480, as initially envisioned, was to increase
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cash sales abroad, and foreign currency saes under Title I, through

government to governments agreements with friendly counties, was the

centerpiece of this program. Foreign currency sales consisted mostly

of Commodity Credit Corporation stocks, and importing countries had

to agree to continue dollar imports at previous levels.

The American Farm Bureau Association had endorsed the idea of

soft currency sales in 1952 in the belief, based on experiences after

World War II, that countries would willingly spend their own curren-

cies on farm imports and use their hard currencies for capital

28/imports. Title I sales were not viewed as foreign aid by Congres-

sional sponsors as at least some currencies of other countries were

being received in exchange. As enacted, Title I currencies could be

used by the United States government to pay for market promotion

efforts, to purchase strategic materials or military equipment, to

purchase goods and services for friendly countries or to pay United

States obligations in the host country. However, much time was spent

figuring out new ways of using the United States-owned foreign curren-

cies, and eventually loan funds were made available to private

businesses, and other funds were granted for American sponsored

schools, for scientific, cultural and educational activities, for dis-

seminating foreign publications, for sales to United States tourists,

and for other needs.

The Agency for International Development used foreign currencies

to purchase goods and services abroad for other friendly countries,

to promote "the common defense," along with the Defense Department,

and to promote economic development and international trade.W AID

also used the funds to make loans to American firms for local
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investment and to United States or foreign firms for construction of

facilities aiding the utilization of United States agricultural pro-

ducts abroad.

The Farm Bureau also wanted to use the funds for economic

development, believing that rising incomes would be translated into

greater effective demands for Untied States products.--1 Accordingly,

over one-half of Title I funds were used as development grants or

loans. However, some farm Congressmen feared that economic develop-

ment would result in increased foreign food production and thus com-

petition. Also, foreign governments had little reason to borrow their

own currencies from the United States, causing United States holdings

to become sizeable portions of some countries' total money supply.

As shown in Table 25, foreign currency sales were extremely

important in the middle 60's, and in 1965 approximately $1.1 billion,

or one-sixth of all agricultural exports, moved under this program.

However, dissatisfaction with the accumulation of huge amounts for

foreign currencies led to the phasing out of soft currency sales by

1975. Between 1955 and the completion of the last foreign currency

sale, a total of 452 separate agreements with 53 countries had been

signed.-"

Title II of PL-480 authorized the continuation of a program,

begun with the Pakistan Wheat Grant in 1953, to provide emergency

famine relief to friendly people. Donations were made in several

ways. Direct donations from the United States government to foreign

governments or to the United Nations as part of the World Food Program

formed part of Title II. Donations of surplus commodites to private

voluntary organizations in the United States, who then distributed



Table 25. Value of Government Financed Agricultural Exports by Major Programs,
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1918 *967 *966 *965 *96* 1313 *962 1961 1960 lOS) 1956 1957 *956 *255
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tvernnen tis
UOHPxTIONS

Valontoty Annex
(Sent. 416 9 Title II) 152.1 *57.4 179.9 103.5 *88.6 173.0 11,8.7 144.3 *03.8 132.0 173.2 *05.0 *85.0 *35.0

C.overfnont to Covet mont sod the
World Food Pe-ogexa (Title II) 99.7 *09.9 86.7 56.6 150.2 *58.7 *76.4 146.2 65.3 55.6 92.0 52.0 63.0 52.0

1(YIAL IV9IATIOIIS ii I 240.1 338.8 331.7 345.1 iTO.S 169.1 187.6 6( 2[1ö 1Ô ii1i

P38111(71 ClJ*8rNCY SAlES

Title I 723.0 803.5 506.3 1144.7 1064.6 *085.4 *024.3 933.9 115.1 730.3 659.7 908.0 439.0 73.0
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do.tx,xtin .orbct pricox; 785.0 1*62.0 1121.0 933.0 *303.0 538.0 996.0 8230.0 1265.0 707.0 997.0 1027.0 638.0 331.9
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ond guarantees 71.0 *03.0 62.0 72.0 79.0 85.0 71.0 43.0 34.0 54.0 191.0 69.0 60.0 69.0

CCC Export Credit Salon 144.0 335.0 2*7.0 95.0 118.0 77.0 33.0 18.0 1.0 39.0 12.0 4.0 2.0
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10182. AGRICULTIJ(AI. EtIOMIS 6581.5 6771.3 6676.4 6096.0 6067.6 5071.6 5*42.0 4946.3 45*6.0 37*9.4 4003.0 4729.2 3*95.7 3*42.8
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Table 25. (Continued)

Fiscul VcorI98#Tl97i if ii 976 i9 T971 1973 1972 l9n__qfj
Gove1nmentajjrwes ----------------------' II 1005--------------------------
DONATIONS

Voluntary Agencies
(Sect. 416 Title II) 216.7 263.0 222.9 260.0 51.3 192.0 190.7 144.5 128.5 151.7 142.1 127.8 154.3

Government to Government end the
World Food Program (Title II) 185.5 126.5 112.0 92.1 18.2 64.5 148.3 147.5 159.5 227.9 137.8 112.8 110.4

TOTAL DORAIIONS 402.2 38.5 31Th 14U1 & _1- -ii-
ltlKIilGN UJItRLNCY SAlES -

Title I -- -- -- -- -- -- -- .5 5.9 142.5 203.8 307.1 343.6
BAttIER

Title 11 - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - 1.4
CCC Charter Act -- -- -- -- -- -- .1 d 1088.0 076.0 870.0 467.0 268.0

ThIAI. BARTER -- ç
-

-g--sj --j-
-- ---

lONG TEIOI DOLlAR CREDITS -

Title 1 853.3 748.0 138.8 159.8 316.1 649.8 762.0 575.4 652.6 534.9 539.2 415.5 -12'.S
LOANS 8 CRANES

Mutual Security Act (All)) 183.9 304.2 415.3 419.3 138.0 215.9 122.5 75.9 83.8 66.5 57.0 12.6 5.5
ThTAI. VAI.( OF AGI1 EXPOI1IS ----- ______ -- - ______ --------- ______ ______ ----
tRIflER SPECIFIED COVE PROGRAM 11TW4 mri rn 1521.2 iTñ Tno Hfli iWoc jj-j'C

)l*IEhtCIAI. EXPORTS WITH ASSISTANCE

Exports atfectod by export b.J
payments, or exported at -

lcsi than domestic market
prices; 380.0 2l3.O a a a a a a 1405.0 1042.0 1112.0 922.0 333.0

Export-Import bank loan,
Mud Blunanteos 301.5 345.0 606.4 714.0 It 700.0 f1250.0 f1021.0 66.0 86.9 97.0 67.0 51.0

Ccc Export Credit Salem 7190e 1528.0 1584.0 755.0 336.0 623.0 249.1) 298.0 1029.0 372.0 391.0 211.0 116.0
TOTAl. (X*P4ERCIAL EXPORTS - - ----- - .- --- ------- ______ --
141111 ASS ISTAME TiOEó T1 ööö JiEi T 7iiü d öLö 1500.0 1ÜW1 Tiiii iIo

1'O1'AI. AGI1ICULTIR1AI. EXFOIEFS 40481.4 31974.6 27290.8 23913.9 5355.1 22146.9 21578.3 21296.2 12902.1 8046.4 7753.3 6721.4 5141.4
PE-RCEMI UNDER SPECIFIED
(2)VT PROGRAM 4 S 6 6 10 5 6 4 14 25 25 22 23

PLI10ENT 141111 IIWT
ASSISTAIICO 3 5 6 3 3 I 4 19 *9 21 18 9-
filIAl. l'EIlCEtIEACE
(DVT FINANCID 7 *0 Il 9 8 7 8 33 44 46 40 32 C)

tJl____________ ______- -- -----------------------------------------------
(fable contincJ on next page)



Table 25. (Continued)

-Years ending June 30 through 1976, October 30 afterwards.

'Commodity Detail given in Table 26.

-"L)oes not agree with the total in Table 33, due to the inclusion of barter under the CCC Charter Act here.

"Rarter was dkcontinued on June 30, 1973. Some shipments in fulfillment of contracts signed prior to that date continued through 1975.

'1ncludes $1 million in Intermediate Credit Sales obligated by the CCC.

"lncludes an amount for agricultural equipment and supplies.

'1Cannot calculate due to lack of information.

not given.

!1Apparent statistical error in data. Amount for CCC Credit Sales probably in error.

Table 26 for dollar amounts of export subsidies paid.

Sources: Agricultural Statistics, U.S.D.A., various issues.
Cochrane, Willard and Mary Ryan. "American Farm Policy, 1948-1973." 1976.
Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No. 142, P.L. 480 Concessional Sales. Economic Research Service, U.S.D.A., 1977.

The Budget of the United States, various years.
Export-Import Bank of the United States, Annual Reports, various fiscal years.

J1
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the commodities overseas, was another part of Title II. Government

to government donations were made from CCC inventories primarily, al-

though purchases for disaster relief by the CCC were authorized if

necessary.' These donations were to help the victims of disasters

ranging from volcanic eruption to civil strife, and 112 countries

received these donations.

The World Food Program was established in 1962 by the United

Nations and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations, and United Nations members donated commodities, cash and

services to operate the program. Between 1963 and 1965, the United

States donated $40 million in surplus commodities to this program.

The Cooperative for American Remittances Everywhere (CARE), the

Catholic Relief Service, the Church World Service, the United Nations

International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and the American

National Red Cross were the private agencies which handled the bulk

of United States donations.-' Beginning in 1961, donated commodities

were used by the voluntary agencies as compensation in food for work

projects, and by 1965, over one-third of all donated commodities were

being used this way. However, until 1966 donations were considered

a last resort under surplus dispoal options, thus availability, and

not program need, dicated the quantities of each commodity shipped.

Because CCC supplies of wheat flour and dried milk were ample, those

two commodities were the most important of those donated.

Barter, authorized under Title III, was seen as an alternative

means of exchanging farm products for things of value. Barter trans-

actions were affected through contracts between the Commodity Credit

Corporation and private United States exporters.Zi The United
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States exchanged commodities from CCC stocks for strategic materials

that entailed less risk or cost in stDrage While very important in

1957 when the value of commodities bartered reached $400 million,

Title III barter was soon reduced in importance as a surplus disposal

technique, and was ended entirely after 1969. Evidence indicated

that barter programs reduced cash sales, and competing exporters

criticized this promotion technique.-

By 1959, it was clear that the PL-480 programs had not expanded

cash markets as much as had been hoped, and Secretary Benson worried

that the existence of this surplus disposal program only encouraged

the production of greater surp1uses.1 Nevertheless, at the urgings

of Senator Humphrey and others, PL-480 was renamed the "Food for

Peace" program with the stated objective being the constructive use

of continued farm surpluses.

Title IV, which allowed the extension of long-term dollar loans

for United States food exports, was added as part of the PL-480 pro-

gram in 1959.-' Under Title IV the United States could make long-

term supply contracts with friendly nations to deliver agricultural

commodities over periods of up to 10 years and accept payments in dol-

lars with interest over periods of up to 10 years. Also, if nations

found it difficult to purchase dollars, convertible foreign currency

sales with a maximum 40-year repayment period, were authorized. Not

surprisingly, long-term dollar or convertible foreign currency credits

remained relatively unimportant until the late 60's when soft currency

sales were finally phased out.



PL-480 Programs 1966 to 19S0

The PL-480 programs were significantly revised in the Food For

Peace Act of l966.-' Thereafter the programs had a much greater

emphasis on agricultural self-help in recipient countries, the pro-

grams were no longer limited to surplus ccminodities, and a decision

was made to phase out sales for foreign currencies in favor of long-

term dollar credits. These amendments were made at least partially

because American wheat stocks had been reduced below levels felt to

be adequate due to a combination of production controls and enlarged

28/exports.

The 1966 amendments changed the basic PL-480 legislation by

combining the old Title I sales for foreign currency and the old Title

IV sales for dollar credits into a new Title I which authorized both

kinds of transactions..Pi Congress stipulated that sales for dollars,

or for convertible foreign currencies should supplant foreign currency

sales by fiscal year 1972. This provision was accomplished, although

deliveries on contracts signed during 1971 continued until 1974.

As shown in Table 25, dollar and convertible foreign currency

sales became important as foreign currency sales were phased out, but

dollar credits never quite achieved the same importance as the orig-

inal Title I sales had.

Title II, as amended in the 1966 Food For Peace Act, was expand-

ed to contain authorization for donations to promote economic and

community development, to combat malnutrition and to assist school

lunch and pre-school feeding programs.W This program again included

the World Food Program of the United Nations and donations through

private relief agencies, and the costs of acquisition, packaging,
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processing, enriching, preserving, fortifying, transporting, handling

and other costs of donations were included in the Title II appropria-

tions.' Donations were distributed in more than 100 countries, pri-

marily through school lunch and child feeding programs. After 1960,

donations were also used as partial payment of wages in self-help

development proj ects

The World Food Program continued after 1966 and achieved a repu-

tation of competence in its food aid activities. Its original goal

had been to donate $33 million per year between, 1963 and 1965. By

1975, its annual goal was $220 million. Since 1962, the United States

has contributed about one-fifth of the total cost of this program.-1

Donations through voluntary agencies also continued after 1966.

Greater efforts were made to supply nutritional products, and in the

late 70's, the value of commodities exported through voluntary agen-

cies increased over the levels of the 1960's.

Barter was also authorized under the amended PL-480 program in

1966, but as mentioned earlier, it was phased out by 1969.

Significant changes in PL-480 were made again in 1975. Rising

export values, grain shortages, and rising energy prices combined to

cause a renewed focus on the needs of third world countries. Begin-

ning in 1976, at least 75 percent of Title I sales had to go to coun-

tries with per capital gross national products of less than $300.-"

This was raised to $550 1976 dollars in 1978. Also, Title I sales

can not be made to any country found to consistently be violating

human rights. Title II was also amended in 1975 to require that the

United States donate no less than 1.3 million metric tons of food
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annually as called for by the World Food Conference of l974." This

minimum was raised to 1.6 million metric tons in 1978.

Other Export programs 1955 to 1980

There were other export programs operating during the period

1955 to 1980 in addition to the PL-480 programs. These other programs

included foreign aid administered by AID, barter under the CCC Charter

Act, various credit programs, and the payment of export subsidies to

offset domestic price support activities.

Section 402 of the Mutual Security Act of 1954 specified that

a portion of each mutual security appropriation be used to purchase

surplus United States agricultural products for soft currency resale

to foreign countries.-' While of moderate importance in some years,

such as 1957, foreign currency sales under theMutual Security Act

were entirely blended into PL-480 after 1962.

Other AID progarms involved grants, used to promote economic

development, and development loans, including Alliance for Progress

loans to Latin America.-1 These programs have emphasized long-range

planning to develop economic resources, and the loans carried maximum

repayment periods of 40 years. AID loans and grants were of only

minor importance during the 1950's and 1960's, but in 1977 and 1978

they accounted for over $400 million in agricultural exports.

Barter

A barter program outside PL-480 also operated beginning in 1963.

By that year, most of the Government's emergency stockpile needs had

been met under Title III, so barter programs began to emphasize the

use of United States commodities to procure materials, goods and
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services for United States 'ovrnsient a'encies overseas. Conse-

quentlY, no new contracts for the sip1emerta1 stockpile were made

after fiscal year 1968. These new barter activities had been autho.-

rized under the original CCC charter act, an authorization that had

not been used since 1954, and cotton and tobacco were the commodities

most often bartered. However, barter operations were suspended

entirely after 1973, as USDA reported that the strong demand for agri-

cultural commodities that year made it unnecessary to continue the

export incentives of the progranl.-9-" Barter shipments in 1974 and

1975 represented ofli the completion of contracts signed prior to

June 30, 1973.

Barter transactions for overseas procm'ement have been thought

of as equivalent to cash sales, since they make a direct contribution

to the United States balance of payments, and these exports have been

classified as commercial in official statistics since 1968. In Table

23 however, they have been included as exports under government pro-

grams because it is doubtful that foreign governments would have im-

ported the same commodities if they had been paid in cash rather than

in-kind for materials and services needed by United States agencies

overseas. This is important when analyzing Table 25 as barter became

very important in the years 1970 through 1973. As reported in that

table, the value of exports under government programs was about twice

as large as the vaJue reported by USDA for the years 1971, 1972, and

1973.
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Export-Import Bank

The federal government also provided export credits outside the

long-term loans under PL-480. Short-term credits were available from

the Export-Import Bank, 88 percent of which covered surplus cotton

exports.-' Beginning in l933, the Ex-Im Bank also issued guarantees

to United States commercial banks against political and/or financial

risks involved with financing nonrecourse medhnn term export credits.

Situations arose where United States banks were making loans directly

to foreign government for the export of agricultural commodities.

Since a foreign government could not be sued in the event of default,

the loans were classified as nonrecourse. Accordingly, the Export-

Import Bank insured these loans to promote increased use of private

commercial financing on agricultural exports.

Currently, the Ex-Im Bank and USDA consult on subjects affecting

agricultural exports. For instance, commodities in short siply in

the United States, and so not recommended for assistance, are identi-

fied, and foreign markets where the establishment of port handling,

storage and processing facilities could increase demand for United

States agricultural exports are located.-' Also, in cooperation with

USDA, the Department of Commerce, and the Overseas Private Investment

Corporation, the Ex-Im Bank co-sponsors agricultural export and

investment conferences. The Ex-Im Bank does not receive Congressional

appropriations, but funds itself from loan repayments, interest, fees

and borrowings from the United States Treasury and the Federal

Financing Bank.
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CCC Credits

The Export Credit Sales Program of the Commodity Credit Corpora-

tion began in 1956 and consisted of loans, mostly on cotton and

tobacco exports, for the purchase of CCC-owned agricultural cominodi-

ties. Interest rates were Ofli slightly concessional, and the maximum

repayment period was 36 months. The mechanism used for providing the

loans was the purchase by the CCC of the exporter's accounts receivable

from the importer. Originally a United States bank was required to

assure payment before the credits were approved; however, after 1966,

all transactions required an irrevocable letter of credit from an

acceptable bank, foreign or domestic, assuring loan repaymnet with

interest.-1 The program was altered significantly in 1965 when

deferred payment on agricultural exports from private inventories was

authorized. The same credit terms applied, but thereafter financing

on commodities such as beef, breeding animals, eggs, and frozen poultry

became possible.-' This program grew in importance and became genu-

inely significant in 1967. In 1973, fully 8 percent, and in 1978,

6 percent of all United States agricultural exports moved under 3-

year credits, and the program is now known as GSM 5.

Beginning in fiscal year 1979, the CCC guaranteed, for a fee,

payments due United States exporters on credit sales whose repayment

terms extended to no more than three years.-W Called the Noncommer-

cial Risk Assurance Program, and numbered GSM 101, this allows the

CCC to expedite exports without having to actually provide financing.

The Intermediate Credit Sales Program also began in fiscal year

1979, and allows the CCC to finance commercial exports for periods
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of three t.o ten years. Repaynent is to be in dollars with interest

equal to rates charged under the short-term credit program, and the

cargo preference laws do not apply to these sales.

A fourth credit program based on Section 201 of the Agricultural

Trade Act of 1978, authorizes the CCC to make loans to United States

exporters who hold deferred payment contracts, not exceeding three

years in length, which can be used as collateral. This differs from

the short-term export credit sales program in that the United States

exoorter is the borrower and is responsible for repayment in this

program.

GSM 102 is another risk assurance program designed to protect

United States exporters or commercial banks against default on export

credits by foreign banks due to commercial as well as noncommercial

risks. This program, begun in 1980, is to be operated only where it

will help develop new markets or maintain existing ones for United

States agricultural products.

Export Subsidies

Finally, there were numerous programs which directly subsidized

exports between 1935 and 1975. Table 26 indicates the total dollar

amount of subsidies actually paid, and Table 25 gives the value of

exports which received subsidization under these programs. Section

32 indemnity payments remained important for vegetable and fruit

exports, and to a lesser extent, wheat exports through 1961. Of a

much larger dollar value, however were subsidies on wheat exports paid

under the International Wheat Agreements.



Table 26. Export. Subsidies Paid on Major Agricultural Commodities,
1955-1975

Fiscal
Yearn

Dairy
pro-
ducts

Other Wheat
animal and
products products Rice

Corn
and

Meal
Other
grains Tobacco Cotton Other

Total
payments

----- millions of dollars
1955 101.1 9.2 110.3
1956 93.4 97.0
1957 .2 97.7 30.4 .5 128.8
1958 80.8 11.6 92.4
1959 63.9 97.2 .8 161.9
1960 50.9 243.3 7.5 31)1.7
1961 14.2 327.2 54.5 9.1 17.2 220.7 4.8 647.)
1962 26.6 369.9 56.4 1.1 9.0 .6 202.2 1.7 667.5
1963 30.0 382.9 54.6 3.1 155.1 1.9 627.6
1964 96.6 427.0 71.7 .2 2.9 218.8 4.5 821.7
1965 70.9 180.9 64.5 14.0 .8 144.9 6.9 482.9
1966 15.6 .2 399.8 54.7 24.2 .3 88.3 13.7 590.8
1967 3.7 151.0 34.2 10.7 34.7 4.9 13.0 252.2
1968 1.9 59.5 2.2 .6 30.4 2.2 9.8 [06.6
1969 14.6 3.1 5.8 5.3 29.5 .9 3.7
1970 7.5 4.6 82.6 28.2 2.3 30.6 1.9 5.2 162.9
1971 11.1 4.3 147.3 37.6 11.9 30.4 13.0 255.6
1972 30.9 2.7 80.9 57.2 10.5 27.9 27.1 237.2
1973 1.7 1.0 304.3 49.8 29.0 23.3 409.1
1974 44.2 14.4 58.6
1975 0

TOTALS 325.3 16.1 3,451 .1 570.9 10.4 100.6 234.6 1 ,422.4 150.2 6,281.6

a!- Years ending June 30.
-"Inc1udes indemnity payments, export payments, payments under the International Wheat Agreement,

and Cotton Products export payments.

Sources: Agricultural Statistics, U.S.D.A., various issues.
The Rudget of the United States, various years.

01
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The 1953 IWA was still operational in 1955, but the IWA of 1956

lowered the maximum and miniiium prices for the benchmark wheat, number

one grade Manitoba Northern at Fort William/Port Arthur, Canada, to

$2.00 and $1.50 respectively.-- The agreement covered about 31 per-

cent of the total wheat traded internationally, and the boundary

prices were in terms of Canadian currency at the value determined by

the IMF in March 1949. Even though the new price boundaries were 5

cents per bushel below those set in the 1953 Agreement, Britain still

28/
refused to sign, believing the prices to be too high. However,

all other major exporters and inporters joined the Agreement. Since

domestic price support operations kept prices above world market

levels, cash subsidies were paid to United States exporters to enable

them to ship wheat at prices within those set by the TWA. Beginning

in fiscal year 1957, exporters were given CCC stocks of wheat in lieu

of cash payments representing the differential between United States

domestic prices and prevailing agreement prices.

The 1959 TWA placed maximum prices at $1.90 and minimum prices

at $1.50. Also, the formulas for determining each inporter's quotas

were changed. Previously, quotas had been stated in bushels, but im-

porters had not met their requirements. Starting in 1959, the import

quotas were stated as a proportion of excess demand in each importing

nation.

In the 1962 Wheat Agreement, the price boundaries were increased

to a maximum of $2.02 and a minimum of $1.62 per bushel for the

benchmark wheat. This agreement covered 39 percent of the world trade

in wheat, however its effectiveness as a tool for managing the world

wheat economy was being questioned. Hadwiger observed that the
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importance of the TWA by 1962 had been reduced to that of legitimizing

the stated range of commercial wheat prices.-- He felt that the

United States had used the TWA as a vehicle for implementing national

and bilateral trade policies, and that the price range reflected the

export policies of the United States and Canada. Further, problems

of administering the IWA's were difficult to overcome. For instance,

Manitoba Northern in bulk at Port Arthur, Canada was used as a bench-

mark for setting prices, but accounting for location and quality dif-

ferences rendered the price ranges ineffective.

The 1962 TWA expired July 31, 1965, and the CCC carried out

operations under a protocol agreement through fiscal year 1966. In

fiscal year 1967, no new TWA payments were made.W

The current International Wheat Agreement began in 1971 and has

two main parts: the Wheat Trade Convention (WTC) and the Food Aid

Convention (FAC).-7-' The WTC has been extended six times and will

run through the spring of 1983. The Convention authorizes the Inter-

national Wheat Council in London to collect, analyze, and disseminate

wheat trade data, but no economic provisions are contained in the cur-

rent TWA. The FAC is a mechanism for offering food aid to needy

nations and involves rice and coarse grains as well as wheat for human

consumption. The FAC obligates signatories to provide minimum amounts

of wheat or coarse grain food aid annually, and the United States

meets its FAC commitments through Titles I and II of PL-480.

Other commodities are also covered by international agreements.

The International Dairy Arrangement took effect in January 1980 and

will run for three years. The agreement sets minimum prices for the
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trade of dairy products between members. The International Meat

Arrangement, which also went into effect in January 1980, carries no

economic provisions and provides only for regular consultations on

world supply and demand conditions. The only other international

commodity agreements currently in force affect sugar, coffee, rubber,

cocoa and olive oil--commodities not exported by the United States.

In addition to exports under the TWA, CCC wheat was bartered

andpaid to exporters in lieu of indemnity payments on wheat exports

outside the IWA, but cash indemnity payments were still made on all

exports of wheat flour whether under the TWA or not. Wheat export

certificates were issued beginning in fiscal year 1964, and exporters

could not ship wheat without buying export market cerfiticates either

from farmers or USDA equal to the number of bushels exported. However,

the CCC then made a refund to the exporter or allowed a credit against

the marketing certificates payable so as to make United States wheat

and flour competitive in world markets. This complicated program was

eliminated in fiscal year 1972.

Cotton was also a heavily subsidized export commodity in the

1950's and 1960's. Beginning in fiscal year 1957, the CCC made

equalization payments to exporters of cotton products made from upland

cotton grown and wholly processed in the United States. The payments

Were based on the raw cotton content in the products exported and were

designed to protect the United States cotton industry from foreign

textile manufacturers who are able to purchase American cotton at

export rather than domestic prices.

Beginning in fiscal year 1958, export payments on cotton, corn,

barley, grain sorgums, oats, rye and rice were made by the CCC in the
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form of those commodities from the Corporation's stocks. By 1964,

cotton products equalization payments were in the form of negotiable

cotton certificates which could be either redeemed for CCC stocks,

used to repay cotton loans, or sold. Beginning in 1965, the CCC made

cash export payments on rice and also redeemed export certificates

for CCC-owned rice and feed grains.

The direct subsidy programs mentioned above were terminated in

fiscal year 1974 as the United States adopted new policies toward

domestic price supports. After 1973, United States domestic prices

were allowed to fall (or rise) to world market levels while American

farmers received deficiency payments. It can be argued therefore,

that the export subsidies of old and the deficiency payments of today

are conceptually equivalent. However, deficiency payments are made

on all eligible commodities, not just those exported. Further, the

deficiency payments are clearly' a domestic income support program.

Foreign Agricultural Service

In addition to the numerous programs under which commodities

were actually exported, the government has also conducted market

research and foreign market promotion programs since 1955. Of the

several agencies involved in these activities, the Foreign Agricul-

tural Service was the most important.

As has been noted, Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Benson believed

that free markets and expanded trade were central to the solution of

the farm problem.L" Accordingly, the Office of Foreign Agricultural

Relations was greatly expanded in 1953 and renamed the Foreign

Agricultural Service (FAS), and the agricultural attaches were
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transferred back to USDA from the State Department. FAS began working

immediately with private agricultural trade organizations to promote

exports, and market development work overseas was liberally funded

using the foreign currencies generated under PL-480 Title I sales.

FAS originally concentrated on expanding current cash sales of

surplus commodities such as wheat.-- Tied sales, where importers

paid for some commodities in cash and received additional food as aid,

were authorized and administered by FAS. FAS also tried to arrange

three-way trades and barter shipments for raw materials, and FAS

sponsored United States participation in trade fairs overseas.

FAS budgets for the years 1955 to 1980 are given in Table 27

and are divided into several activities. The agricultural attaches

assisted in developing foreign markets and in helping United States

exporters overcome specific trade hurdles. They were also responsible

for sending timely reports on foreign market conditions back to the

states. By 1964, FAS attaches were located in 55 countries. By 1969,

they had expanded to cover 63 countries, and in 1980, FAS had attaches

in 70 foreign posts, including regional trade offices in Hamburg,

86/
llaharain, Singapore, Seoul, Warsaw, Miami, London and Caracas. An

officer in Hong Kong is assigned to service Mainland China.

"Analysis of foreign agriculture and trade" (see Table 27)

included the study of world trends in foreign agricultural production,

trade, prices, financing, marketing policies, and demand. Also

included under this category is "International Agricultural Affairs"

which refers to directing and coordinating USDA participation in

international trade negotiations with an emphasis on reducing



Table 27. Federal Expenditures on Marketing Research and Agricultural Export Promotion,
1955-1980

Fiscal Yearsa

_______ ____iin6ITTTBDiZ 1

Agricultural Marketing Service
Marketing Research and
Servicee 38.0 41.0 38.1 36.8 38.4 39.0 28.2 25.2 24.0 18.9

Agricultural Research Service
Market Oevelopment Research
(using foreign currencies) 1.9 2.5 2.4 2.9 2.3 2.1 1.8 1.2 .7 .2 .4

Fconomic Research Service
Oomestic and Foreign
lconornlc Analysise 32 3.2 2.8 2.8 3.0 2.7 2.6 2.4 --

Foreign Agricultural Service

Agricultural Attaches 5.2 4.3 4.1 4.1 3.8 3.4 3.6 3.5 2.6 2.8 2.9 2.6 2.5 1.7

Analysis of Foreign Agri-
culture and Tradec .8 .7 .6 .6 .6 .5 .4 .4 1.2 1.2 1.1

2b
Import Controls .2 .2 .2 2

2h

Foreign Market Promotiond 15.0 15.2 11.8 8.9 9.3 7.8 6.8 12.2 4.6 2.1 1.9
16b

1:4k

flarter and Stockpiling .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .5 [Administrative expenses paid by Commodity Credit Cor.J
General Sales Management .8 .9 .8 .8 .7 .5 .4

Commodity Programs 2.9 2.6 2.7 2.4 2.4 2.1 2.2

Special Market Llevelopment
Program (using foreign
currencies) .7 1.0 .8 1.0 2.4 2.3 1.6 1.8 1.6 4.9 7.2 5.3 1.4

e
Export Marketing Service

1'3



Table 27. (Continued)

Fiscal Years

1980 19791978 1977 T 1976 i9974 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969

Agricultural Marketing Service
Marketing Research and Service

Agricultural Research Service
Market Development Research

(using foreign currencies)h .3 .4 .5 .4 .4 .5 .9 .7 .,7 .8 1.0 1.0 2.1

Marketing Research 10.9 10.3 9.0

Research on Marketing use.and
effects of ag. products' 74.9 74.8 70.6 67.6 19.4 67.5 69.4 63.7 59.7

Economic Research Services

Donmstic and Foreign
Economic Analysis 4.9 4.5 4.0 3.7

Marketing Economics 4.0 4.1

Economic Analysis and Research 35.4 30.3 30.5 27.2 7.2 22.8 22.4 17.6 17.9

WFAOSB 1.1 1.0 .9 --

Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations 6.3 3.5 2.8 2.4 .5 1.9 1.5

Foreign Agricultural Service
Agricultural Attache'sf 9.9 3.3 9.4 7.4 7.5 .68 6.0 5.7 5.6 5.0

Analysis of Foreign Agri-
16 3 15 4 13 6

culture and Trade' 1.6 .4 1.7 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 .9 .8 .7

Foreign Market Promotiond 22.7 18.0 14.8 19.4 7.1 16.7 22.4 13.8 15.3 17.4 15.6 15.8 16.1

Uarter and Stockpiling8 .4

General Sales Management8 .7

Commodity Programs 15.9 15.5 14.5 5.4 1.0 5.2 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.7 3.4 3.4 2.9

Special Market Development
Program (using foreign
currency) .4 .6 .7 .4 .2 .3 .3 .3 .2 .8 .8 .5 1.4

Export Marketing Service -- 2.7 2.8 .4

t'J

p



Table 27, (Continued)

-'Years ending June 30th through 19Th, September 30th afterwards.

"lhese functions were funded by the AgrIcultural Marketing Service, through Fl 1957, since that service controlled the Section 32
funds.

.Eilabeled International Trade Policy Iii 1961, and International Agricultural Affairs in 1962.

"Labelcd Market Development Programs in 1961, Export Programs in 1962, and Foreign Markets in 1975.

!"iixpenditures given represent the entire agency budget. Not all activities are related to exports.

'Labeled Foreign Agricultural Affairs beginning in 1978.

-"Transferrcd to the Export Marketing Service iii 1969.

"Transferred to the Office of intesnational Cooperation and Development in 1979.

-'Transferrod to Science and Education Administration in 1979.

11Becamc the Economics, Statistics and Cooperatives Service in 1978.

Source: The Budet of the U,iited States.

H'
l"J

H'
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restrictive European Common Market tariffs. "Iuort Controls" meant

the investigation of agricultural imports which interfered with domes-

tic price sport activities, and the forwarding of suggestions to

the Tariff Commission.

"Foreign Market Promotion" consisted primarily of the adminis-

tration of PL-480 programs and the directing and financing of market

development projects such as trade fairs and the cooperator programs.

FAS handled PL-480 long-term credit sales for both foreign currencies

and dollars, and this activity included developing sales agreements

and arranging and verifying export shipments. The service was also

responsible for initiating surplus food donations through voluntary

and intergovernmental agencies, arid the World Food Program. Finally,

FAS administered the short and intermediate term credit sales programs

funded by the CCC as well.

For a brief period, the Export Marketing Service was formed

separate from FAS to handle the barter and general sales management

functions.2-" Secretary Hardin established the Export Marketing

Service in 1969 to handle USDA responsibilities under PL-480 and to

administer export payment and credit sales programs. EMS was short

lived however, as it was found that separating the pure market promo-

tion work of FAS from the sales administration functions of EMS was

inefficient, arid EMS was liquidated back into FAS in 1972.

The cooperator programs of FAS were designed to develop foreign

markets by using federal and private money to demonstrate American

products, provide technical education to importers, and to help pro-

vide processing equipment to importers. Cooperators are farm oriented

trade groups representing their commodity from throughout the nation
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and the federal government began providing matching funds for the

cooperator programs in 1959. By 1968, 45 cooperator groups were

operating sales promotion programs in 70 countries with FAS contri-

butions coming from the Special Foreign Currency program for Market

Development. Typical cooperator programs included trade fairs and

exhibits, nutrition demonstrations, market analysis, and travel costs

of United States agricultural specialists. Table 28 lists the current

trade grois operating through the cooperator programs with FAS.

There are currently about 50 commodity cooperators, 28 additional con-

tractors, and 4 regional groups representing 44 state department of

agriculture, all of whom work in various efforts to promote United

86/
States exports.

During the 1970's, the proportion of total market development

program costs paid for by the cooperators increased from 50 to 69 per-

cent as federal contributions were reduced in real terms. On the

other hand, since the middle 70's, third-party cooperators have con-

tributed increased amounts to United States market development

efforts.-1 Third-party cooperators are governments, firms or trade

associations overseas who also have something to gain from expanded

United States trade. In 1978, there were over 1,600 foreign coopera-

tors in 70 countries. Table 29 shows fiscal year 1976 expenditures

on the cooperator programs by commodity. Third-party cooperators have

become particularly important for cotton and oilseed promotions, due

to the high processing costs of those products. American cooperators

pay the highest proportion of the total cost of fruit and vegetable

programs due to the fact that little processing of these products

occurs in the importing countries.
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Table 28. List of U.S. Marat Deveioent Coonerators, January 1981.

Dairy, Livestock and Po'ltrv

Dairy Society International
Poultry and Eg Inztit'.ite of America
American Angus Assoc2.ation
American Brahmar. Breeders Association
American Hcrefcrd Association
American International Charolais Association
American Polled Hereford Assotiation
American Quarter Horse Association
Appaloosa Fbrse Club, Inc.
Beeaster Breeders Universal
Brown Swiss Cattle Breeders Association. Inc.

BA Mink Breeders Unaversaj
blstein-Friesian Association of America
International Brangus Breeders Association, Inc.
Mohait Council of America
National Association of Animal Breeders
National Association of Swine Records
National Renderers Association, Inc.
Santa Gertrubis Breeders International
Tann.r Council of America, Inc.
U.S. Meat Export Federation

Jrticultural and Tropical Products

California Avocado Coaissjon
California Cling Peach Advisory Board
California Raisin Advisory Board
California Table Gre Cojssjon
Florida Department of Citrus
National Potato Promotion Board
Northwest 1orticu1tial Council
North American Blueberry Council
Papaya Administrative COittee

Grain and Feed

Michigan Bean Shippers Association
Millers National Federation
National Hay Association, Inc.
Protein Grain Products International
Rice Council for Market Development
U.S. Feed Grains Council
USA Dry Pea and Lentil Council, Inc.
U.S. Wheat Associates, Inc.
The Popccrn Institute

Cilseeds and Products

American Soybean Association
National Association of Sunflower Growers
National Cottonseed Products Association
National Peanut Council

Tobacco. Cotton, and Seeds

Burley and Dark Leaf Tobacco Export Association, Inc.
Leaf Tobacco Exporters Association, Inc.
Tobacco Associates, Inc.
Cotton Council International
International Institute for Cotton
American Seed Trade Association

Forest Products

National Forest Products Association

State Organizations

Eastern U.S. Agricultural and Food Export Council, Inc.
(EUSAFEC)

Mid-America International Agri-Trade Council (MIAT)
Southern United States Trade Association (SUSTA)
Western United States Agricultural Trade Association (WUSATA)
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Table 29. Expenditures for Agricultural Market Development by FASa,

American Cooperatcrs, and Third Party Cooperators During
Fiscal Year 1976, by Commodity

Cooperators

Commodities FASd U.S. Foreign Total

------thoüânds of dollars------

Cotton 2,830 203 6,375 9,408

Fruits Vegetables 1,414 4,132 1,152 6,698

Oilseeds 1,288 1,164 2,588 5,040

Wheat 1,676 1,498 1,169 4,343

Feed Grains 1,174 574 1,565 3,313

Livestock Products 866 1,440 131 2,437

Rice 803 294 930 2,027

Poultry 642 191 328 1,161

Other Commodities 229 298 45 572

Other Projects 796 81 0 877

TOTAL 11,718 9,875 17,283 35,876

'Budget for the Foreign Market Promotion Section only.

Source: Foreign Agricultural Service, U.S.D.A., Foreign Market
Development, Mimeo, August 1977, p. 12. Printed in McKinna,
David A. "U.S. Government Sponsored Agricultural Export
Market Development Programs." Department of Agricultural
Economics, Cornell University, A.E Ext. 78-29, September 1978.
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Other Federal Agencies Affecting xports

The Agricultural Marketing Service was established in fiscal

year 1954 to combine the functions of the Bureau of Agricultural Eco-

nomics and the Production and Marketing Administration.-' Responsi-

bilities included historical research, market and transportation

research, and food trade activities. While the Service was essen-

tially domestically focused, it did administer the indemnity payments

86/
made on agricultural exports with Section 32 funds.

The Agricultural Research Service used a portion of the foreign

currencies generated from Title I activities to finance market

development research for agricultural products in foreign countries.

The purposes cf the ARS research were to develop new foreign markets

and to expand existing markets for agricultural commodities.

In 1961, Secretary Freemand brought the research activities of

the Agricultural Marketing Service, the Agricultural Research Service

and the Foreign Agricultural Service together under the Economic

Research Service.- Foreign economic analysis became a specific pro-

gram activity within ERS and included studies of the forces affecting

the supply and demand for agricultural products in foreign markets,

and studies of the relationship between foreign economic development

and United States agricultural exports. In fiscal year 1965, ERS was

conducting research in more than 100 countries, focusing on the forces

affecting supply, demand, and trade in farm products and their impact

on United States exports. Other ERS trade and market studies focused

on the problems of developing foreign markets and the effects of these

developments on United States agricultural production. The Service

also began performing export outlook projections in 1966. By 1973,
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ERS foreign economic analysis consisted of studies of supply, demand

and trade in farm products in foreign markets and their effects on

United States exports, analysis of farm export programs, and studies

of progress in economic development and its relationship to farm sales.

ERS also assembled and analyzed agricultural trade statistics and

analyzed international financial monetary programs and policies as

they affected United States farm exports.

The Economics, Statistics and Cooperatives Service was created

in 1978 and absorbed the work of ERS. The budget category Economic

Analysis and Research was a catchall for many reserach topics includ-

ing crop forecasting, resource use and outlook projections for United

States trade. Information relating to market development seemed to

receive less emphasis in the new ESCS. Rather, more attention was

paid to evaluating, "the performance of the food and fiber sector in

meeting the needs and wants of consumers and overall goals of society

concerning such matters as resource ownership and use, income and

income distribution, and quality of life."-1 By 1980, ESCS had

become the Economics and Statistics Service.

The Special Foreign Currency Program to conduct market develop-

ment research overseas, which had been administered by the Agricultural

Research Service, was transferred to the Office of International

Cooperation and Development in 1979. Also, the other marketing

research functions of the Agricultural Research Service were taken

over by the Science and Education Administration.
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CHAPTER VIII

Effectiveness of Export Programs

Federal export programs, including all those listed in Table 25,

have been crucial to the postwar maintenance of recorded export values

and have contributed to the restructuring of American agriculture

since World War II. However, whether the export programs have been

instrumental in actually developing new cash markets or in just main-

taining export values through concessional transactions is debatable.

Just as the years immediately following World War II, it can

not automatically be said that agricultural exports would have been

decreased dollar-for-dollar if programs had been reduced. Foreign

countries might have used dollar exchange for food purchases rather

than for other imports, although if that were the case, the export

of other United States products would have been reduced. Furthermore,

the administration of most of the export programs by FAS, congressional

strictures requiring that concessional programs be administered so

as to not interfere with commercial sales, and the fact that the

importance of government programs did not decline relative to

unassisted commercial sales until agricultural surpluses had been

depleted, indicates that the programs here necessary to achieve stated

export levels. Therefore, it seems that the export programs, includ-

ing PL-480, Mutual Security and the export subsidies, have increased

same year sales by approximately the value of the commodities exported

under each program.

Another claim often made for PL-480 programs, as well as for

Mutual Security (AID) and Alliance for Progress loans, is that they
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have contributed to foreign economic development, which has helped

to further increase farm sales. In Table 3, the proportions of total

agricultural exports moving under PL-480 or Mutual Security Act pro-.

grams are given by country of destination. United States trade pro-

motors point with pride to countries like Brazil, Greece, Poland and

Taiwan as examples of current day cash customers who were once depen-

dent on concessionary sales. In fact, of the countries listed in

Table 30, only Israel increased its proportion of concessional sales

in the 1974 to 1979 period. It is recognized that many factors

influence economic growth, and thus import demand. However, the use

of United States subsidies to finance self-help projects and turn con-

cessional countries into cash customers, is thought to be an important

tool of economic development--and thus of market development. Looking

at Table 30, the importance of economic development is clear. Japan

and West Germany, once destitute, are now the two most important

agricultural customers for America, and both countries were rebuilt

with help from the United States. Other examples can be identified.

Unfortunately for our purposes, it is very difficult to determine how

much affect concessionary farm sales of the past have had an economic

development and import demand. It must also be noted that the country

showing the largest individual increase in demand for United States

products is the Soviet Union, a country in which no American economic

development work or export promotion work has been done.

Another claim made by supporter of PL-480 is that the programs

have helped to build new commercial markets by introducing American

products to consumers overseas. Wheat in Asia, feed grains in Europe



Table 30. Value, by Specified Countries of Destination, of U.S. Agricultural
Exports--Total and under PL-480 and Mutual Security Act Programs,
1955-1979

Fiscal------
Exports Imports Exports txports Imports
under Percent as a under Percent Imports under Percent as a

Total P1-480 tinder percent Total PL-480 under as a Total P1-480 taider percent
agri- and govern- of total agri- and govern- percent of agri- and govern- of total

cultural mutual meet U.S. cultural mutual ent total U.S. cultural mutual .ont U.S.
orts aecurit ro r_ez9pts exports security programs exports------

a ions o ollars -----------------------
Mexico 744 18 10 1.5 1,759 78 4 1.6 4,246 0
Canada 4,501 3 0 9.4 10,498 3 0 9.3 9,095 0
Panama NA NA NA 279 10 4 .2 299 7
l)orainlcan Republic NA NA NA 402 154 38 .4 715 54
Coltaitbia 267 132 49 .6 617 243 39 .6 845 44
Chile 236 154 65 .5 493 249 51 .4 808 152
Brazil 694 600 86 1.5 1,428 883 62 1.3 1,935 16
United Kingdom 4,365 465 II 9.1 8,208 531 6 1.3 4,917 0
West German 3.592 309 9 7.5 8,126 351 4 7.3 9,805 0
Italy 1,815 454 25 3.9 4,124 521 13 3.1 5,225 0
Greece 317 269 85 .7 575 327 57 .5 984 0
Spain 1,208 743 62 2.5 2,843 812 29 2.5 4.351 0
France 1,060 290 27 2.2 2,631 348 13 2.3 3,064 0
U.S.S.R. 183 0 0 .4 1,313 0 0 1.2 9,232 0
Poland 726 552 76 1.5 1,289 568 44 1.2 2,445 0
yugoslavia 922 862 93 1.9 1,559 1,010 65 1.4 638 0
Turkey 222C 218C 98 759 718 95 .7 230 8
Israel 564 373 66 1.2 1.391 722 52 1.2 1,771 1,254Iran NA NA NA 463 149 32 .4 2,547 0
Saudi Arabia 92 I 1 .2 313 1 0 .3 1,151 0
India 2,811 2,653 94 5.9 5,492 5,06S 92 4.9 2.969 826
Pakistan 953 918 96 2.0 1,844 1,637 89 1.6 1,096 322
Indonesia NA NA NA 977 976 100 .9 1,327 561
Philippines 623 200 32 1.3 1,362 324 24 1.2 1,158 162
Mainland China 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,606 0
S. Korea 906 780 86 1.9 2.813 1.831 64 2.6 5,889 420
Taiwan 630 496 19 1.3 1,784 662 31 1.6 3,906 0
Japan 5,037 393 8 10.5 14,728 393 3 13.2 23,637 0
Thailand 109 9 8 .2 412 17 4 .4 651 10
Ring Kong 382 46 12 .8 898 46 S .8 2,546 0Australia 341 8 2 .7 659 8 1 .6 535 0
Morocco 237 175 74 .5 565 404 71 .5 616 140
EgYpt 981 805 88 1.9 1,362 919 67 1.2 2,851 1,374Nigeria

NA.0 NAb
NA 252 40 16 .2 1,003 4Algeria 132 76 56 376 113 30 .3 898 15Others 13.077 4.119 30 27.4 29,200 4,629 16 26.1 37,564 3,020

WORD TOTAl, 47,81)0 14,743 31 100.0 222,860 24.742 22 100.0 153,621 8,389
i?Years ending June 30th prior to 1977, Septerabcr3oth after that.
WPor the years 1961-1965 only.
E'por the years 1956-1960 only.

Sourcea: Food for Peace, Annual Reports on l'nblic I,aw 480, various ixues, Agriculturxl Statistics, U.S.D.A.
Agricultural Statistics, U.S.D.A.
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and fruit in the Middle East are given as examples. In fact the

Agriculture Council of America believes that, 'for every dollar

invested in developing agricultural export markets, $1,000 were

returned to the United States in foreign exchange.'d! This statement

implies that every dollar of exports can be attributed to the market

promotion programs of the federal government--clearly an incorrect

statement. Table 31 presents 1978 estimates by one FAS cooperator,

Western Wheat Associates, of the effectiveness of their promotional

efforts in selected Asian countries between 1979 and 1984. Western

Wheat generally estimated that import demand would either remain

stable or decline over the estimate period in the absence of promo-

tional work, but with an optimal promotion effort there was expected

a net increase of about 35 percent in the import demands of the coun-

tries shown. Only in Bangladesh and Japam, would promotional efforts

make little difference, according to the estimates. Through 1981,

the optimal estimates were too low for Japan and Korea, way too high

for Indonesia, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Malaysia, and about right for

only Taiwan and the Philippines. This information indicates the

difficulties that even the cooperators themselves have in estimating

the effects of their efforts.

Despite problems of measuring impacts, it is clear that FAS and

the cooperators can not take credit for the exponential rise in com-

mercial export values which occurred after 1972. Those increases

resulted from population and income growth abroad coupled with detente

and a decision by the Soviets to increase meat production. There were

no demonstration kitchens, school lunch programs, or PL-480 shipments



Table 31. Estimates Made in 1978 by Western Wheat Associates, of the Effectiveness of Market
Promotion Efforts in Selected Countries, 1979 through 1984

Fiscal Years: 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1979 1960 1981 1982 1983 1984

______________________________________________- lmpojJ1gQ!ntris
--------- Japan -------------------------- Korea ---------------

------------- million metric tons -------------
Estimated wheat Imports
with Optimal Promotion 3.20 3.20 3.25 3.31) 3.40 3.45 1.80 1.80 1.90 1.90 2.00 2.00

Estimated Wheat Imports
with No Promotion

Difference
Actual Imports

Estimated Wheat Imports
with Optimal Promotion

Estimated Wheat Imports
with No Promotion

Di fference
Actual Imports

Estimated Wheat Imports
with Optimal Promotion

Estimated Wheat Imports
with No Promotion

Difference
Actual Imports

Estimated Wheat Imports
with Optimal Promotion

Estimated Wheat Imports

3.05 2.95 2.80 2.65 2.55 2.40

.15 .25 .45 .65 .85 .95

3.34 3.27 3.41

Taiwan --------------

.63 .67 .71 .75 .79 .82

.38 .37 .35 .35 .34 .34

.25 .30 .36 .40 .45 .48

.68 .65 .60

Indonesia ------------

1.05 1.30 1.75 2.10 2.30

1.00 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

.05 0 .35 .60 .70

.84 .70

Pakistan -------------

1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20

1.20 1.275 1.275 1.275 1.30 1.30

.60 .525 .625 .625 .70 .70

1.68 1.76 2.06

Philippines -------------

.73 .80 .88 .97 1.07 117

.69 .71 .73 .76 .78 .80

.04 .09 .15 .21 .29 .37

.80 .79 .86

Bangladesh -------------

1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

1,50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

0 0 0 0 0

1.15 .31

Malaysia ---------------

.50 .535 .57 .60 .62

with No Promotion 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 .46 .48 .50 .50 .52

Difference 0 0 0 0 0 .06 .055 .07 .10 .10
Actual Imports .20 .18 .04 .15

Sources: Western Wheat Associates Marketing Plan, Fiscal Year 1978-79. 200 SW Market Strect, Suite 1020, Portland, OR 97201

Agricultural Statistics, U.S.D.A. 1981
U.S. Foreign Agricultural Trade Statistical Report, 1981. U.S.D.A. Economic Research Service

cI
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to Russia during the 1960's. Also inortant in increasing export

sales was the devaluation of the United States dollar in 1971. United

States agricultural exports declined in foreign currency prices by

about 6 percent as a result of the devaluation, and obviously neither

FAS nor PL-480 could be credited with that action. It also bears

repeating that the introduction of FAS programs has tended to follow,

rather than proceed, the growth of particular export markets. Wheat

consumption in Asia is an example of this. The establishment of

special trade offices in Nigeria and Poland in the late 1970's is

another example.

Hadwiger has said that the effects of the FAS programs in the

1950's and 1960's were disappointing as cash sales tended to decline

while surplus disposal programs increased..Y He added however, that

the long-term market development efforts were more effective. School

lunch programs, strengthened grading standards, and the introduction

of processing techniques to overseas users helped to expand foreigi

demand. Hadwiger's analysis of the effects of the FAS programs seem

accurate for the period of the 1970's also. As Table 30 shows, the

growth markets for the United States have been in Mexico, the USSR,

Iran, Saudi Arabia, China, South Korea, Taiwan, Japan, Nigeria and

Algeria. FAS has been operating in all but the USSR and China for

several decades, and those efforts have undoubtedly had some impact.

Yet that impact has probably been confined to the encouragement of

trends in international trade already initiated by the broader forces

of population growth, income growth, world communications, production

capacity, exchange rates and detente. Thus, while the introduction

of American foods has probably speeded the process of acceptance
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abroad, market promotion alone can not account for the large increase

in farm export values since 1973

Table 32 smmiarizes the estimated impacts of government efforts

to stimulate exports of farm products, assuming that government

assistance to exports has affected same year export -values by approxi-

mately the value of commodities moving under each program, but that

the long-term effects of market development through economic develop-

ment and product introduction have not been successful. Both concepts

are impossible to quantify, and the product introduction work of the

cooperator programs has only marginally affected export values by

encouraging existing trends. Other activities not accounted for are

the impacts of trade negotiations and other political understandings

such as the relationship between the United States and South Korea.

As summarized in Table 32, about one-half of all United States

agricultural exports moved either under government programs or with

government assistance between World War II and 1973. Even in the late

70's, federal assistance to export movements remained imporant,

accounting for about one-tenth of all export sales. While this pro-

portion is greatly less than the proportions of the 40's, SO's and

60's, it is still an amount large enough to affect farm prices,

especially since export sales now represent about one-fourth of cash

receipts from American farm marketings. -

Further, the impacts of these export programs have been very

significant for specific commodities. Table 33 gives the value of

agricultural exports moving under PL-480, Mutual Security and AID by

major commodity group, between 1955 and 1980. The totals in Table 33



roportions of Total U.S. Agricultural Exports Directly
Federal Programs, Colonial Period to 1980

Commodity Groups

Wheat
and Other Total

products grains Tobacco Cotton Soybeans Other Agriculture
of total exports affected by government programs and export subsidies - -

Ii/S 3/4a
[

3/20

(NO PROGRAMS)

3/4 1/2I1RL1/2__
9/10 4/5 2/3 ( 3/50 1 3/1

4/5 2/5 1/10 3/20 1/4 i/Se 1/2

almost
1/3 3/20 almost

1/4 1/20 1/7

almost 1/3 almost
1/20 1/20 2/5

1/5 1/20 1/20 2/5 3:::t almost
1/10

indigo (luol), rum (il), hemp, silk, flax (10%).
bsome butter and corn exports were stimulated by promotion activity and the distribution of free samples from

1894 through 1898.
CSliort term loans were made to China and Europe for wheat and cotton exports primarily. The Federal Farm Board
disposed of some wheat overseas. Amounts not found.

dReconstruction Finance Corporation and Export Import Bank loans were made on cotton and wheat. North Pacific
Emergency Export Association activities aided wheat. Section 32 funds were used on pecans, cotton, corn and
wheat.
Cincludes relief and civilian supply.



Table 33. Value of U.S. Agricultural Exports by Major Commodity Expbrted Under PL-480,
Mutual Security and AID Programs, 1935-1980

Fiscal
Ycara

Dairy
products

Other
animal

products

Wheat
and

flour Rice
Feed

grains Tobacco Cotton

Soybeans
and

b
products

Blended
food

d
products Other Total

millions of dollars

1955 132.2 53.1 302.8 2.2 63.4 15.3 220.9 55.5 9.7 835.1
1956 200.1 48.3 410.1 37.9 232.4 57.1 210.7 110.5 32.3 1,339.4
1957 159.3 76.9 645.1 132.9 225.0 35.9 453.9 143.9 46.5 1,919.4
1958 158.9 21.8 475.2 44.9 118.9 25.9 310.5 82.1 13.7 1,251.9
1959 94.9 17.4 554.4 36.2 126.0 34.0 270.2 122.7 4.1 1,259.9
1960 61.1 11.2 646.2 73.4 163.9 68.7 176.0 100.8 2.8 1,304.1
1961 64.4 11.1 833.9 78.8 167.8 73.0 242.3 80.7 5.3 1,557.3
1962 68.2 24.4 911.2 58.2 203.1 67.1 208.1 91.2 29.0 1,660.5
1963 109.9 23.9 900.2 85.6 114.0 36.4 184.2 72.1 22.3 1,548.b
1964 146.3 28.8 928.3 84.8 101.1 35.0 159.7 72.4 29.9 1,586.3
1965 102.5 31.9 1,012.9 68.8 91.8 35.4 204.3 124.9 24.4 1,696.9
1966 93.5 14.4 964.3 60.0 127.0 89.9 153.2 105.9 7.7 1,615.9
1967 101.6 27.4 667.3 136.5 223.0 106.2 175.0 124.5 16.4 1,577.9
1968e 110.8 22.3 660.1 135.2 100.4 31.1 118.6 104.4 14.6 1,297.5
1969° 142.2 25.0 432.4 168.1 45.4 30.9 98.0 76.9 23.8 1,042.7
1970e 82.4 15.6 411.6 150.0 71.2 23.0 133.0 85.5 63.5 1,035.8

106.5 27.1 404.2 168.7 76.6 23.6 103.3 120.4 49.5 1,079.9
l9l2 98.4 28.0 400.0 198.4 81.7 23.2 93.1 130.0 70.7 1,123.5

22.9 23.1 347.7 240.3 97.6 28.8 114.9 75.3 79.7 1,030.3
1974 2.3 6.6 293.3 323.6 109.6 30.5 35.1 72.3 70.0 943.3
1975 59.8 31.1 555.2 291.4 44.9 16.6 11.4 153.4 55.6 4.1 1,223.5
1976 32.4 51.4 530.0 144.9 59.9 16.2 34.1 146.3 49.6 57.4 1,122.2
TQ 9.8 8.0 213.3 112.7 82.1 2.6 24.6 46.9 11.3 12.3 523.6
1977 81.5 45.9 573.6 175.9 234.3 74.4 18.0 207.7 62.4 47.5 1,521.2
1978 33.6 57.9 606.9 171.3 232.1 30.0 10.0 233.4 52.8 121.0 1,549.0
1979 22.8 25.4 683.0 122.5 267.6 28.5 14.6 185.7 67.5 24.1 1,441.7

20.5 78.8 658.8 202.9 169.8 37.3 12.3 158.0 52.7 48.3 1,439.4

"Years ending June 30th through 1976, September 30th afterwards.

!"Oi1seeds and products for 1955, 56, and 57.

'Pre1ieinary

high protein food used in relief shipments consisting of wheat and soybeans. Not reported separately prior to 1975.

S/Does not include exports bartered unc1e the CCC Charter Act.

-"Does not agree with export totals given in Tab1e24 due to less accurate detail breakout in Table 24.

Sources: 195S-1957, "U.S. Agricultural Exports Under PL-480.' Economic Research Service, ERS-Foreigii 1974, #395.
1958-1980, Agricultural Statistics, U.S.D.A., various issues.

C'
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agree with the totals of agricultural exports under specified govern-

ment programs in Table 25, except for the years 1968 through 1973.

Barter under the CCC Charter Act accounts for the discrepancy during

those years. Also, Table 26 presented information related to the

commodity impacts of government export subsidies.

The information in Table 32 indicates that exports of dairy pro-

ducts, wheat and cotton were influenced the most by post World War

II export programs. From 1955 to 1973, almost all dairy exports were

either exported under government programs or subsidized by indemnity

payments. Availability and high value relative to weight and bulk,

rendered dairy products suitable for donation programs, and competi-.

tion from Commonwealth and European producers choked off commercial

exports. Similarly, almost all wheat exports moved under government

program or with government subsidy until 1973. Wheat was a desirable

food for relief shipments, huge surpluses were available, and domestic

price siports held internal wheat prices above world markets. Cotton

exports were also heavily subsidized since Mutual Security and AID

programs used cotton exports to bolster fledgling textile industries

overseas, while competition from foreign textile producers, as well

as from synthetics, depressed commercial cotton markets.

After 1966, the importance of government export programs and

subsidies relative to unassisted commercial sales decreased. Progress

in reducing surpluses and gains in commercial sales made the phase

out of foreign currency sales and PL-480 barter politically possible.

Large balance of payments deficits by the United States also reduced

the need for those programs.
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The large rise in commercial sales after 1973 caused the ratio

of government assisted exports to total exports to fall, even though

the dollar values of exports moving under government program or govern-

ment subsidy did not fall. By the end of the 1970's, only about one-

tenth of all agricultural exports were moving under some kind of

government program, and dairy products, wheat and cotton remained the

most heavily assisted of the major agricultural commodities.

Pacific Northwest white wheat and hard red winter from the

Southern Plains have benefited particularly from the export programs,

with PL-480 shipments being especially important to PNW white wheat

producers due to that region's reliance on Asian rather than European

export markets.-1 White wheat and hard red producers also initiated

the most effective market development efforts through FAS because those

those classes were in particularly large surplus in the early 1960's.

As for the effects of the market research and promotional pro-

grams operated by the Foreign Agriculture Service, the Agricultural

Research Service, the Economic Research Service and others, they have

been cnly marginally successful in helping to increase export demand,

but their assistance in holding existing markets has been essential.

The liaison work and staff contributions to trade negotiations by the

FAS have been necessary, since without such efforts, United States

exports could easily suffer increased trade barriers, especially from

the EEC.

In summary, the export promotion role of the federal government

since World War II has been four-fold. First, the government has sus-

tained the productive potential of United States agriculture through
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a variety of research efforts, conservation programs and income support

programs, of which the export programs have been a part. Secondly,

the government has participated in multilateral trade negotiations

to protect American access to foreign agricultural markets. Thirdly,

the Foreign Agricultural Service and cooperators have helped to pro-

mote the use of United States farm products among customers overseas.

Finally, the government has disposed of surplus commodities abroad

as humanitarian, foreign policy, or domestic policy considerations

required. Consequently, American agricultural export values since

World War II have been substantially higher than they would have been

otherwise.

A variety of causes then have led the United States government

to subsidize and promote farm exports. A desire to stimulate demand

to enhance farm prices led to the sending of corn agents to Europe

in the 1980's, and to the passage of PL-480 and the creation of FAS

in 1954. A genuine desire to relieve hunger lay behind government

relief efforts in both major wars and during several famines, and a

desire to strengthen the economies of friendly nations has also been

a factor. In the short run, farm interests have fared best during

the years of scarcity caused by war and alleviated by relief efforts.

Long-run farm interests have probably been best served by donations

which have become part of school feeding programs and self-help pro-

jects, for these are the programs which have most effectively changed

the eating habits of millions.

The continuous subsidization of exports since World War II has

resulted from the national realization that American agriculture was
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incapable of adjusting smoothly to conditions of low prices. The pro-

vision of information to farmers and the creation of cooperatives just

did not provide enough support to farm economies in the 1920's. A

depression resulted, and the determination not to let agriculture

flounder again following World War II became implanted.

However, during our history, many factors other than government

programs have caused farm export values to rise. The largest increases

have occurred during eight time periods: 1793, 1861 to 1862, 1879

to 1881, 1915 to 1920, 1942 to 1947, 1966 to 1967, 1973 to 1974, and

in 1980. In the first five time periods, scarcity caused by war or

poor harvests in Europe drew extra exports, with government subsidies

being used to fund export movements during World War I and World War

II. The 1966 to 1967 increase was caused mainly by the use of PL-

480 to alleviate famine in India and Pakistan. The 1973 to 1974

increase was caused un unassisted Russian grain purchases mostly. And

the large increase in 1980 was mostly a paper result caused by infla-

tion, although real export values have trended up since 1973 as a

generalized result of expanded world trade. Nevertheless, supply

failures overseas, and not American stimulants to foreign demand have

historically been responsible for the largest increases in export

demand. In this sense, statistician J. R. Dodge was correct back in

1889.

However, the other aspect of increased exports is supply.

Through the provision of production subsidies, the building and main-

tenance of safe and cheap transportation and communication infra-

structure, and the provision of ample currency with which to transact

business, the United States government has made possible the ability
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of American farmers to respond to both domestic and foreign increases

in demand. The negotiation of trade treaties with foreign governments

has also served to protect and expand export values.

One of the enduring lessons from the failure of the Federal Farm

Board in 1931 was that any attempt to support farm prices without

being able to also control supply was futile. That lesson is also

applicable to efforts to stimulate exports. Following each surge in

exports with the accompanying increases in prices, American farmers

have responded by expanding acreage and production. As a result,

exports have not reduced surpluses, and the concerns of those who

believed that export subsidies would only make the basic problem of

abundance worse have been partially vindicated. For instance, today

the United States has a twelve-year domstic supply of wheat on hand,

and at three dollars a bushel, real wheat prices are at an all-time

low. Therefore, export subsidies, in conjunction with other farm pro-

grams, have helped to support farm prices in the short run without

rendering agriculture profitable enough in the long run to obstruct

or slow the decline in the farm population. In 1935, farm families

represented 30 percent of. the United States population, and at the

time ofAmerica's entry into World War II, there were an estimated

30,273,000 people on American farms, representing about 23 percent

of the United States population. But by 1980, the United States farm

population had fallen to 7,241,000 and represented only about 3 per-

cent of the United States total.

Many other lesser points also arise from the history of govern-

ment efforts to encourage foreign demand for farm products. For
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instance, there is evidence that other exporters have followed the

United States lead in granting subsidies and credits, and some import-

ers have responsed to American subsidies by raising trade barriers

to protect their, own farmers. Both actions have reduced the impacts

of United States trade subsidies. Another observation is that non-

agricultural considerations have had a growing impact, especially on

PL-480 programs, during the 1970's. Congressional strictures to tar-

get Title I sales to low income nations and to avoid assisting nations

deemed to be violators of human rights are examples of this.

However, the most important simple lesson of the history of

federal efforts to promote exports is that over the course of most

of the current century, American agriculture, in conjunction with

farmers and researchers world-wide, has had an ability to produce more

than consumers could afford to buy at prices which met the costs of

production. True, there have been periods of agricultural affluence

caused by scarcity with the situation in 1973 being the latest example,

and such conditions will probably reoccur, at least occasionally, in

the future. But far more common to United States agriculture have

been times of abundance, times when market prices fell below the costs

of production, times when the federal government has been asked to

protect American farmers from market prices. Government export pro-

grams have been numerous and complex and sometimes tedious to read

about, but given the conditions of supply which have existed since

World War I, they have been necessary to the maintenance of farm in-

comes. The enduring lesson then of this history is that a majority

of American farm families can not survive a free market, but that a

majority of them have not survived subsidized markets either.
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PART II

Structural Change and the Growth of Agricultural Exports

CHAPTER I

Some Issues in Export Promotion
And Structural Change

Beginning in the last century, arid continuing at present, the

United States Federal Government has implemented a wide range of pro-

grams to promote agricultural exports. These promotion activities have

been consequential, affecting more than half of total United States

farm exports in some years. The general policy of encouraging farm

exports has been crafted in response to the existence of low farm

incomes, with policy makers believing that an expansion in the demand

for agricultural products would benefit farm families.

Farm exports have also been promoted for humanitarian and foreign

policy reasons, and additional benefits from farm exports have been

identified. Douglas North, and other economic historians, have said

that the expansion of United States farm exports prior to the Civil War

helped to provide the resources from which sustained economic growth

in the United States was generated.-1" Economists today, using cross

sectional data, argue that the multiplier effects of farm exports con-

tir'ue to stimulate growth throughout the nation's economy.

Writing in 1981, Schiuter stated,

"It is generally agreed that the farm sector has
benefited from the expansion of foreign markets, but so
has the rest of the economy. Agricultural exports, which
are expected to total $46 billion in 1981, will give rise,
in turn, to over $94 billion of activity throughout the United
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States economy. Employment will be provided for over 1.2

million full time equivalent workers.'-4

Agricultural trade organizations also argue that, in addition to

creating thousands of jobs, the expansion of farm exports benefit United

States consumers.1" First, it is argued that a rising demand for their

products enables farmers to invest profitably in efficient machinery,

thus lowering the average per unit cost of farm production. Secondly,

it is claimed that increased export earnings help lower the general rate

of inflation by strengthening the dollar and reducing the cost of

imports.

However, the wisdom of policies to encourage farm exports has

occasionally been questioned. For instance, some scientists have indi-

cated that they believe there is a tradeoff between export levels and

levels of soil loss. Heady and Short have suggested that since the

depletion of our natural resources could prevent continued levels of

current production, increasing demands for United States farm products

may not benefit either farmers or consumers of the next generation.-

Sarris and Schmitz have further pointed out that increasing

exports does not necessarily mean that the exporting country is better

off, as a majority of the benefits may be accruing to importers, espe-.

cially if increased sales result from an expansion of supply through

production subsidies

Economic Development Issues

While most discussions of the impacts of agricultural exports are

nationally focused, the regional effects of expanded agricultural trade

are also important, and by applying the work of development economists

to situations in the United States, a new perspective on the effects
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of agricultural exports can be gained. This perspective is forcefully

articulated in the following statements by Yotopoulos and Nugent:-

"Open trade policies, small country size, and sub-
stantial natural resource endowments combine to delay
or even reverse the normal changes in the sectoral
composition of output that occur in the process of
development. Deviations from the normal patters of
sectoral change lower the growth rate of GNP. Hence,
in small, open, and primary oriented LDC's, the
structure distorting effect of export growth may
offset the classical engine of development effects
of exports." ---page 320.

Hollis Chenery has also indicated that inelasticities of supply,

demand and factor substitution may limit the spread effects of agri-

cultural expansion in other sectors of an economy.-' Chenery has

stated, "The small open economy with a high level of primary exports

specializes in primary production and lags in the development of

industry."

And, application of radical economic models to farm states leads

to the prediction that negative net capital flows, resulting in the

perpetual underdevelopment of such state, will result from expanded

exports of agricultural products. Resnick criticizes neoclassical

economic theories by saying they are flawed by a failure to deal with

historically determined relations of production which favor economically

dominant centers, and by a failure to recognize that international mar-

kets serve as the principal vehicle by which units of production in the

center exploit those in the hinterland and prevent their independent

49/development.

As Sarris and Schmitz have observed, a key issue in economic

development is the nature of comparative advantage. Does the promotion

of farm exports entrench the comparative advantage of a small, farm
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state economy in the production of agricultural products? Or are rising

incomes associated with expanded trade a stimulant to structural change

within farm states? The general objective in Part II of this study is

to respond to the questions raised by structuralist and marxist develop-

ment economists by studying one aspect of the structural changes which

occur in the economies of farm states with small populations over time

in response to an expansion of farm imports.

Data on incomes by economic sector from 1958 to 1980 in a ni.znber

of states will be studied to determine what the effects of expanded

agricultural exports on patterns of income growth in each state have

been, and to determine whether increases in agricultural exports have

been positively or negatively associated with structural change in those

economies.

Structural Change

"Structural change" is a concept used by development economists

to describe, in general terms, observed regularities in the development

of economies. Changes in the composition of demand, production, employ-

ment, trade and capital flows associated with increases in real per

capita incomes have been studied since World War II, and a "pattern of

growth" literature has developed as similarities between the experiences

of many different countries have been noted. Hollis Chenery, a leading

structuralist, has used cross sectional and time series data from

nations as diverse as India and Israel to study the patterns of similar-

ity among the structures of production of different countries which he

believes to be the most helpful in understanding economic development.-"

Chenery used the following model:
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I
log Xi = a Bi log Y B2(log Y) 133 log N + B4 log +

B5 log + B6 log

where Xi = an indicator of structural change such as the importance of

primary sector exports in total GNP, or the importance of

food purchases in total demand,

Y = per capita income in real terms.

N = population,

I = investment,

Ep = primary product exports,

Em = manufactured product exports, and

GNP = gross national product.

Chenery felt that income and population would account for the size of

the market or the amount of total demand for goods and services existing

within an economy. Investment as a proportion of GNP was used to

account for business activity, and the proportions of primary products

in GNP and manufactured products in GNP were used to account for rela-

tive resource endowments in each country. The patterns which emerged

from Cheneryts data, using many different indicators of structural

change, are illustrated in Figure 1. In general, the importance of the

primary sector declined as real per capita income rose.

According to Chenery, the transformation of commodity demand and

sçply dominated the transition process, and the decline in the pro-

portion of GNP used to purchase food was the largest single change.-"

Caused by the low income elasticity of demand for food, this change

allowed all the other major components of demand--nonfood consumption,

government consumption and investment--to rise as a proportion of GNP.



Figure 1. An Illustration of the "Patterns of Growth"
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The transformation of trade refered to a decline in the proportion

of GNP accounted for by primary product exports, and an increase in the

importance of manufactured and service exports.

The transformation of production was the net result of the trans-

formation of demand and trade. The rise in the importance of manufac-

turing cowled with the decline in the importance of the primary sector

was "the" pattern of economic evolution Chenery and other structuralists

most often associated with development.

The transformation of employment mirrored the transformation of

production when the percentage of the labor force employed in primary

industries fell and industry and service employment rose as per capita

GNP rose.

Other changes associated with a rise in real per capita GNP which

Chenery noticed included the accumulation of physical and human capital;

government expenditures, savings, and investment all rose as a propor-

tion of GNP; and school enrollment as a percentage of the population

increased. Furthermore, related processes of structural change included

changes in labor productivity within sectors of an economy, urbanizat-

tion, redistribution of income, and population growth.

In an effort to identify the determinants of structural change,

Chenery and Taylor analyzed the differing regression results when the

total sample was subdivided into large countries, small primary oriented

countries, and small manufacturing oriented countries. Large countries,

those defined as having a population of 15 million or greater, were

expected to industrialize earlier than small ones because economies of

scale would shift their comparative advantage towards industry. On the

other hand, the possession of rich natural resources was expected to
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shift the comparative advantage of a small country away from industrial-

ization because the opportunity cost of earning foreign exchange through

primary rather than manufactured goods would be lower.

The following were used as dependent variables in Chenery and

Taylor's studies:

Xp = the primary sector share of GNP,

Xm = the manufactured and construction goods share of GNP, and

Xs = all other sectors share of GNP.

Chenery and Taylor felt that the results, shown in Table 34, indi-

cated that large and small industry oriented countries exhibited similar

patterns of structural change. In both groups of countries, the pro-

portion of GNP accounted for by the manufacturing sector rose rapidly

as per capita income rose, and at an income level of $280 in the large

countries and $270 in the small manufacturing countries, Xm equalled

Xp--given the mean values for the other expanatory variables. However,

Chenery and Taylor felt that the patterns for the small primary oriented

countries were different. Not untila per capita income level of $800

was reached, did Xm equal Xp in this group. Further, there was a marked

difference between the coefficients in the explanatory variable

between the small industry and small primary groups. A rise in the pro-

portion of primary product exports in GNP caused a large decline in log

Xm, and a large rise in log Xp in the small primary countries as coin-

pared to the changes in the industry oriented countries. These results

were interpreted to mean that countries with a comparative advantage

in primary products could expect to undergo less structural change than

other countries if they maintained open trade policies and failed to



Table 34. Chenery's and Taylor', Estimates of Development Patterns

Regression coefficients and (standard errors)
I)ependeut

2 1 Emvariable: Intercept Liiy (Lny) LnN Ln Ln

Large countries

Ln Xm -7. 2881

(.35)

Ln Xp -1.2787

(.4 2)

Lu Xs -.8245

(.31)

Snial 1 manufacturing

countries

Ln Xm -7.1628

(.59)

Lu Xp 1.1097

(.69)

Ln Xs 2.4261

(1.14)

Small primary
countries

Ln Xm 1.6875

(.84)

Lu Xp -4.6389

(.68)

Lii Xs 1.1088

Standard
error

1.8813 -.ii1 .0553 .2177 .0005 .0400 .910 .157

LL_..0l)I (.02) (.03) (.02) (.01)

.2918 -.0616 .0634 -.1163 .0844 -.0311 .920 .188

(.13) (.01) (.02) (.04) (.02) (.01)

.0203 .0067 -.0541 .1088 -.0001 -.0116 .484 .142
(10) (.01) (.02) (.03) (.02) (.01)

1.7950 -.1315 .0352 -.0599 -.02991 .1087 .844 .15

[1.20) (.02) (.02) (.02) (.02) (.02)

-.6098 .0252 .1580 .0402 .1379 -.1406 .874 .18
(.23) (.02) (.03) (.02) (.03) (.02)

-1.1066 .0699 .2443 .0722 -.0406 -.0421 .446 .15
(.39) (.03) (.04) (.04) (.05) (.03)

-1.4666 .1474 -.0305

(.29) (.02) (.02)

1.8371 -.1850 .0238

(.24) (.02) (.02)

-.6811 .0469 -.0072
(.80) (.28) (.02) (.02)

Source: Chenery and Taylor, Tables 2, 4, 5.

.1619 I-.241 .0058 .798 .16

(.04) (.03) (.01)

.2539 .2732 -.0268 .900 .13

(.03) LcL. (.01)

-.2608 .1571 -.0097 .552 .15

(.04) (.02) (.0!)

tfl
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encourage manufactured exports. Chenery and Taylor added, that while

industrialization ultimately occured even in most small primary

oriented countries, in some countries industrialization could be post-

poned indefinitely as classical trade theory predicts.

At least one major flaw existed in the econometric work by Chenery

and Taylor. The regressions upon which their conclusions were based

were apparently not estimated simultaneously, even though the dependent

variables were related. The sum of the dependent variables Xm + Xs +

Xp should equal 1.0 by definition, therefore the sum of the total deri-

vatives of the three equations for each group of countries should equal

1.0. However, these conditions do not hold in the results presented,

meaning that each equation was estimated separately. Consequently, the

regression coefficients are not consistent with one another, but it is

impossible to know how this has affected the results.

Further, the "patters of development" concept itself has been

criticized. Jameson has said, based on a review of Chenery and Taylor's

work, that the patterns are not apparent in time series data.-1 Jameson

points out that in 21 of the 89 countries he studied, the primary share

of GNP increased as per capita income increased, and in 34 cases,

industry's share of GNP decreased as per capita income increased.

Jameson went on to criticize Chenery and Taylor at length for using

cross-sectional data to make inferences about changes over time.

However, even with the time series data used by Jameson, the basic

"pattern" of a decline in the importance of the primary sector as real

income grows was followed in 68 of the 89 countries. Further, of the

21 exceptions, most were oil exporting nations whose continued well
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being is dependent on production of a nonrenewable resource. It is

possible that when the resources of those countries are exhausted, they

also will conform to the pattern displayed in other countries. There-

fore, Janieson's criticisms are constructive and helpful in placing

Chenery's and Taylor's work into perspective, but they have not refuted

the structuralist claim that the observed patterns are "normal."

Structuralist economists have focused on explaining differences

in the timing of structural changes among countries because of a link

they perceive between structural change and economic growth. Chenery,

for one, and Yotopolous and Nugent quoted earlier have concluded that

structural change is a necessary condition for a continued rise in per

capita income as the development process proceeds. According to

Chenery, "Sustained economic growth requires a transformation of the

structure of production that is compatible with both the evolution of

domestic demand and the opportunities for international trade."-"

Furthermore, he has said that the development of manufactured exports

is crucial to the development process.-2"

North explained his interest in structural changes within the

United States economy by saying that a failure to diversify into

secondary and tertiary industries causes not only a slowing in the rate

of growth of the export sector, but also a limiting of the opportunities

for specialization and division of labor and, inevitably, a failure to

achieve sustained economic expansion.-2' North used the American South

as an example of a region, heavily dependent on agricultural exports,

which failed to achieve sustained increases in real per capita incomes.

He felt that since Southern planters had no incentive to invest in
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industries and infrastructure not associated with cotton exports, that

the majority of Southern people were not given work opportunities in

emerging secondary and tertiary industries and that this resulted in

the economic stagnation of the South prior to the Civil War. North

pointed out that even though the southern economy was specialized in

cotton, a majority of southerners led unspecialized subsistence life-

styles outside the cash economy. This caused an underutilization of

the labor resources of the South and per capita incomes stagnated as

a result.

Interest shown in this thesis to structural change in small farm

states stems from a recognition that structural change may be an impor-

tant element of economic diversification and is possibly a necessary

condition for sustained eocnomic growth. The concepts of structural

change and economic diversity are not equivalent. For example, an

economy which produces a wide variety of primary products may be con-

sidered more diverse than another economy which produces only a single

manufactured good. As another example, an economy which produces a

single primary product for sale to a large number of customers may be

considered more diverse than an economy producing many products for a

single importer. Therefore, diversity should not be confused with

structural change, where the latter refers only to observed regularities

in the process of economic development.

Further, structural change is important for the economies of farm

states with small populations. Farm prices, in real terms, have rarely

been lower in our history. While increased yields and farm eiiigration

have occurred, the incomes of average farm families continue to lag
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behing the incomes of other families. Some economists have forecast

that the l980ts will be a decade of agricultural scanty marked by

rising real farm prices. However, that prediction seems not to be com-

ing true. Most probably, farm families can look forward to a continua-

tion of surplus conditions, and it is not surprising that many farm

families now earn over half their incomes from nonfarm sources. It

seems clear therefore that the process of economic diversification, of

which structural change is a part, must continue if the lives of resi-

dents of farm states are to be improved.

Farm State Economies

The application of economic development theories, based on the

experiences of third world nations, to small farm states in the United

States seems reasonable. While third world nations exhibit much diver-

sity, low levels of per capita income relative to the rest of the world,

dependence on agricultural production and primary product exports, and

vulnerability in international relations are characteristics applicable

to most developing nations. These characteristics influence the ability

of developing countries to grow and diversify, and evidence of these

characteristics is often used to categorize nations as less developed

relative to the rest of the world.

Farm states in the United States exhibit many of the same charac-

tenistics relative to the country as a whole. Table 35 indicates that

per capita incomes are lower and that primary industries are more im-

portant in the economies of the farm states shown than in the United

States as a whole. Further, the economic dependence of farm economies

on market conditions outside their borders is a very common experience
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Table 35. Per Capita Incomes of Farm States, 1978

State
Per capita

income

% of U.S.
per
capita
income

Primary
sector
income

% of total
income
in each
state

(9) ($1,000's)

Arkansas $6,121 78 $1,143,978 11.5

South Dakota 6,585 89 694,969 20.4

Montana 6,915 88 515,813 12.6

Idaho 7,074 90 566,613 11.8

North Dakota 7,432 95 839,900 22.7

Nebraska 7,544 96 1,072,093 11.3

United States 7,840 100 $59,195,000 4.5

Source: "Local Area Personal Income 1973-78." U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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in the third world. The farm states must irimort inputs such as fertili-

zer and machinery as well as consumption goods, while farm products are

exported, usually in raw form, to markets outside each state. Rail and

ocean freight transportation links are managed by corporations head-.

quartered outside the farm states, and grain is marketed worldwide by

international companies and foreign governments over whom the state

governments have no influence. Importantly, prices received and paid

by residents of the small farm states are largely determined in national

and world markets a condition often lamented by third world leaders.

Obviously, conditions in American states are not identical to

those overseas. Per capita incomes in America are ten or even one

hundred times greater than those in some countries overseas. Further-

more, trade barriers do not exist between states, transportation and

communication infrastructures are relatively well developed in even the

poorest states, and revolution is rarely a threat in American state

capitals. Nevertheless, some states in the Union do have important

economic characteristics in common with third world nations, and the

work done by development economists merits at least consideration with

respect to the study of economic development in farm states.

Moreover, issues relating to structural change in state economies

seem particularly relevant today. Because of the recession and

depressed commodity prices, many states are examining anew the impor-

tance of structural change within an overall framework of diversifica-

tion. Desires by leaders in the State of Oregon to attract high tech-

nology industries are an example of this. Recommendations to limit log

exports in order to encourage the production of manufactured wood pro-

ducts are another example.
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CHAPTER II

Problem Definition, Data and Methodolo

Neoclassical, Structuralist and Marxist Models

The questions asked by the development economists involving

economic structure in small economies are interesting not only because

of the implications the answers would have for farm states, but because

of the challenge to the neoclassical paradigm that asking them implies.

Neoclassical development theory envisions a smooth and gradual

process of marginal movements from one equilibrium position to another.

The benefits from economic activity spread and trickle throughout the

economy, and the economy operates through a system of flexible prices.

Consumers purchase products in the marketplace, and thus, by influencing

relative prices, signal their individual preferences among alternative

goods and services. Entrepreneurs respond to the price stimuli by

organizing production. Resources are combined such that the price of

each factor equals the value of its marginal product. The potential

excess of total revenue over total cost from the production and sale

of each product determines the allocation of resources among industries.

Relative factor prices and productivity determine how resources are

employed within an industry, and factor prices determine the distribu-

tion of the total products of society among individuals, based on the

value of the productive resources owned by each person. Finally, the

interest rate provides an incentive to save and directs the allocation

of resources over time.
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Of special importance to neoclassical theorists are the inter-

dependent linkages between economic sectors. Elasticities of demand,

supply and factor substitution are thought to be high. Thus, the expan-

sion of one industry causes an expansion in other industries, and the

process of growth becomes self-sustaining and of benefit to many sectors.

Specialization in production in order to exploit economies of scale and

comparative advantage is seen as a stimulant to additional growth. Tech-

nological progress and changing factor prices enable the hurdling of

resource constraints.

Neoclassical economists explain poverty, unemployment and income

and wealth inequality despite industrialization and GNP growth, by cit.-

ing market imperfections in both factor and output markets which have

resulted in inefficient utilization of resources. Policies to remove

imperfections and encourage free markets are advocated. With market

imperfections removed, neoclassical economists believe an economy will

adapt to market signals by exploiting its comparative advantages, thus

moving toward full employment of all factors.

A concise statement of neoclassical beliefs is given by North in

his explanation of economic growth in the United States and in its

40/regions:

"The successful economy grows because the initial
developments from the export industry lead to a widening
of the export base and growth in the size of the domestic
market. Growing demand in the domestic market leads to an
ever widening variety of residentiary industries. In
response to profitable opportunities in the economy, there
is an inflow of labor and capital to augment the domestic
increase. Changing factor proportions, along with the
cost reducing consequences of social overhead invest-
ments and improved skills, training and knowledge that
come from diversion of capital into investment in
education, lead to a broadening of the export base."--
page 6.



Structuralist economists reject the neoclassical version of highly

elastic supply, demand and factor substitution relationships. Instead,

structuralists believe that an economy must be disaggregated into its

component parts or sectors, and legs, inelasticities arid other charac-

teristics of the economic structure of a developing area that affect

economic adjustments must be identified.Z"

A common theme of structuralist writers is "the failure of the

equilibrating mechanisms of the price system to produce steady growth

or a desireable distribution of income.2I" This failure is explained

by the existence of dualisms and externalities including inelastici-

ties of factor substitution between labor and capital, the existence

of oligopsony and monopsony in labor markets, the concentration of sav-

ings largely in the hands of recipients of nonwage income, the price

inelasticity and income elasticity of consumer demand for food, clothing,

shelter and other necessities, the price inelasticity of the demand for

exports, and the existence of economies of scale in infrastructure and

basic industries.-" As a consequence, economic development is a dis-

continuous arid jerky process, according to structuralists, involving

forward lunges by individual industries, and the benefits of develop-

ment do not necessarily spread to the other sectors of an economy.

Further, the existence of dualisms and externalities are seen as integral

parts of an economic system rather than as imperfections which can be

purged by an enlightened leadership.

Use of structuralist models lead to policy recommendations

involving increased government participation in economic activities.

For instance, granting subsidies to labor or stimulating investment
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in particular sectors are the types of activities recommended.

Structuralist economists also recommend strong actions to shift a

developing country from a reliance on primary product exports toward

the production of manufactures and services for export.

A third school of development theory, known as dependency or

radical or neo-Marxist theory, holds that capitalistic development is

actually a means by which surpluses from the labor of primary product

exporting regions are extracted for the benefit of already industrial-

ized centers. Therefore, development of the center is deleterious to

development of the hinterland, and the unequal geographic and demographic

distribution of income is an essential and endogenous part of capital-

istic development.--2'

Marxists believe that underdevelopment in the hinterland can be

explained as a result of capital accumulation in the center, and that

the consequence of capitalist expansion is that the development of

internal markets, tecimical capacities and cultural capacities in

developing regions is stunted.! Four.factors are said to constrain

the development of the internal market in export oriented economies

dominated by other economies. First, national income, mostly derived

from export sales, is used to purchase export product inputs or is used

to purchase luxury goods consumed by local elites. Secondly, low wages

paid to laborers limit domestic consumption. Third, part of the con-

sumption of workers occurs through the barter economy, not the market

economy. And fourth, where foreign ownership is prevalent, the

repatriation of profits limits domestic consumption and reinvestment.
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Industrial development is made even more difficult to achieve

when an economy is geared toward agricultural exports. Monopoly power

in international markets is thought to cause raw material prices to fall

and manufactured goods prices to rise, and the development of synthetics

further erodes the earning potential of dependent countries. A refusal

by corporations to freely transfer technology and a shortage of invest-

ment capital also limit opportunities for new investment in agricultural

regions. As a result of all of these forces, structural change in the

hinterland is stunted.

In each of the three paradigms, the role of international trade

is viewed differently. To neoclassicalists, international trade spurs

economic development by allowing each region to exploit its comparative

advantage through specialized production. Increased earnings by the

owners of factors employed in the production of export products are

reflected in higher effective demands for both investment and consump-

tion goods produced in other sectors of the economy. Thus expansion

of an export industry causes expansion in other industries, and in this

way are the gains from trade distributed throughout a region.

Structuralists view international trade with less enthusiasm.

Development proceeds through a structural transformation of society such

that the role played by industrial production increases with increases

in per capita income. Thus, it is the expansion of the exports of the

manufactured products which deserve to be encouraged. Emphasis on the

exportation of primary products may serve to retard economic development

by causing a delay in the process of industrialization. This is a par-

ticular risk in small economies where domestic demand for manufactured
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products is easily swamped by foreign demands for primary products. As

a result, increased earnings from primary Product exports encourage

additional investment in primary industries but not in secondary and

tertiary industries for which demand is deficient.

Marxist economists see interregional trade as the economic

mechanism used by capitalists in economic centers to control and exploit

labor in the hinterlands. Division of labor serves only to increase

the dependence of the hinterland on the center, leading to increasingly

inappropriate development.

Hypothesis

The general hypothesis of this study, neoclassical in origin, is

that increases in agricultural exports between 1958 and 1980 have ad-

vanced the process of structural change within the economies of American

farm states with small populations. This hypothesis will be tested by

studying the relationship between United States agricultural exports

and the growth of labor and proprietor income in various sectors of

selected state economies.

Increases in agricultural exports are assumed to increase the

earnings of the owners of land, labor and capital used in the production

and marketing of export commodities. Increased earnings are in turn

translated into higher effective demand for both investment and con-

sumption goods produced in the nonprimary sectors of the economy, al-

though the derived demand for primary products will rise also. The

shifts in the consumer demand curves affect relative prices among the

three sectors, as well as absolute prices, and entreprenuers respond

by increasing or decreasing the supply of products from each sector
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accordingly. Since the demands for inputs are derived from the demand

for final goods and services, and since capital and labor are assumed

mobile between sectors, a shift in demand for final products will cause

increased or decreased capital and labor to be used in each sector.

These changes will be reflected in total labor and proprietor income

for each sector, and changes in income will again cause shifts in con-

sumer demands for final goods and services.

There is no way to know, based on neoclassical theory alone, which

sector of the economy will grow faster relative to the other sectors

following an increase in agricultural export demand. If foreign demand

for agricultural products increases more than domestic demand for manu-

factured goods and services, then the primary sector will show the

greatest growth. This situation would be especially true, if the

domestic market were small, or if capital and labor were not mobil

between sectors--preventing an entreprenurial response to shifts in con-

sumer demands for the products of secondary and tertiary industries.

Also, if rising consumer demands for manufactured goods and services

were focused mainly on foreign produced goods, then the primary sector

could be expected to grow more quickly than other sectors.

Measuring Structural Change

In this thesis, economic structure is described using the local

area personal income data published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis

(BEA) which includes the source of total personal income in each state

by type and major industry.!' Consistent data on income by sector for

each state are available for the years 1958 to 1980.
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Data on incomes are used in this study in place of the sectoral

composition of output, because estimates of gross state product do not

exist, making the use of alternatives necessary. Further, patterns of

growth in incomes by sector are linked to patterns of employment and

output, therefore it is valid to study structural change in terms of

income.

In general, it would seem that the patterns of sectoral change

in the origins of income and output would be the same. That is, as the

proportion of total output produced in the farm sector fell, the propor-

tion of total income earned in the farm sector should also fall. How-

ever, this need not be so. For instance, from 1970 to 1980, the index

of United States farm output (1967 = 100) increased from 101 to 122.

However, over the same period, real farm income, based on 1967 prices,

has declined from $15.6 billion to $12.9 billion. Therefore, changes

in the proportion of farm output in total output could diverge from

chai.ges in the proportion of farm income in total income. Consequently,

while it is valid to study structural change in terms of sources of

income, it must be recognized that this is not identical to the measure

of structural change used by Yotopoulos and Nugent, Chenery, and others.

The state income estimates are made by BEA by allocating the

United States total income for each industry on the basis of each state's

share of a related economic series. Wages and salaries reported through

each state's unemployment insurance program are an example of a related

economic series. There are six major types of personal income iden-

tified by BEA. Three of those types (wage and salary disbursements;

other labor income; and proprietor's income) are presented for the major

industry groups in each state.
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Wage and salary income includes monetary remuneration of employees

including corporate officers, commissions, tips, bonuses, and receipts

in kind that represent income to the recipient. Wage and salary income

is measured before deductions are made for any purpose, including social

security and union dues. The bulk of wage and salary data are obtained

from state unemployment insurance records, and adjustments to account

for small firms or others not required to submit uiemployment insurance

reports are made.

Other labor income consists of employer contributions to private

pensions, welfare funds, and privately-insured workmen's compensation

funds as well as miscellaneous items such as jury fees.

Proprietor's income is the monetary income and income-in-kind of

sole proprietorships and partnerships including the independent profes-

sions and producer's cooperatives. Interest and dividends Teceived by

proprietors and rental income received by persons not primarily engaged

in real estate are excluded. Most data on nonfarm proprietor's income

come from IRS data.

Farm proprietor income is computed as the total gross income of

all farm operators minus total production expenses. This estimate is

adjusted for inventory changes, and the income of corporate farms and

salaries paid to corporate officers are excluded. The salaries of

corporate officers are included under wages and salaries. Gross farm

income includes several components:

1. cash receipts from farm marketing of crops and livestock,

2. government payments to farmers,

3. the value of food and fuel produced and consumed by farm

families,
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4. the gross rental value of farm dwellings,

5. changes in the value of farm inventories,

6. income from agricultural services performed by farmers,

7. income from recreational services, and

8. rent received from leasing farmland by farm operators.

These data, including information on production expenses, come from

USDA and Census of Agricultural Statistics.

Farm proprietors' income is based on returns from current produc-

tion, not current cash flows. Thus, sales out of inventories do not

affect current year income, while additions to inventories are included

in net farm income at current market prices. Since additions to inven-

tories are measured at current market prices, actual farm income will

be greater than the BEA estimates in periods of rising prices and less

than BEA estimates in periods of falling prices. Additionally, the

exclusion of income of corporate farms probably tends to exaggerate

the decline in the importance of the farm sector relative to other

sectors. Over the data period 1958 to 1980, an increasing number of

farms are thought to have incorporated. Since retained earnings in

corporate farms are not counted as income to individuals, and since

data on dividends are not broken out by industry, estimated farm income

is less than actual farm income. It is not clear what the full effect

of this exclusion has been, but because most corporate farm income is

received by farm families as wages, and if we assume that the rate of

incorporation has been similar in all of the states to be studied over

time, then this problem with the data can be ignored.



The other categories of income (rental income; transfer payments;

and personal contributions for social insurance) are not presented by

industry, but are presented only jr. total. In this thesis, attention

will be focused not on total personal income, but only on the first

three types of income, referred to as labor and proprietors' income,

because these are estimated by industry. Estimates of labor and pro-

prietors' income in each state are based on place of work, not on place

of residence of the income recipient. Thus, these data are useful for

the analysis of the structure of a given state economy.

The industrial classifications are based on the Standard Industrial

Classification established by the Office of Management and Budget.

This standard has changed so that the classifications for the years

1975 through 1980 differ from the classifications for previous years.

This would be a serious problem were it not for the level of aggrega-

tion used in this thesis. By using only information from the one-digit

level of major industrial classification, problems with changes in the

classification of industries at the two-digit level are eliminated.

Population data are based on mid-year measurements by the Bureau

of the Census.

Initial Comparisons Between States

The BEA data were aggregated into primary, secondary and tertiary

sectors, and the proportion of total labor and proprietor income earned

in each sector each year was calculated. Table 36 presents data for

1978. The primary sector was further divided into agriculture and

other primary, and based on this information, the 51 states were arbi-

trarily categorized by population size and by economic orientation.



Table 36. State Income Data for 1978 (1,000's)

Population Personal Income by Sector

State

U.S. Priinary % Farm
b

Secondary % Tertiary %

1. Alabama 3,741.9 1.7 1,012,590 5.5 3.4 6,372,173 34.7 10,981,717 59.8
2. Alaska 402.7 .2 297,840 7.1 .2 798,750 18.9 3,118,859 74.0
3. Arizona 2,353.8 1.1 906,936 6.9 2.9 3,306,850 25.2 8,880,297 67.8
4. Arkansas 2,185.8 1.0 1,143,978 11.5 10.0 735,976 7.4 8,105,882 81.2
5. California 22,294.2 10.2 6,243,169 4.1 2.7 41,828,817 27.2 105,490,400 68.7
6. Colorado 2,670.4 1.2 1,104,024 6.5 2.1 4,141,932 24.3 11,795,501 69.2
7. Connecticul 3,098.6 1.4 199,900 1.0 .4 8,181,106 40.6 11,754,534 58.4
8. Delaware 582.6 .3 137,565 3.5 3.0 1,767,362 44.4 2,070,811 52.1
9. D. C. 673.5 .3 82,031 .7 0 568,199 5.0 10,669,743 94.3

10. Florida 8,594.1 3.9 1,930,404 4.4 3.1 9,063,602 20.7 32,699,892 74.8
11. Georgia 830.2 .4 990,360 3.6 2.8 8,086,840 29.2 18,635,587 67.2
12. Hawaii 884.8 .4 204,761 3.5 3.1 741,152 12.6 4,951,696 84.0
13. Idaho 877.5 .4 566,613 11.8 9.5 1,291,889 26.9 2,948,991 61.3
14. Illinois 11,242.5 5.2 2,353,319 3.0 1.9 28,160,241 36.1 47,438,791 60.9
15. Indiana 5,374.2 2.5 1,086,831 3.3 2.4 15,854,556 47.9 16,190,617 48.9
16. Iowa 2,895.6 1.3 2,204,631 12.9 12.3 5,515,096 32.2 9,398,981 54.9
17. Kansas 2,347.8 1.1 1,157,728 8.6 6.1 3,836,997 28.7 8,389,632 62.7
18. Kentucky 3,498.3 1.6 1,989,633 11.2 3.4 5,885,675 33.2 9,860,419 55.6
19. Louisiana 3,966.2 1.8 2,090,269 9.9 1.7 5,755,287 27.4 13,178,736 62.7
20. Maine 1,091.3 .5 175,295 3.4 2.2 1,735,818 34.1 3,175,837 62.4
21. Maryland 4,142.7 1.9 360,110 1.5 1.1 5,709,342 24.0 17,738,333 74.5
22. Massachusetts 5,773.7 2.6 281,112 .8 .3 11,292,859 32.8 22,898,338 66.4
23. Michigan 9,188.7 4.2 1,122,346 1.8 1.1 27,422,622 43.7 34,268,696 54.6
24. Minnesota 4,008.0 1.8 2,287,400 9.0 7.1 7,789,781 30.7 15,323,751 60.3
25. Mississippi 2,403.6 1.1 845,121 8.2 6.1 3,477,517 33.9 5,944,612 57.9
26. Missouri 4,859.9 2.2 1,319,193 4.6 3.8 9,245,903 32.2 18,129,310 63.2
27. Montana 784.6 .4 515,813 12.6 8.4 777,977 19.1 2,785,003 68.3

(0



Table 36. (Continued)

Population

State

Personal Income by Sector

0
of -

U.S. Primarya % Farm Secondary TertiaryC

28. Nebraska 1,565.4 .7 1,072,093 12.0 11.3 2,037,212 22.8 5,835,930 65.2
29. Nevada 663.5 .3 137,988 2.7 .9 824,952 16.1 4,162.862 81.2
30. New Hampshire 871.1 .4 40,639 .9 .4 1,804,533 40.1 2,649,877 59.0

31. New Jersey 7,327.0 3.4 340,853 .8 .3 15,763,940 34.9 29,085,774 64.4

32. New Mexico 1,212.2 .6 801,729 13.0 3.9 948,202 15.4 4,416,110 71.6

33. New York 17,748.2 8.1 1,026,228 .9 .5 29,769,201 26.8 80,259,631 72.3

34. North Carolina 5,577.0 2.6 1,772,200 6.0 5.4 11,179,215 37.6 16,818,581 56.5
35. North Dakota 651.9 .3 839,900 22.7 19.9 564,257 15.3 2,294,570 62.0
36. Ohio 10,748.7 4.9 1,629,828 2.4 1.2 30,020,535 44.6 35,673,025 53.0

37. Oklahoma 2,880.1 1.3 1,703,291 11.5 2.6 3,609,796 24.3 9,527,493 64.2
38. Oregon 2,443.8 1.1 652,074 4.2 3.2 5,035,992 32.7 9,727,126 63.1

39. Pennsylvania 11,749.8 5.4 1,986,877 2.9 1.0 27,291,197 39.2 40,387,168 58.0
40. Rhode Island 934.7 .4 37,663 .7 .2 1,930,319 38.2 3,081,727 61.0
41. South Carolina 680.3 3 409,575 2.8 2.2 5,832,774 40.3 8,233,136 56.9
42. South Dakota 689.5 .3 694,969 20.4 18.6 550,465 16.2 2,154,863 63.4
43. Tennessee 4,357.5 2.0 665,949 2.9 1.8 8,332,043 36.3 13,958,111 60.8
44. Texas 13,014.0 6.0 6,007,938 7.6 1.7 22,405,049 28.3 50,681,842 64.1

45. Utah 1,307.5 .6 507,419 7.2 1.9 1,789,189 25.6 4,705,940 67.2
46. Vermont 486.8 .2 143,786 5.9 4.9 856,086 35.1 1,441,316 59.0
47. Virginia 5,148.1 2.4 979,807 3.4 1.5 7,713,957 26.5 20,450,998 70.2
48. Washington 3,773.5 1.7 1,317,784 5.3 4.0 7,455,784 30.1 15,992,475 64.6
49. West Virginia 4,539.0 2.1 1,548,707 16.4 .4 3,009,436 31.8 4,912,689 51.9
50. Wisconsin 4,678.7 2.1 1,416,769 5.1 4.7 11,434,405 41.5 14,670,055 53.3
51. Wyoming 423.5 .2 805,396 27.2 3.6 505,945 17.1 1,646,993 55.7

(Source and footnotes on next page)
C



Table 36. (Continued)

-1Farm; Ag Services, forestry, fisheries, and other; mining.

1Construction; manufacturing.
c/ . . . . .

Transportation and Public Utilities; Wholesale Trade; Retail Trade; Finance,
Insurance, and Real Estate; Services; Government and Goverment Enterprises.

Source: Local Area Personal Income 1973-78, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic
Analysis, Vol. 1, Table 5.
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States with less than 1.0 percent of the total United States population

were defined as small states, and states with more than 4.0 percent

were defined as large states. Within the small state category, states

in which the farm sector alone accounted for over 8 percent of total

labor and proprietor income were classified as farm states. States

in which 40 percent or more of total labor and proprietor income was

derived from construction and manufacturing were classified as secondary

states. And, when transportation, utilities, wholesale and retail

trade, financial services, other services, government, and government

entities provided over 74 percent of total labor and proprietor income,

the state was classified as oriented toward the tertiary industries.

Based on these categories, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,

Idaho, Arkansas and Montana were identified as small farm states. New

Hampshire, South Carolina, Delaware, Alaska, Arkansa--the only state

to qualify for two categories---the District of Columbia, Hawaii, and

Nevada were labeled as small nonprimary states. And, California, New

York, Texas, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio and Michigan filled the large

state category.

North Dakota and Farm States with Small Populations

No state is more "small farm" than North Dakota. In terms of

population, North Dakota is about one-fourth the size of Oregon, and

since 1958, the United States population has increased by about one-

fifth, while North Dakota's population has risen by only about 8 per-

cent. Further, as Table 36 showed, about 20 percent of the total labor

and proprietor income earned in North Dakota in 1978 caine from the farm
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sector alone, and only in the states of North Dakota, South Dakota and

Vyoming was the primary sector larger than the secondary sector.

Figure 2 is a composite of three scattergrams using data from

North Dakota. The proportion of total labor and proprietor income

derived from the primary sector (SP), the secondary sector (SS), and

the tertiary sector (ST) are measured along the vertical axis. Real

income per capita (RLYPN) is measured along the horizontal axis.

Calendar years are also marked along the bottom.

At first glance, Figure 2 looks like a mess; however, some pat-

terns can be discerned if one stares long enough. First note, that

in almost all years, SP is greater than SS, and that in 1973 SP was

even greater than ST. In 1973, the year of the Russian grain sales,

SP approached .5--an extraordinarily high level for a state economy.

The actual proportions are given more clearly in Appendix 1, page 224

From 1958 to 1961, While RLYPN averaged $1,521, SP averaged .26. How-

ever, during the four-year period 1972 through 1975, the average of

RLYPN rose to $3,269, while SP averaged .37. Then following 1975,

average RLYPN fell to $2,625, and the average for SP fell to .16. It

seems that the pattern of income earnings in North Dakota did change

following the rise in per capita farm earnings during the 1972 to 1975

period. By 1980, SP was down to .11 and ST had increased to .69, the

lowest and highest values respectively for each ariable over the study

period, while RLYPN had risen to its highest level of $16,707. SS also

increased over this time period. SS had averaged 11 percent from 1958

to 1961, but that average rose to 16 percent for the years 1977 through

1980.
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From this, it would seem that the classic patterns of structural

change described by Chenery do seem to describe long-run developments

in North Dakota. That is, SP has fallen and SS and ST have risen as

RLYPN has risen. However, the numbers suggest that a lag of approxi-

mately two years was needed before the effects of increased income

derived from the big grain sales in 1973 were translated into a decline

in the importance of the agricultural sector in North Dakota relative

to the secondary and tertiary sectors. It also seems clear that real

per capita income alone does not adequately explain economic structure.

For instance, the correlation between RLYPN and SP for the nineteen

observations excluding the years 1972-1975 is - .44. However, if all

twenty-three observations were taken into account, the correlation

between RLYPN and SP is .34.

Furthermore, these patterns seem to be typical of the other small

farm states. In Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, and South Dakota, as well

as North Dakota, SP fell by approximately one-half over the study

period, while SS and ST grew. The only exception to this pattern among

the small-farm states was Arkansas where all of the proportional growth

occurred in the secondary industries of manufacturing and construction.

As shown in Table 37, the mean decline in SP for the six farm states

was .093 percentage points as measured from the four-year average 1958

through 1961 to the four-year average 1977 through 1980. The mean

increase in SS was .037 percentage points, and the mean increase in

ST was .056 percentage points.
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Table 37. Changes in the Proportions of Total Labor and Proprietor
Income Accounted for by the Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
Sectors of Selected State Economies from the Period 1958-61
to the Period 1979-80

Primary Secondary Tertiary

Texas -.050 .039 .011

Pennsylvania - .007 - .044 .051

Ohio -.004 -.034 .039

New York -.004 -.079 .083

Michigan -.012 - .013 .025

Illinois -.013 -.050 .063
California -.012 - .040 .052

Mean: -.015 -.031 .046

South Carolina -.052 .028 .024

New Hampshire -.019 -.041 .060

Nevada -.034 .016 .018

Hawaii -.034 -.052 .086

District of Columbia .002 - .037 .035

Deleware - .017 - .039 .056

Alaska .021 - .017 .004

Mean: - .019 .020 .040

South Dakota -.119 .027 .092

North Dakota - .102 .046 .056

Nebraska -.094 .016 .078

Montana -.093 .015 .078

Idaho -.061 .031 .030

Arkansas -O90 .089 .001

Mean: -.093 .037 .056
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Small Nonfarm States

New Hampshire typifies the groi of small states that are not

heavily oriented toward primary industries. In 1978, New Hampshire

was a little larger than North Dakota and held only .4 percent of the

United States population, and over 40 percent of total labor and pro-

prietor income in New Hampshire came from manufacturing and construc-

tion in that year.

Looking at Figure 3 and page 231 in Appendix 1, it can be seen

that the primary and secondary sectors of the New Hampshire economy

became less important between 1958 and 1980, as RLYPN grew from $1,678

to $2,546, while the tertiary industries became more important. This

general pattern was repeated in Delaware, the District of Columbia and

Hawaii, and the decline in the importance of SS is a significant dif-

ference from the experience of North Dakota and the other farm states.

However, SS did not decline in Nevada, Alaska, or South Carolina either,

so a decline in SS was not universal among the small nonprimary states.

Other points to notice about the scatter plot for New Hampshire are

that SP is never greater than SS or ST, and that there was no visible

effect on the structure of New Ha'npshirets economy of the grain sales

in 1973. Both of these observations point up marked structural dif-

ferences between New Hampshire and North Dakota. Real per capita

income in New Hampshire showed less variance than in North Dakota, and,

in New Hampshire, it did a better job of explaining SP. The correla-

tion between RLYPN and SP in New Hampshire was -.93, as compared to

.34 in North Dakota. Also, identical levels of RLYPN in the two states

are associated with much different levels of SP, SS and ST, indicating

again that other factors besides income affect economic structure.
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In general the six small farm states experienced greater struc-

tural change over the study period than did the seven nonfarm small

states. Looking again at Table 37, the mean changes between the four-

year averages for 1958 through 1961 and 1977 through 1980 for the non-

farm small states were -.019 percentage points in SP, -.020 percentage

points in SS, and .040 percentage points in ST. The small farm states

had experienced a decline in SP about five times greater, and an

increase in SS of .037.

Large States

Ohio typifies in many ways the states in the large category.

Ohio has about 16 times as many people as do North Dakota and New

Hampshire, and about 45 percent of the labor and proprietor income

earned in Ohio comes from secondary industries. As shown on page 237

of Appendix 1 and in Figure 4, SS has tended to decline in Ohio over

the study period, while ST has risen by approximately the same amount.

This differs from North Dakota's experience, and is basically the pat-

tern that had been noticed in New Hampshire, Delaware, the District

of Columbia and Hawaii. From 1958 to 1961, RLYPN in Ohio averaged

$2,080, while SS averaged about .47 and ST averaged about .50. How-

ever, during the period 1977 to 1980, average RLYPN rose to $3,087,

average SS fell to about .44, while average ST climbed to about .53.

Meanwhile, SP changed very little from 1958 to 1980, despite the climb

in RLYPN. The correlation between RLYPN and SP in Ohio was -. 37.

In the other large states, with the exception of Texas, the same

general pattern of declining SS and rising ST was followed. The shift

from secondary to tertiary industries has been the most pronounced in
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New York where SS declined and ST rose by about 8 percentage points.

Also, in all of the large states SP fell. However, because the pri-

mary industries were relatively uninortant to begin with in six of

those states, the declines were of less than 1.5 percentage points in

all but Texas. The patterns in Texas seem to resemble those of

Arkansas more than those of the other large states. In Texas, SP fell

from .13 to .08, SS grew from .24 to .28, and ST grew only from .62

to .63. This indicates that population, or state size, may not be

important in explaining structure.

The mean changes in the four-year averages between 1958 to 1961

and 1977 to 1980 for the seven large states were: - .015 percentage

points for SP, -.043 percentage points for SS, and .052 percentage

points for ST. SP declined about six times as fast in the small farm

states. SS rose in the small farm states a little faster than SS fell

in the large states. And ST grew a little faster in the small farm

states than in the large states.

The average real per capita income in the farm states from 1977

to 1980 ($2,521) was 69 percent as large as the average for the four-

teen other states over the same four years ($3,655). This is the same

ratio that had existed during the 1958 to 1962 period. Therefore,

while real per capita income has grown by approximately the same per-

centage rate in the farm and nonfarm states, the absolute dollar gains

in the farm states have been smaller. This is an argument similar to

one made by third world writers in discussing the world economy when

it is claimed that the rich get richer.

One conclusion to be drawn from the information in Table 37 is

that structural changes are occurring at a faster rate in the small
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farm states than in the other grouDs. One measure of the speed of

change is the sum of the absolute values of the mean changes in each

sector for each group of states. For instance, in the large states

SP has changed on average by -.015, SS by -.031 and ST by .046. The

sum of the absolute values of those figures is .092. For the small

nonfarm states the sum equals .080, but for the small farm states, the

sum equals .186. This means that between the sectors, about twice as

much change occurred in the farm states as in the other states.

Another conculsion, as noted earlier, is that there does seem

to be a negative relationship between real per capita income (RLYPN)

and the importance of the primary sector (SP) in the long run. In all

the states, SP declined and RLYPN increased over the 23-year study

period, although a lagged relationship is suggested by the behavior

of the two variables in the farm states during the 1972 to 1975 time

period. Also, the effects of the Russian grain purchases on the farm

state economies suggests that, at least in the farm states, agricul-

tural export values are significant in explaining economic structure.

Model Formulation

The results from Chenery and Taylor's work, neoclassical theory

discussed earlier, and the observations made in the last section sug-

gest a relationship between economic structure and consumer purchasing

power of the following form:

S5 = f(RLYPN5, xSis)

where S = a measure of economic structure in state s,

RLYPN = real per capita income in state s,
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N population in state s,

Xi = additional explanatory variables reflecting economic

activity in specific sectors and natural resource

endowments.

This model reflects an essentially "demand-side" bias in that

entreprenuers are seen to respond to consumer demands by sp1ying

goods and services in response to relative prices for factors of pro-

duction and final goods. RLYPN and N measure the size of domestic

(statewide) demand and help explain domestic consumers' ability to pur-

chase goods from all sectors of the economy. As RLYPN increases, con-

sumers need spend a smaller percentage of their incomes on necessities,

and effective demands for other goods and services increase. As N

increases, the absolute size of the domestic market is enlarged and

opportunities to exploit demands for specialized goods and services

are enhanced. Thus the relationship between the importance of primary

industries and both RLYPN and N should be negative.

The effect of natural resource endowment on structure can be

dealt with by not pooling the data from all twenty states selected for

study, but by examining the results from each group of states separ-

ately. This still leaves a need for additional variables to explain

demands for goods and services not accounted for by domestic income

and population. For instance, farm exports from the United States

account for about one-third of all farm sales. Further, sales outside

each state are even more important, especially in the six farm states

being studied here. Therefore, a variable to explain export
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(extra-state) demand for agricultural products from each state is

needed, but none exists.

All published export statistics reflect not only demand for

exports but also supply, and no state specific measures of export values

can be used. Estimates of the value of international agricultural

exports originating in each state are published in Foreign Aricultural

Trade of the United States. However, the estimates are not done for

all years within the study period, and the estimates are not comparable

from oneyear to the next due to changes in the estimating techniques.

Further, there are no estimates of all extra-state farm sales. There-

fore, a variable representing United States exports in total is the

best available, and that is what was used here. When deflated by the

CPI, the variable measures the real value of farm exports from the

United States each year (RAGRE).

United States agricultural export statistics cover nonniarine

food products and other agricultural products which have not suffered

complex manufacturing processes. Raw hides, oils, fats and wine are

indluded, while textiles, leather, cigarettes, naval stores, forestry

products and liquor are excluded from the export statistics. Export

statistics include shipments under PL-480 and other government programs,

and prices are on an fob port of departure basis, so inland freight,

insurance, storage and other charges are included.

Use of the variable RLYPN presents problems because it is not

state specific. For instance, United States export values can rise

on the strength of grain sales while cotton and poultry exports from

Arkansas are affected not at all. Nevertheless, by keeping this
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limitation in mind when explaining the research results, use of RAGRE

to explain economic structure can he rationalized. However, another

problem cannot be dismissed so easily. That is the problem of simul-

taneity between RAGRE and RLYPN. This will be discussed later.

The variable measuring real income per capita in each state does

not account for additional income received by residents from rental

properties, transfer payments, and personal contributions for social

insurance. This was explained earlier in the section "Measuring Sec-

toral Change.'t Also, some economic activity in each state, such as

federal construction projects or tourism, occurs in response to busi-

ness, consumer and government demands from outside each state. Con-

sequently, additional variables are needed to measure foreign (extra-

state) demand for the products of secondary and tertiary industries pro-

duced in the states being studied. As before, no such variables exist,

although alternatives might be used. The real value of construction

contracts completed in each state (RCC) and the real value of retail

sales (RRS) in each state are two examples. Each would measure the

total level of economic activity occurring in response to both intra-

state and extra-state demands, and thus would partially overlap the

information contained in the variables RLYPN and N. Both variables

would also reflect conditions of siply as well as demand. Neverthe-

less, use of the variables might be helpful in expalining economic

structure.

Combining the variables mentioned above in a lagged relationship

to explain economic structure in each state would produce a model of

the following form:
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L L
Ss =

A..JRAGREtT + 8T RCC:T
T=O T=O

L L

+ CRRS + D. RLYPNT
T=O T=O

T=O
ET NT

where S = a measure of economic structure in state s in year t,

RAGREU.S. = the deflated value of U.S. agricultural exports,

RCCS = the deflated value of construction contracts

completed in state s,

RRSS = the deflated value of retail sales in state s,

RLYPN5 = the deflated value of per capita income in state s,

N = population in state s,

A, B, C, D, and E are coefficients, and

T = the length of lag.

Unfortunately, the introduction of a lag structure combined with

the impossibility of obtaining data specifically measuring export

demand for the products of each state, causes a serious problem of

simultaneity within the explanatory variables. Farm exports last year

would presumably affect the demand for manufactured farm machinery this

year. Retail sales this year will affect the demand from states for

consumer activity this year. And, agricultural exports this year
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should affect per capita income this year and population in the future.

The last relationship is the most troublesome.

The problem in this study is to determine whether increased agri-

cultural exports from the United States delay or encourage the develop-

ment of secondary and tertiary industries in farm states with small

populations. Therefore, the variable RAGRE must be used in the model,

and in order to gain the best estimate possible of the coefficients

on RAGRE, the other variables will have to be removed. Increases in

agricultural exports, by affecting farm income, have a direct impact

on per capita income in each state and also have indirect affects on

retail sales, construction activity and population. Consequently,

inclusion of the variables RLYPN, RRS, RCC and N in the model would

cause the coefficients on RAGRE to not reflect the total relationship

between United States agricultural exports and economic structure.

Further, the relationships betweenthe five explanatory variables need

not be specified with a simultaneous equation model since retail sales,

construction activity, per capita income and population do not affect

the levels of United States agricultural exports. In other words, the

direction of casuality between RAGRE and the other explanatory vari-

ables runs in only one direction, and this allows use of the following

model in testing the hypothesis of this study:

L us
S5 = K+ ,RAGRE
t

T=O
t-T

where = a measure of economic structure in each state in year t,

K a constant, and

The other variables are as defined before.
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The specific measure of economic structure in each state to be used

will be the labor and proprietor income earned in the primary (YP),

secondary (YS), and tertiary (YT) sectors of each state's economy.

These measures will be based on the BEA data described earlier, and

from the regression results to be presented later, the relationship

between agricultural exports and changes in the proportions of total

labor and proprietor income accounted for by each sector in each group

of states will be estimated.

The resulting three equation regression model to be used in this

study is shown below:

1) YP = K + A GRE
T=O

L

2) YS = KS + k RGRE
T=O

3) YT = KT + 4 RAGRE
T=O

where YP, YS, YT = income earned in the Primary, Secondary and

Tertiary sectors in group s, in year t,

measured in thousands of dollars deflated

by the 1967 = 100 CPI,

and the other variables are as defined above.

The specific hypothesis of this study is that an expansion of

United States agricultural exports will cause the primary proportion

of total labor and proprietor income in the group of small farm states

to fall over time. It is presumed that an expansion of RAGRE causes
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a same year increase in primary sector income and possibly in the pro-

portion of total income earned in the primary sector. As primary

incomes rise over time in response to increases in the value of farm

exports, incomes in the secondary and tertiary sectors should rise also

in response to increased effective demand for manufactured goods and

services. Whether the rise in incomes in the secondary and tertiary

sectors of the farm state economies associated over time with increases

in agricultural exports in proportionately greater or less than the

rise in the income of the primary sector remains to be seen.

The lag structure will be estimated empirically using a second

order finite polynomial lag model. The assumption behinç this par-

ticular distributed lag model is that the coefficients on RAGRE begin

at a certain level, increase initially with the passage of time, and

then decrease to zero as additional periods pass. This assumption

seems appropriate for the relationship being studied here. The same

year relationship between agricultural exports and income growth in

secondary and tertiary sectors may or may not be significant statisti-

cally. With the passage of time, income earned from agricultural

exports would become available within the budgets of persons employed

in agriculture and in industries servicing agricultural exports.

Increased effective demands for secondary and tertiary products would

result, but this effect would dwindle as budgets were depleted.

Each of the three equations in the model shown above will be

estimated for each group of states using the following form:

L L
2 2Y = K + W (T a) RAGRE

T
+ (T - a ) RAGRE

2T=O
t-T
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where income in one of the sectors in group s in year t,

K a constant,

and W2 = weighted coefficients,

T periods of lag,

a = the length of lag where = 0, this to be determined

empirically, and

RAGRE = real agricultural exports from the U.S.

This model formulation provides an efficient means for testing differ-

ent lag periods for statistical significance without being hampered

by multicolinearity between the lagged variables. A more complete

description of a polynomial lag model is contained in Appendix 3.

Regression Results

To determine the most appropriate length of lag to use, separate

regressions were run using data from the group of six small farm states.

The value for a was set successively at 3, 4 and 5, and the results

with each value are shown in Table 38. With a set at 3, meaning that

agricultural exports are assumed to have no effect on economic struc-

ture after 3 years, the overall F values for each regression were

statistically significant, especially when primary sector income was

the dependent variable. However, the t values on the weighted coef-

ficients were insignificant in the YS and YT equations, and the Durbin-

Watson scores indicated that autocorrelation was a big problem. With

a set equal to 4 and 5, basically the same results were observed, al-

though a little deterioration in the F and t values were noted, par-

ticularly in the a = 5 equation.
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Table 38. Regression Results Using Data from the Small Farm State Group

t values on

Dependent Adjusted - Coefficients - Durbin

a Variable R2 F W1 W2 Watson

3 YP .29 26.21 7.24 -7.22 .93

3 YS .07 5.96 .62 - .29 .02

3 YT .13 11.71 .82 - .36 .02

4 YP .28 24.24 6.84 -6.95 .92

4 YS .07 3.16 .32 - .11 .02

4 YT .13 10.14 .86 - .29 .02

S YP .23 18.09 5.65 -5.90 .90

5 YS .06 4.41 .56 - .11 .02

5 YT .12 8.56 .94 - .32 .02

a = length of lag at which AT = 0.

YP = income in the primary sector.

YS = income in the secondary sector.

YT = income in the tertiary sector.

a
= (ct-T) RAGREtT

T=0

a
2

= (ct-T ) RAGREtT
T=0
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Of special interest were the t values on the coefficients of the

weighted variables, and the overall F value for each regression. While

neither of the lag lengths appeared to be obviously "better" than the

other 2, the regressions with cx equal to 3 and 4 seemed a little better

than the regressions which used the longer lag. A value of cc equal

to 4 was decided upon for use in the rest of the study. With cx equal

to four, only three observations had to be dropped from the front of

each state's data set, and a span of four years seemed a reasonable

length of time for the effects of changes in American agricultural

export values to be felt in all sectors of a state economy.

The low Durbin-Watson scores mentioned earlier prompted attempts

to correct for autocorrelation. Table 39 shows the results, with a

set equal to 4, of using transformed variables in the regression equa-

tions. The regression which used YP as a dependent variable was "cor

rected" using the Cochrone-Orcutt Technique. That is, rho was esti-

mated as the coefficient in a regression of e against e1 where e

represents the residuals from the ordinary least squares regression

shown in Table 38. The variables in the YP regression were then multi-

plied by the estimated rho, and the results were subtracted from the

original variables. New regression estimates were then made using the

transformed variables. As shown in Table 39, the Durbin-Watson score

on the corrected YP equation did rise as it should have, and the t

value on rho was statistically significant. However, the F value on

the corrected regression and the t values on the weighted variables

changed hardly at all--meaning that little was really gained from the

correction.
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Table 39. Regression Results Using Data from the Small Farm Group to
Study the Effectiveness of Corrections for Autocorrelation
with a = 4

t Values on

Dependent Method of - Coefficients - Durbin t Value

Variable Correction F2 W1 W2 Watson Rho Rho

YP Cochrane- 27.01 6.86 -6.93 2.09 .54 6.85

Orcutt

YS Hildreth-
Lu

YT Hildreth-

Lu

1.18 1.49 -1.54

2.61 3.80 .80

1.81 1.0 73E6

1.76 1.0 73E6

YP = income in the primary sector.

YS = income in the secondary sector.

YT = income in the tertiary sector.

4

Wi = (4-T) RAGRE
Tt

T=0

22
= E (4 -T ) RAGREtT
T=0
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Correcting the YS and YT equations proved more difficult.

Initial attempts to use the Cochrane-Orcutt Technique failed because

the estimated rho values were greater than 1.0 in each regression.

Therefore, a different correction technique, called Hildreth-Lu, was

used in which the computer tried different values for rho ranging

between -1.0 and 1.0. The rho value which minimized the standard error

of the equation was chosen. As expected, the chosen rho values in both

the YS and YT regressions were 1.0. In the corrected regressions, the

Durbin-Watson scores again rose suggesting a successful correction,

and the overall F values declined as expected. However, the t values

on the weighted variables in the corrected regressions actually rose

in absolute value--again suggesting that the regressions uncorrected

for autocorrelation did not seriously underestimate the variance of

the regression coefficients.

An article in the Journal of the American Statistical Association,

December 1980, by Walter Kramer was devoted to a discussion of the

estimating efficiency of OLS relative to Gaus-Markov when first-order

stationary auto-regression exists. Kramer found that in cases where

the X matrix of explanatory variables include a constant term, the

efficiency of OLS is not significantly less than that of Causs-Markov

as rho approaches 1. The work by Griliches and Rao indicating that

OLS is an inferior estimator when rho is relatively large was based

ion Monte Carlo studies in which the X matrix contained no constant.

Due to Kramer's results and since the corrected regressions in

Table 39 seemed to provide little real improvement over the uncorrected

results in Table 38, it was decided to attempt to improve the models
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by introducing dummy variables representing each state within the larger

groups. The extremely low Durbin-Watson scores on the uncorrected YS

and YT regressions (.02) indicated that model specification deserved

more attention than mechanical corrections for autocorrelation.

Table 40 presents regression results when dummy variables were

used with data from the small farm states. On the YP regression, the

F value went down somewhat and the Durbin-Watson score rose indicating

that autocorrelation was now less of a problem than it had been in the

results in Table 38. In the YS and YT equations, the F values rose

tremendously and there was some improvement in the Durbin-Watson scores.

The dummy variables were all highly significant except for D5 which

corresponded to North Dakota. Since South Dakota was the default state

represented by C, this is not surprising. Idaho and Montana also seem

relatively similar to South Dakota. The coefficients on W1 and

increased in significance in all three regressions.

While positive autocorrelation was still indicated by the Durbin-

Watson scores, the specification presented in Table 40 seemed better

than those presented earlier. Owing to the removal of important explan-

atory variables mentioned earlier, especially per capita income and

population, problems with autocorrelation are not surprising. Mechani-

cal corrections for autocorrelation do not seem to improve the results,

and further, the coefficients on RAGRE will remain unbiased even if

autocorrelation remains. Therefore, ordinary least squares estimates

of the model containing the dummy variables was used as the basis for

analysis in this study.

Tables 41 and 42 present the regression results from the nonfarm

states with small populations and from the large states. Problems in



Table 40. Regression Results Using Dummy Variables with Data from the Small Farm States (a = 4)

Dependent
Variable

------------------------ Estimated Coefficients -------------------------

(t values)
D D 0 D D
1 2 3 4 5

C
1 2

Durbin F

Watson 7,112

YP 98,973 - 72,506 - 68,998 163,562 46,653 368,923 49.6397 -103.707 1.45 19.56
(2.67) (-1.95) (-1.86) (4.41) (1.26) (9.93) (8.39) (-8.52)

YS 969,985 222,908 96,816 628,041 -21,575 - 65,560 10.1580 -4.50599 .23 162.67
(24.37) (5.69) (2.48) (16.04) (-.55) (-1.77) (1.63) (-.35)

YT 1,243,330 180,822 214,783 1,520,400 47,206 225,699 27.9840 -19.2663 .22 178.68
(19.09) (2.78) (3.30) (23.35) (.72) (3.46) (2.70) (-.90)

D1 = 1 if Arkansas, 0 otherwise.

D2 = 1 if Idaho, 0 otherwise.

D3 = 1 if Montana, 0 otherwise.

D4 = 1 if Nebraska, 0 otherwise.

D5 = 1 if North Dakota, 0 otherwise.

c = constant for South Dakota.

4
= E (4-T) RAGRE

T
T=0

t

4
= E (42-T2) RAGRE

T
,r=0

t

YP = income in the primary sector.

YS = income in the secondary sector.

YT = income in the tertiary sector.



Table 41. Regression Results Using Dummy Variables with Data from the Small Non-Farm States (a = 4)

----------------------- Estimated Coefficients -------------------

Dependent (t values)
Durbin F

Variable
D
1

1)

2
D
3

C
1 2 Watson 5,74

YP - 167,256 - 153,698 189,159 224,294 5.54950 -11.9837 .99 178.75
(-23.41) (-21.51) (-26.47) (28.03) (3.98) (-4.18)

YS 1,450,030 1,996,550 1,521,670 1,805,250 19.1499 -13.8818 .16 163.23
(-19.07) (-26.25) (-20.01) (21.20) (1.29) (-.45)

YT 2,229,410 1,646,450 2,091,840 2,195,510 43.0805 -35.8741 .12 126.18
(-20.59) (-15.21) (-19.32) (18.11) (2.04) (- .82)

D1 = 1 if Delaware, 0 otherwise. YP = income in the primary sector.

D2 = 1 if Nevada, 0 otherwise. YS = income in the secondary sector.

D3 = 1 if New Hampshire, 0 otherwise. YT = income in the tertiary sector.

c = the constant for South Carolina.

1
(4-T) RAGREtT

T=0

= E (42-T2) RAGRE
t-

17=0



Table 42. Regression Results Using Dummy Variables with Data from the Large States (a = 4)

-------------------- Estimated Coefficients (t values) -----------------------------
Dependent Durbin FD U 1) 0 0 P c W P1Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 Watson 8,131

YP 119,499 1,173,750 1,858,820 1,788,520 1,636,210 1,522,410 1,926,810 52.5570 -81.2270 .56 161.67
(1.43) (-14.06) (-22.27) (-21.43) (-19.60) (-18.24) (23.93) (4.27) (-3.21)

YS 9,594,010 4,901,390 4,331,590 8,313,760 5,345,340 4,946,960 5,355,050 41.0996 63.6942 .33 53.31
(17.49) (8.93) (7.90) (15.16) (9.74) (9.02) (10.18) (.51) (.38)

YT 22,898,300 1,396,280 -5,848,140 19,609,800 -3,460,350 -1,305,250 10,552,900 360.853 -275.920 .15 178.04

= 1 if California, 0 otherwise.

= I if Illinois, 0 otherwise.

1)3 1 if Michigan, 0 otherwise.

04 = 1 if New York, 0 otherwise.

= 1 if Ohio, 0 otherwise.

= 1 if Pennsylvania, 0 otherwise.

c = constant for Texas.

YP = income in the primary sector.

YS = income in the secondary sector.

YT = income in the tertiary sector.

4
= 1 (4-T) RAGRE

T
T=O

22
P1 = 1 (4-T)RAGRE

T2
T=0

t

00



obtaining and loading data forced the removal of Alaska, Hawaii, and

the District of Columbia from the nonfarm, small state group. Also,

Arkansas was not included in the nonfarm group because it exhibited

characteristics unique to the other farm states. Specifically, the

proportion of total income earned in the primary sector (SP) was posi-

tively correlated with per capita income in Arkansas and the farm

states while the two variables were negatively correlated in the other

states studied.

All of the regression equations presented in Tables 41 and 42

are highly significant. The significance of the dummy variables mdi-

cates a great deal of diversity between the states. was significant

in the YP and YT equations of both groups of states, while was sig-

nificant only in the YP equations. Positive autocorrelation was mdi-

cated in all the regressions.

Using the coefficients on the weighted variables and the variance-

covariance matrix between them, the actual regression coefficients for

real agricultural exports (RAGRE) were calculated. The results are

shown in Table 43 for all three groups of states.

Looking first at the results from the group of small farm states,

a $1,000,000 increase in the value of agricultural commodities exported

from the United States (RAGRE), has been associated with an increase

that same year of $28,900 in primary sector income (YP), an increase

of $9,260 in secondary sector income (YS), and an increase of $24,130

in tertiary sector income (YT) in each of the states. Thus, during

the year in which agricultural products are exported, YP increases the

most, but YS and YT together increase more than YP. Further, the
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Table 43. Unscrambled Regression Results from the Polynomial Lag
Models, = 4

Dependent
GRE RAGRE RAGRE RAGRE

Durbin
F

Variable t t-1 t-2 t-3 Watson

- Results from the Small Farm States -

YP 28.90 8.16 -12.58 -33.33 1.45 19.56

(8.22) (6.51) (-7.78) (-8.46)

YS 9.26 8.36 7.45 6.55 .23 162.67

(2.45) (6.32) (4.37) (1.58)

iT 24.13 20.28 16.42 12.57 .22 178.68

(3.91) (9.23) (5.79) (1.82)

- Results from the Small Non-Farm States -

YP 3.15 .76 -1.64 -4.04 .99 178.75

(3.80) (2.56) (-4.30) (-4.35)

YS 16.37 13.60 10.82 8.04 .16 163.23

(1.86) (4.32) (2.67) (.81)

YT 35.91 28.73 21.56 14.38 .12 126.18

(2.86) (6.42) (3.73) (1.02)

- Results from the Large States -

YP 36.31 20.07 3.82 -12.42 .56 161.67

(4.96) (7.69) (1.13) (-1 .52)

YS 52.84 66.58 79.32 92.05 .33 53.31

(1.12) (3.88) (3.58) (1.71)

iT 305.7 250.5 195.3 140.1 .15 178.04

(3.14) (7.23) (4.37) (1.29)

RAGREtT = W1(4-T) + W2(42-T2).

W1, W2 taken from Tables 40, 41 and 42.

Constants, shown in Tables 40, 41 and 42, not repeated here.
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impact of RAGRE on income in each sector declines with each year of

lag. One year after agricultural commodities are exported, YP increases

by less than either IS or IT, and with lags of two and three years,

primary sector income is negatively associated with RAGRE, while the

coefficients on YS and YT continue to be positive.

The negative coefficients in the YP equation could reflect the

results of increased farm production following an initial surge in

commodity prices due to increased exports. As production expands, the

supply curves for farm products are shifted toward the right resulting

in lower prices and revenues as demand tends to be inelastic for farm

commodities. Increased farm production would also result in higher

derived demands for farm inputs causing factor prices and total costs

to rise. The result would be a further squeezing of farm proprietor's

income which constitutes the bulk of all income in the primary sector.

This result would add stress to the observation made in Part I that

increases in agricultural exports have not eliminated surpluses. All

but one of the coefficients on RAGRE in the small farm group are signi-

ficant enough to give confidence in the results despite the low Durbin-

Watson scores.

The results from the nonfarm small states group and the large

states group are roughly similar in that the coefficients on RAGRE in

the YP equations turn negative after a lag of 2 or 3 years while all

the coefficients in the other regressions remain positive. In the non-

farm states and the large states, RAGRE is associated with a smaller

increase in YP than in YS and YT during all periods of lags. Most of

the coefficients are highly significant. The YS equation in the large

state group is interesting because the coefficients increase in size
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as the period of lag increases. In the other eight equations the

reverse occurred, and no explanation seems obvious.

Hypothesis Supported

The hypothesis of this study is that increases in agricultural

exports are positively associated with structural change in the econo-

mies of farm states with small populations. That is, that income in

the secondary and tertiary sectors of the farm state economies grows

faster than income in the primary sector in response to rising farm

export values. The information provided in Tables 44, 45 and 46 do

not indicate that the hypothesis should be rejected.

For each group of states, the mean values of the dependent van-

ables over the study period were taken as a basis for comparison. Then

using the information from Table 43, the incomes were adjusted to

reflect the indicated result of an increase in RAGRE of $1,000,000.

Based on those results, the proportions of total labor and proprietor

income accounted for by each sector were calculated.

As shown in Table 44, from a base of 16.29, SP (the share of the

primary sector) in the farm states initially rises to 17.16, but then

begins falling to 15.27. Correspondingly, SS (the share in the second-

ary sector) and ST (the share in the tertiary sector) initially fall,

but then rise to proportions which exceed their base figures.

This pattern of an initial rise in SP followed by an even greater

decline is repeated in the small nonfarm states, although the degree

of change is much smaller than in the farm states. Also in the small

nonfarm states, the secondary as well as the primary sector tends to

decline in importance over the four-year period. Finally in the large
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Table 44. Calculation of Changing Income Proportions in the Small
Farm States

Mean
- Mean plus coefficient * 1,000 - -

1958-80 t t-1 t-2 t-3

YP = 377,184 406,084

YS = 525,445 534,705

YT = 1,412,640 1,436,770

2,377,5592,315,269

Me an

1958-80

SP = 16.29

SS = 22.70

ST = 61.01

100%

414,244

543,065

1,457,050

2,414,359

401,664

550,515

1,473,470

2,425,649

- - Resulting Proportions - -

368,334

557,065

1,486,040

2,411,439

17.08 17.16 16.56 15.27

22.49 22.49 22.70 23.10

60.43 60.35 60.74 61.63

100% 100% 100% 100%

Note: Incomes measured in $1,000; coefficients taken from Table 43.
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Table 45. Calculation of Changing Incoiiie Proportions in the Small
Nonf arm States

- - Mean plus coefficient * 1,000 - -
Me an

158-80 t t-1 t-2 t-3

YP = 87,968

YS = 997,910

YT = 1,602,920

2,688,798

Me an

1958-80

SP = 3.27

SS = 37.11

ST = 59.62

100%

91,118

1,014,280

1,638,830

2,744,228

91,878

1,027,880

1,667,560

2,787,318

90,238

1,038,700

1,684,120

2,818,058

- - Resulting Proportions - -

86,198

1,046,740

1,703,500

2,836,438

3.32 3.30 3.20 3.04

36.96 36.88 36.86 36.90

59.72 59.82 59.94 60.06

100% 100% 100% 100%

Note: Incomes measured in $1,000; coefficients taken from Table 43.
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Table 46. Calculation of Changing Income Proportions in the Large
States

Me ai
- - Mean plus coefficient * 1,000 - -

1958-80 t t-1 t-2 t-3

YP 1,226,850 1,303,160 1,323,230 1,327,050 1,314,630

YS 13,218,400 13,272,240 13,338,820 13,418,140 13,410,190

YT = 23.257,700 23,563,400 23,813,900 24,009,200 24,149,300

37,742,950 38,138,800 38,475,950 38,754,390 38,974,120

Me an

1958-80 - - Resulting Proportions - -

SP = 3.36 3.42 3.44 3.43 3.37

SS = 35.02 34.80 34.67 34.62 34.67

ST = 61.62 61.78 61.89 61.95 61.96

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Note: Incomes measured in $1,000; coefficients taken from Table 43.



states, agricultural exports appear to have no long-run effect on the

importance of the primary sector relative to the other sectors. Most

of the changes in the large states shown on Table 46 indicated that

agricultural export growth is positively associated with a decline in

the importance of secondary industries and a rise in the proportion

of service industries.

From these results, it would seem that the structuralist theories

about the inhibiting effects of primary product exports on economic

structure in small regions are not applicable to American farm states.

In fact, the evidence shown here indicates that increased farm exports

encourage structural change in such states. Obviously there were many

weaknesses in the analysis presented here. An inability to get state

specific data on extra-state farm sales, and an inability to estimate

a model which more completely explained structural change are two prob-

lems. The existence of autocorrelation in the results presented should

also be kept in mind. Nevertheless, the results described are worth

noting--especially, it seems, the negative relationship between RAGRE

lagged two and three years and YP. The basic rational behind all

government efforts to stimulate demand for farm products has been that

such action would benefit farm families. However, a failure to

effectively manage supply may be undermining such activities.
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CHAPTER III

Conclusions

This thesis began with an implied criticism of federal policies

to promote the export of farm products. It will end with an endorse-

ment of such policies. Research attempts to describe the side effects

of increased farm exports have been numerous. Foreign policy issues,

overseas dependence, soil erosion, and commodity price volatility are

some of the issues which have received attention. The effect of in-

creased farm exports on the economic structures of farm states in this

country is another issue which deserves study. The issue of structural

change has been first raised by structuralist and radical economists

writing about conditions in third world countries. Those economists

have pointed out that most explanations of the composition of exports

are static theories of comparative advantage.---' They add that evi-

dence indicates that a nationts sectoral composition of exports can

be influenced by demand and infrastructure--factors under government

control--and that natural endowments do not exclusively determine com-

parative advantage. Further, they point out that the patterns of sec-

toral. change in a given country depend to some extent at least on the

role played by international trade in mitigating restraints to develop-

ment such as country size or resource endowment.

The specific fears raised by use of the structuralist theories

are that, over time, an increase in farm exports causes increased

investment in farm export industries, strengthens habitual commodity

marketing channels and thus strengthens the comparative advantage of
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farming regions in the production of farm commodities and stifles the

development of a comparative advantage in the production of higher

valued manufactured goods and services.

The evidence of this study is that these fears, as applied to

small, farm-oriented states in this country, are groundless. Over the

study period of 1958 to 1980, structural change has occurred at a

faster rate in the farm states than in the other states, and agricul-

tural exports have not been positively associated with growth in the

importance of the primary sector over time.

There are several possible reasons why these results differ from

those obtained by Chenery and others studying third world economies.

The basic concepts underlying the structuralist theories about the

existence of dualisms and externalities were mentioned in Chapter I

of this Section. Structuralists believe that the failure of an economy

to develop strong secondary and tertiary sectors is caused by the

existence of inelasticities of factor substitution between labor and

capital, the existence of oligopsony and monopsony in labor markets,

the concentration of savings in the hands of recipients of nonwage in-

come, the price inelasticity and income elasticity of consi.mier demand

for food and other necessities, the price inelasticity of the demand

for exports, and the existence of economies of scale in infrastructure

and basic industries.

All of these factors would tend to be mitigated in the experiences

of small American states. Well developed capital and labor markets

with modern communications, good transportation systems, and a lack

of exchange controls or immigration restrictions between the states
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would increase the elasticity of substitution between labor and

capital. Partly for this reason, both labor and capital have been ful-

ly employed in the United States for most of the period 1958 to 1980.

Thus it would appear that entrepreneurs in small farm states have had

a heightened ability to respond to increased consumer and business

demands occasioned by increases in real per capita incomes.

Similarly, while oligopsony and monopsony may exist in certain

local farm state labor markets, those situations cannot be generalized

to describe whole states. Accordingly, there would be a greater ten-

dency in the United States for increased incomes earned from the export

of primary products to be distributed according to the value of mar-

ginal product of each factor. Such an income distribution, as opposed

to a concentration of income in the hands of oligopsonists and mono-

psonists, would imply a greater stimulation of consumer demand for

secondary and tertiary sector products in farm state economies.

Well-developed capital markets in the United States enable sav-

ings to be converted into business investments easily regardless of

whether savings are controlled by wage earners or nonwage earners.

World demand for agricultural products is price inelastic and

this would imply that the long-run decline in real commodity prices

would cause a decline in real total revenue. However, the United

States has been able to overcome this problem with respect to agri-

cultural exports. Government promotion of exports is one reason.

Rising incomes and growing populations overseas is a bigger reason.

Export demand for United States grain especially is income elastic,

thus providing increased real incomes and buying power to Americans

engaged in exporting farm products even as real prices have fallen.
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Finally, and probably a summary of the other reasons stated

above, the farm states were "developed" already by world standards in

1958. Of the six farm states studied, Arkansas had the lowest real

per capita income in 1958--$1,184. While low for an Mierican state,

that would have been considered high outside the first world nations.

Moveover, even in Arkansas, basic industries and infrastructure were

already in place in 1958, and consumer demands for manufactured goods

and services had already been developed. Consequently, profitable

investment opportunities existed outside agriculture, and increased

incomes from agricultural exports could stimulate both increased con-

sumer demand and business investment in the secondary and tertiary sec-

tors of farm state economies.

A final note on why these results differed from the structural-

ists' predictions is that many activities besides agricultural exports

were occurring in the farm state economies. Federal government expen-

ditures have infused new capital and buying power into states. Other

industries such as tourism and manufactured goods exports have also

generated income in the farm states since 1958. Consequently, none

of the states have had truly one-crop economies as the term is used

in the third world--making additional structural changes easier to

accomplish.

As for the arguments of the radical economists that trade is a

mechanism for impoverishing the hinterland to the advantage of economic

centers, the argument seems not to be sported because the farm states

are developing. No attempt was made here to measure net capital flows

from the sample of farm states. However, such a measure would not
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prove exploitation anyway. For instance, the balance of payments for

the whole United States has been negative for most of the period since

World War II. Do our own foreign investments signify exploitation of

ourselves?

There is a final point to note in completion of this study. As

the leaders of individual states pursue the goal of economic develop-

ment through diversification of industries, it may be that one effec-

tive strategy to use would be to promote the production and sale of

primary products in which those states already hold a comparative ad-

vantage. The evidence of this study is that such policies would not

inhibit structural change over time.
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Appendix 1

Basic Data for Each State

Variable List

219

SP = Proportion of Total Labor and Proprietor income earned
primary sector industries.

SS = Proportion of Total Labor and Proprietor income earned
in secondary sector industries.

ST = Proportion of Total Labor and Proprietor income earned
in tertiary sector industries.

N = State population in thousands.

RAGRE = United States agricultural exports in millions of 1967
dollars.

RCC = The value of construction contracts completed in millions
of 1967 dollars.

RRS = The value of retail sales in millions of 1967 dollars.

RLYPN = Per capita income in 1967 dollars.
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.568 1243

.569 2198

('-)



IQAHO

CASE-NO YR

58.
2 59.
3 60.
1. 61.
5 62.
6 63.
7 66.

65.
9 66.

tO 67.
11 68.
12 69.
13 70.
14 71.

72.15
16 73.
17 74.
18 75.
19 76.
20 77.
21 78.

Mean 1958-61

Mean 1977-80

31 N RLYPN RAGRE RCC RRS

.280 .227 .513 61.6.
651.

1654.
1725.

.452.
530.

174.
11+0.
130.

91+1.
100.
932.

.182 .236
.229

532
.535 671. 1652.

1676.
5448.
5607. 158. 975.

.176
.238 .518

5ft
684.
692. 1798. 5556.

6089.
171.
152.

1022.
1046.

.171

.173
.243
.224 .597 683.

660.
1775.
1804. 6833. 1052.

1127.
.14595 .222

.213
.633
.586 686.

689.
2083.
2053. 779. 28. 1166.

J.t3.
.159 .235

.229
.686
.684 686. 2114.

2120.
630.
6849.

154.
131. 1171.

.167

.144 .25 .61.7 695.
707. 2262. 5485. 177.

169.
1118.
1032.

.175

.169
.237
.236

586
.535 717.

739.
2277.
2266.

6242.
6342.
7503.

134.
239.

jj43.
183.

.154

.161
.233
.241

.687
532 763.

782.
2655.
2ó76. j3263. 261. 1352.

1342.
.207
.228

.233

.228
.5505 808.

832.
2701.
2493.

16858.
13560.

251.
21+8.
233.

1321.
1424.

.152

.111
.249
.269

.539

.620 57.
883.

2521.
2555.

13677.
13823. 387. 1483.

1563.
.091
.128

.275

.266
.627
.696 911.

933.
2704.
2600.

15037.1564
37.
310.
2F3.

1t92.
1608.

.1.26

.137
.264
.24?

.612

.616 1.6707.

.183 .232 .584 16Th

.122 .263 .615 2576



$OMTAIIA

3 RIYPN RAGRE R1C P'S
CASE-NO YR SP SS

666. 1839. k'.52. 187.
153.

1113.
1029.

1 50.
59.

.262

.1B1
.163
.186

.575

.&33 669.
679.

1719.
1150.

'.530.
5'.'.0. 1309.

933.

2
3 60. .192 .178 .630

.653 696. 1670. 5601.
5556.

218.
213. 1415?.

61.
62.

.150
.21.2

.187

.105 .,73 695.
703.

24137.
1315. 6009. 168. 1093.

105.

5
6 63. .201. .156

.183
.610
.6'.3 106. 1067.

23'.k.
6833.
6592.

200.
232. 1116.

1156.

7 6'..
65.

.11'.
.186 .63'.

.626
706.
707. 21'.'i. 7079.

6380.
221.
269. 1119.

9
15

66.
61.

.190

.160
.18'.
.186 .65'.

.660
701.
7410.

2110.
2133.
2238.

60'.9.
5.65.

135.
189.

1131.
1103.

ii
12

68.
69.

.150

.103
.190
.102 .b3

.631
13'..
697. 2289. 62'.2.

11S2. 151.
1092.
11'.5.

13
l's

10.
71.

.192

.162
.177
.1412 .556

.617
111.
719.

2259.
2565. 7513.

13203.
218.
3Ø.

191.
1312.

15 72.
73.

.210

.261
.173
.159 727.

737.
2820.
2595. 1'.355. 210. 1320.

1261.

16
17 11..

75.
.2417
.181

.169

.167
.6?.
.5U

759.
2522.
2'.97.

13560.
il's77.

2'.'..
228.
2's5.

tl.'6.
1320.

10
19 .121 .183 .696

.111 771. 2501. 131325.
15037. 28'.. 131.6.

20
21

11.
70.

.080

.12'.
.201
.195 .631

189.
2702.
2589.
2'.61.

1538'..
16707.

262.
111.

1641
22 79. .095 .196

.131 .715 7*9.23 80. .1'

Mean 1958-61 .196 .178 .625 1763

Mean 1977-80 .103 .193 .704 2563

I')



NEBRASKA

CASE-NO YR

t 58.
59.
611.

1, St.
5 62.
6 63.

6'..
8 65.
3 66.

10 67.
(t 68.
12 69.
13 70.

71.
15 7 *
16 ? *

7'..
18 75.
'4 75*

IT.
21 7.

T.8.

Mean 1958-61

Mean 1977-80

RLYPN RAGR RCC RRSSp

.229

Ss

.158 1383.
1397. 1801.

1.1.52.
'.930.

234.
-

300.
325.

2105.
210
206

.152

.162
.220
.222

.628

.616 11.17.
141.6.

1328.
1188. 5607. 33.

35'..
2031.
2152.

.18%

.161.
.223
.222

.588

.61'. 11.64.
1476.

1958.
1881.

5556.
61189. 376. 2173.

23211.
.151
.119

.216

.222
33
.653
.621

11.82.
11.71. 2136. -

6833.
6592.
1079.

3t. 2.teu.
2'59.

.166

.177
.211.
.217 .686

.6??
1456.
3457.

2277.
2290. &3B.

601.9.
352.
4S3.

25.1..
2529.

.143

.118
.230
.235 .61.1. 1467.

11.11..
2311..
2535. 31.2.

287.
2531.
2943.

.151.

.131.
.230
.226

.16
'.0
6I6

1483.
1504.

2506.
2538.

621.2.
6342.
7505.

351.
1.88.

2723.
2868.

.13

.161
.2211
.218 1518.

1529.
2763.
3079. 13283. - 513. 2731.

251.1.
.219
.136

.203

.225

.2111.

.578j9

.621
1538.
1541.

2753.
Z'.l
2733.

j'.358.
13568.
131.77.

1.63.
561.. aus.

2962.

.175

.089 .233 .670
932 1549.

1551.. 2171.. 13023.
15037.

4711.
712. 2955.

.081.

.180
.234
.232 .665

.657
1561.
1561..

2912.
1595'..
16T7 31.0.

283
274

.119 .221.
.723 1571.. 2631...233

.181 .215 .604 1807

.087 .231 .682 2832

IN)



NORTN DA(OTA

CASE-NO YR

1 58.
2 5(3

3 60.
(+ 61.
5 62.
6 63.
7 61+.
3--- -------. 65.
5 66.

10 67.
itt' 68.
12 63.
13 70.
1". 71.
15 72.
16 73.
17 7'..
18 75.
19 76.
20 77.
21 78.
22 79.
23 80.

Mean 1958-61

Menn 1977-80

Se SS ST RLYPN CAGRE fCC RRS

.351 .10'. .545 606. 1650. '.452. 199. 903.

.218 .130 .652 618. 11+7'.. 1+30. 158. 316.

.284 .108 .08 634. 1511. 541+8. 159. 332.

.180 .119 .701 641. 1391. 5607. 136. 8l.b.

.378 .097 .25 31. 2010. 5556. 237. 911.

.2)0 .112 .598 61.4. 1785. 6089. 11+?. 930.
.136 .61+6 649. 1709. 6833. 350. 91+1.

.793 .119-- .599 -------61+9.------ 2025. ------6592. -------13e.----------- (314.

.266 .108 .25 61.7. j994. 7079. 126. 1004.

.flô .105 .659 626. 2005. 638U. 121. 961.

.206 .107 .687 21. 1974.. 6049. 188. 1014.

.Z61 .100 .132 621. 2173. 5485. 97. 997.

.209 .123 .668 619. 2120. b21+2. 205. 971.
.11) .626 627. 2312. 6342. 156. 1001.

.317 .113 573 631. 2708. 7503. 261+. £053.

.1+9? .079 .1+29---- 632. ------.3851. 13283. 2. it339.
.1G. .510 631+. 3230. 11+858. 1). 1001.

.294 .135 .571 638. 2888. 13560. 537. 1006.

.177 .162 .661 61+5. 2609. 13477. 231. 101+6.

.123 .165 .712 6.9. 2468. 13023. 39o. 1175.

.119 .159 .642 651. 2837. 15037. 422. 1196.

.3.68 .162 .70 652. 2756. 1598'.. 276. 133.0.

.113 .158 .729 65'.. 2439. 16787. 17-3.

.258 .110 .626 1521

.156 .161 .688 2625

t'J

1'-.)



SOUTH 041(01*

SS ST N RIYPN RAGRE RCC RRSCASE-HO YR

58.

SP

.S35 .122 .53
.556 567.

155T
1366

4452.
45311.
.48.

17
352.
210.

o311.
946.3

59.
60.

.181

.318
.165
.133 5i,3

.574
683.
53.

1602
t550 5687.

5556.
2118.
152.

3311.
08

4
5

61.
62.

.25

.315 .159 .529
.579

705.
7118.

1769
155
1556

611119.
6333.

l.!t3.
U8.

6
7

63.
s'..

.273

.219
.t4
.139 .643

.531
701.
592. 18G5. .......

7019. 110.2

&5. .284
.3011

.t25

.121
.

.579 683. 1943.
Ii

.6(1 668 2046
6242

107.
138.

lOSt.
11145.

12
13

69.
10.

.250

.247
.130
.120 .624 667 2058.

16 73. .4116 .113
:)

679.
680

2992. ..

2471.
1325$ ..........

14858
1113....
162.
11t

1140.
1815.
992.

17
18

1'..
75.

.283

.228
.139
.143

.5t

.623 681
68?

2209.
2(21.

$3560
(3477 211. IIJU.

10'Th.

19
20

16.
71.

.115

.151
.175
.173

.110
689
6119

2275.
2444.

131123
15031 284. 1121.

1305.
21 18.

79.
.172
.181

.174

.176
55.

93
2481.
2131.

15934
16707

253.
171. 1241.

U
23 80. .184 .182 .71'.

Mean 1958-61 .271 .149 .579 1519

Mean 1977-80 .152 .176 .672 2333

('J

t'J
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OELEWAR

C43-NO YF 5? SS

I U7 .1+86
2 9.

66.
.570
.l+Bt.3

1. 1477
5 62. .036 .489

7
3. .C2

.027 .1+8!
B 65. .03U

.C239
10 67. .725 .490

.488
tIE

68.
69.

.020C 147t.
13 70. .021

.022
.1+63
.461I.'.

j5 12. .025
16 73

7t.
.01+2
.73+

.4'tf

.448j7
18 75. .737
19 76. .032

.72k .1+4620
21 18. .031

23 87.
.23
.016

Mean 1958-61 .041 .487

Mean 1977-80 .024 .448

ILYPN kA1k RCC RRSST

1+33.
-

2361. 41+52.
4530

j1+i.
133.

71)9.
132.

.'.67
.1+62 441. 2508.

21+13. 541+8.
560?.

110.
11+3.

73
723..1+86 4Et.

1+69.
2366.
2537. 5556.

6089.
167.
11+. 8u5..4B 1.83. 2t.86.

2561+. 833.59. 221+.
12,

820.

516.
2693.

j6. 911).
.1+85 55. 3020.

3IUd.
6381).
b49.

171.
38?. 9.1.

901.
.1+9243 51+0. 3116. 5485.

6242.
372.
179. 862..516 55g.

565.
3130.
3j91+. 6342. 23t..

'23.
371.
368.

.517

.521+ 57k. 3387. 7503.
13283. 183.

149.
111.0.
1244.

.5t

.518 583. 378
3222.

31+858.
13560. 11.1. .2t9.

tt87..529 593.
55.

3291+. 31+77.
j3J23. 55.

j88.
1348.
1221.

.533
598. 3418.

3371.
j503?.
15984. 149. iQ9b..528 39

3283. t6777. 31. i098..523

.472 2412

3347527



(

(

DISTRICT OF COLtJKIA

CASE-PlO SP 55 sr N RLYPN R4GRE RCC RRS

1 58. .005 .085 .91 1.
2 59. .005 .091 .904 761. '43'.. '.530. 196. 1616.
3 60. .035 .086 .903 765. 4208. 5.'+8. 250. 1616.
I. 61. .005 .086 .90) 778. '.325. 560?. 259. 1625.
5 62. .005 .089 .905 738. '.630. 5556. 255. 1722.
5 63. .005 .086 .909 798. 4717. 089. 348. 1836.
7 6. .005 .085 .913 798. 4965. 6833. 293. 1631.
5
9

5,
b6.

.055

.00, .3i9 .91, -'. ,2o. rOt.
...

ef3.
-

i(jj.
10 67. .005 .075 .923 791. 5915. 6380. 209. 1852.
it
II?

68.
69.

.00

.005
.071
.066

.924

.923
778.
762.

6311.
6752.

6049.
5465.

261.
186.

1931.
1590.

13 70. .005 .363 .932 755. 6960. 621.2. 263. 15)3.
14 71. .006 .06! .931 751. 1175. 6342. 599. 1617.
i5 72. .007 .064 .929 744. 7599. 7503. 511. LPF.9.
16 73,

7'..
.005 .065.. ,95 .7tfl.3'53..

17
118 75.

.007

.037
.071
.063

.922

.930
721.
710.

7701.
7740.

1458.
13563.

420.
336.

1278.
1213.

19
20

76.
77.

.007

.007
.059
.052

.934

.941
696.
652.

8057.
8388.

131.7?.
13023.

261.
251.

a 170.
1185.

21 78. .007 .051 .9'.? 670. 8667. 15037. 221. 1257.
22 79. .307 .049 .94,. 656, 8743. 1596'.. 267. 1010.
23 80. .007 .048 .945 640. 8569. 16707. 221. 976.

Mean 1958-61 .005 .087 .908 4147

Mean 1977-80 .007 .050 .943 8592

t'J

t-)

00



4* WAll

S N LYP hAGFL RCC RRSC4SE-WO YR SP SS

i67 59. 85D '.52.
G. 663.

j 58.
59.

.06 j6'.
.183 .71.8 616.

62'..
2061.
2162.

'.530.
5.1.8. 10. 726.

731.

2
3 60.

.Oâ3
.186
.161.

7.6
.758 6L3. 2268.

2325.
560?.
5556.

i.
ij. 763.

785.

1. 61.
62.

.051

.061 .1(9 .770 653.
671. 2313. 6089.

5833. j, 899.
5
7

3.
64.

.06?
.O5

.163
.777
,77 678.

698. V.39.
2599, 6592, 1.6,8

9
65.
66. ,057

.C5'. .169
.111 7 6T"

lOB. ?827079.
2879. 6380. 9.

9.
933.

1059.
67.
68.

.5t
.0'. .tS? .792

.735 719.?3. 301.9. 601.9.
51.85. 597's

5i7.
1L'.B
1202.

12 69.
70.

.O'.5
.041.

.175jll .78077 763.iq. 33'.7o
3275.

621.2.
631.2. '.11.. 1361..

i507.
11. 11. .6'.i .162

.158
77
.80'. 818. 3331.3371..-'75tS3. 53.

161?.
161.1.

t5
16

72.1. .03
.03 .802

858. 3333. i',8t'B. 7&.
60?. i61.0.

17
18

?L.
75.

.053.0'.I .15'.
.7.6
.865 875.

6g2.
3216.
3181.

13560.
131.77.

338.
168'..
1681.

1.9 16.
71.

.035

.035
.j31
.123

.828

.81.2 916.
929.

3291..
3361.

13023.
j5037. 3'.t. 1126.

1753.

20
21' 78. .033 .121. ."3

.8!? 950. 3293. 16381..
16707.

1.63.
461. 1831.

22 79. .03'. .129
.127 .'4t 968. 3162.23 80. .C32

Mean 1958-61 .067 .178 .755 2070

Mean 1977-80 .033 .126 .841 3278

t-.)
I-.)
(0



NE V A0A

CASE-NO YR SP SS

73
2 59. .06'. .139
3 60. .057 .136

:f

8 65. .048 .41.3

10 67 .039 .106
Ut! 68 .037 .112
12
13

69
70

.042 .124

.040

:U
.12'.

16 73 ..O'.Z .150.1W_7' 036.-..-
18 75 .035 .118
19 76 .028 .127
20 7? .027 .14'.
21 78 .023 .16
22 79 .026 .15
23 80 .033 .150

Mean 1958-61 .061 .137

Mean 1977-80 .027 . .153

ST

795
.797
.895

.777

.80?
817

-.335
.853
851.

.836
836

.833

.808

.833

.847
645

.829

.846
816

N RLYPN RAGRE RCC RRS

-269.----
279.

7.---k'.52.------------43$.--5t5.
2638. 450 113.

.... .,. .

522.
294.
3jD.

655. 5448 147. 525.

3,. sq. ,,6 24g.3*.
54.
61s,

37.
1.26.

2649,
2845.

6089,
6833

396,
313.

615,
789.

1.44.
-41.6
49.

2855.
95$.-7g79.-j43....
004.

6592

6380

246.

152.

824.
.. 33k,

83'..
1. 4. 31.8. 6049 373. 893.
48Q. 35

409.
5485
6242

6k.
.,13.

962a
964.

2.
4

3'.QQ.
31...s.

.634g.
7503

36,
5u0.

. 109.

,,
3558.3.9._ 138

14555 ...........

1.69.
299. ,.

1243.
1444.
132i.

620.
647.

3175.
3269.

1356G
13477

297.
399.

1273.
1369.

78.
19.

-

3420. --

3634. 4302
i503,

55.
67,.

1'.1.
15'..

f: 1:
.802 2603

819 3519

N)



NEW HP4PSFURE

CASE-NO YR SP SS ST N RtYPN RAGRE RCC RRS
-.----L__.

2 59. .025 .455 .520 596. 18&9. 4530. 143. 875.3 60.
61.
62.

.027

.027
.445
.439

.528

.53k
609. 476.

i.79.
5448.

07.
14. 879.

871.

I
63.
6ff.

.024

.022
.451'
.43

.52.8 b.2.6. 190.
46c.

,56.60. i1.
1?2.

922.
95w.

8 6. .021
.022

.42,

.434
.,4
.544 6.6.

180,
032.

6.3).
,92.

;0.
59.

10Q.
10,6.

10 67. .017
-.440-_-_-.53____.411.
.448

-2180.-
697. 2239.

--'079.-------t03.__1t3b.
LIJ 68.

69.
70.

.017

.Qi7
.446
.46

.535

.537
51e7

709.
724.

2318.
?368.

6380.
6049.
5485.

177.
225.
9&.

1148.1t?.
U9.1.,

74.
.u16 .411 .573

.9j
742.

g.
312.2?.

6242.
6342.

i6. 118.'.

7.
.u5 .,, 8 i*. 7503. 1g98.

1.66.
------------------7---------_______74.

.Oib .39 .587 80g. 328.3. 24.,. 179?.
18
19
20

75.
76.
7?.

.012

.012
.363
.378

.625

.6j
8i0.
847.

224u.
23Q4.

13560.
13477.

194.
203.

1614.
1714.

21 78.
.01!0
.010

.390

.399
.60,
.591

872.
894.

24,..
2604.

13U2.
1503..

941.81. 1644.190.22
23

79.
80.

.009

.007
.410
.409

.581 912.
923.

2624,
2546.

15984.
16107.

253, j743,.584 190. 1712.

;02$ 529 ________

Mean 1977-80 .009 .402 .589 2563



SOUTH CAROLLN$

CASE-NO YR 5' SS ST N RLYPN R4GRE RCC RRS

I 58. .083 .36. .553 2301.. 1231. 1.1.52. '.03. 2013.
2 59. .867 .385 .5.5 5'.5. 5324. 4530. 192.
3 60. .869 .3? 23g. 1-Sit. 5,48. .575. cr15
1. 61. .075 .319 .5.6 21.09. 1333. 5b07. 338. 2091..
5 62. .067 .398 .555 2423. 14,1., 5,55. 370. 2276.
& 63.

64.
.06a .3)2 .5'.! 2l.60.

2475.
1,,1.
1522.

6089.
6333.

'.51.
55U.7

8. -65.
.059
.055

.401

.4t7 ---.

.50

.528 2'.i..._- - 1659..--. 6592. ...._ 516. . 2502.
9 66. .051 .411 .530 2520. 1841. 7079. 675. 2931.

10 67. .81.7 .411 .5'.! 2533. 1)22. 5380. 619. 2931.
11
12

68.
69.

.035 .415 .5.8 2559.
2570.

2026. 6049.
51.55.

794.
686.

3523.
JIll..

iS 78.
.031
.037

.416

.1.05
.546
.58 2595.

.L08.
2116. b242. 759. 3151.

-.16 .73. .0''. .406 .50 2175... 2405. . 15 33. ..5.. 5.
17 74. .81.5 .1.02 .552 2843. 2352. 14558. 960. '.310.

:fl
20 77. .023 .'.lI'. .513 2989. 234 13023. 65 4 86.
21 18. .311 .407 .574 30'.i. 23gb. 15037. 927. 4130.
22
23

79.
80.

.82) .403 .55 5057. 21.00. 1598.. 2220. L+7t.

.015 .405 .5511 3i28. 2276. 16707. 1015.

Mean 1958-61 .073 .377 .549 1300

Moan 1977-80 .021 .405 574 2354

I-J

NJ



C*IIFORNIA

CASE-MO YR SP SS ST P4 RLYPN RAGRE RCC RRS

S8._-. --..057---.----.--.3L2.----.63t-----L4880-.--------2&V..-
.329 .618 15467. V.87. 4530.
.315 .633 15870. 2422. 5448.
.313 .639 164To 248a 56.
.323 .630 170.2. 2i'.. 55b.

__: :N 2:
.30 .62 8 8 27i. 6592.
.340 -.650 18858-.- 2139. 7.079.
3u5 .659 19176. 2951. 6380.
.302 .66 j93C4 3073. 6049.
.300 .66, 497o 349i 5485.
.28 682 6242.
27U 69 ?ui6. 6lj
.271 .69 O,55. 311y. ?ui.
.27' 68Q 2058. 32. 13?63.
.265 .690 21537. 3Q64. 13560.
.266 .690 2i35. 373. 13477.
.270 .690 22i50. 3c91. 13023.
.275 . .656 22839. 3406. 15037.
?8 .617 23SSe .

3'.. 459Sj.
.682 23r9. 33u. i670..

5584. 25094.
5577. 25405.
555.. 26438.
632,. 27o68.

61:
02. 3 94.

5606. 34207.
648g. 36031.
?Q7r. 3461.
5194. 3381.
713?. .,?k .
7Q46. 40903.
534. 39884.
6659. 425p6.
E013. 441 0.
8241. 46886.
353. 46487.

1130. 43o23.

59. .053
60. .052

4 61. .045
62. .047

S 6. .041
- 9 U.------------.04O--

10 67. .036
Ui! 65. .038

69. .05
13 70. .0s4Ti. 35

72. u37
73. .046

--_____
18 75. .0'.5

76. .01.'.
77. .040

21 78. .039
79. .041
80. .039

Mean 1958-61 .052 .317 .630 2405

Mean 1977-80 .040 .277 .684 3359

C.'-'



I It. J.MOIS

CASE-NO YR

58.
2 5. .01.0
3 60. .01,3
I. 61.
5 62. .0142
6 4. .01,2
1 614.
8 o5.
9 66.

to b7. .036
ii 68. .028
12 69. .03t

70. .027
1. 71. .030
15 72. .030
16 - l3.

71g.
18 75. .11

19 16.
20 77. .036
21 78. .031
22 79. .01.9
23 oO. .821

Mean 1958-SI .045

Mean 1977-80 .032

ss

390
1410
1438
385

.391
381.
391

.393

.397

.398

.396
381*
.39
* 37
370

.370
31,
35
.357
362
355
31.9

.406

.356

Sr

.557
559

.527

.570

.51

.57,'

.375
5s2
.,31
.5,7

.771.

.539

.571

.598

.590

.602

.61.2
elOT

.607

.605

.640

551

.612

N RLYPII RAG RE

9866. 22814. 1.1452.
9986. 21465. 4530.
10086. 2181. 5.1.8.
10130. 2387. 5507.
19280. 25142. 5556.
j01402. 2.e9. 6089.
IO5cSfl. 2551. 6833.
10693. 2308. -.- i32.
18836. 23514. 7379.
109141. Si0. 680.
10995. 3075. 601.9.
11039. 3177. 51.85.
11125. 3119. 62142.
11206. 3(3. 6342.
11258. 3262. 7,03.
11260..----- 3432...._.13283.
112714. 332. 11.858.
11:306. 3232. 13560.
11360. 3293. 131,77.
111405. 31402. 13023.
111.314. i031.
11423. 31.36. 15984.
111.147. 31514. 16107.

2329

3366

RCC RRS

21414. 114512.
2369. t5131.
2365. j5599.
219s. L5.614.
2289. 46217.
25614. 1t,6?F.
2399.
2598. -- 13073.
26149. 15738.
3346. 19868.
3040. 20275.
3313. 1920'+.
3092. 18b51.
3261. 19353.

2053.
21147.

3077. 083.
2'.21.. 20s12.
4961. 22106.
3188. 22225.
3116. 23361.
3221,. 2150
2148. 19141

t-)

4.



MICHIGAN

CASE-NO YR SP SS 37 N RIYPN RAGRE RCC RR.

1 58. .61. .4)5 .431. 7667. 1964. 4452. 1569. io'.;o.2 59. .027 .504 ,53 7767. 2175. 33Q. 1557. 11160.3 60. .629 .1.91. .455 1834. 2099. 5,49. 1590. 11257.61. .032 .468 .500 7893. 2016. 5667. 1652. 1.0692.5
&

62.
53.

.02! .'e9? .'.76 1933. 2Z4. 5556. 1493. 11423..027 .499 .454 8058. 2227. 6589. 1618. 12815.7 64. .025 .1.94 ..31 818?. 2372. 6333. 1989. 12549.0----.-- 55.- .021. -.517 ------ ---- .'.i2 ---.-- 8357.---.-- 2693.----.- 592. 2613...-.-. 13875-..9 66. .023 .515 .462 8512. 2821.. 7079. 2158. 16282.19
11.

67. .019 .497 .454 8630. 2811. 6380. 221&. 14173.68. .015 .500 .482 8696. 2967. 6049. 2255. 16916.12 69. .020 .503 .417 8781. 3023. .95. 2498. 14285.13 70. .01) .460 .513 8837. 2334. 5242. 2537. 13559.14
15

71.
12.

.01!

.020
.458
.473

.51.5

.501
892.
91JZ5.

215.
3t5.

634.
750. 2581.

7Ut.
1.43
155?16 73.. .022 .1.85 .493 9072....... 3302...... 1328$. ... ..... 1.6(21.......11 7'.. .025 .465 .51.5 9109. 3080. 1.4858. 2363. lc.301.

jjp.:lS t,B 917: 3308: i5023 2355: 1606?:21 78. .015 .68g. ..98 9202. 3'.56. 16031. 3093. 16201.22
23

79.
80.

.01)

.01.8
47*
.445

07
.,3T

9249.
9250.

3.593.
3036.

15904.
16107.

2418.
1671.

18611.
16428.

Mean 1958-61 .030 .484 485 2064

Mean 1977-80 .018 .471 .510 3298

(14

(11



NEW YORK

CASE-WO YR 5' SS N RLY1N RAGRE

1 58. .016 311. .5sO 16601. 2335. '.452.
2 59. .011+ .355 .631 16685. 2510. '.530.
3 60. .01. .3E5 .o,1 16838. 2483. 5448.
4 61. .014. .336 .6,0 11061. 2499. 5607.
5 62. .312 .344 .64.'. 17301. 2656. 5558.
6 63. .013 .331 .o3F, 17461. 2580. 6089.
7 64. .012 .32'. .za', 117509. 2683. 603
8 65. .012 .328 .] 11734..

. 2873. 659
9 66. .013 .327 .650 17043. 2994. 7079.

10 67. .012 .320 .o,8 17935. 3083. 6380.
11 63. .011 .314 .o15 10051. 3201. 6049.
12 69. .011 .309 .,80 18105. 3287. 5405.
13 70. .OIt .296 .633 18212. 3211. 6242.
1'. 71. .010 .281 .703 18365. 3203. 61'.2.
15 12. .039 .280 dtt 18352. 3379. 11J3.
16-----.- 73. .311 .280 .7119 18195. 34ib.. 13283.
11 74. .011 .275 .114 18073. 3275. 14858.
18 75. .010 .258 .732 18032. 3116. 13560.
19 76. .011) .260 .1311 17975. 3126. 13.71.
20 17. .00) .265 .126 17852. 3159. 13323.
21 18. .010 .260 .722 11120. 3218. 15031.
22
23

73. .011) .269 .721 11634. 3198.
3092.

1598'..
BO. .0111 .264 .126 17606. 16707.

Mean 1958-61 .014 .345 .640 2462

Mean 1977-80 .010 .2661 .724 3167

RCC

4107. 21.305.
34.36. 25239.
4163. 255611.
3959. 25233.
4236. 2L150.
3979. 2706'..
3637. 2724
4167. .Z85t
'.074. 2917?.
1.011. 29322.
4639. 30.65.
5914. 29505.
'.806. 28564.
1.770 2-90..?.
801. 302o3.

i.324.. _ilulS.
3253. 311649.
2'.53. 28340.
2694. 2oOti.
2383. 2852.
2923. 28962.
2486. 2801.0.
21.04. 27109.



o i a

YR s' ss Sr N R.LYPNCASE-MO

58. 035 .466-
9671. 2181.

----
2
3

59.
60.

.021

.030
'e93
.475

.480

.495

.512 9854.
2113.
2056.
224.

C 61.
62.

.029

.028
.'.5
.475 9929.

9986. 21't.
5
S
7

63.
64.

.027

.02
,467 5

.soe
.'.93

10080.
10201.

2213.
2513.B 65. .D2 .482

-

10 67. .022 .'.75 .503
.496

10414.
10516.

2675.
2800.

12
68.
69.

.023

.023
.'.7
.432
.4S

.'.35

.518
10563.
10669.

290g.
261g.
2792.

13
4!.

10.
74,

.023

.022 .'5
'.45

.53353 1°'
iO?47. 293..

3012.
1.
73.

.02'.

.021 .453 .52i 10161.Lb

15.
.030
.031 429 .540 10710.

10753.
2812.
2958.49 16.

ii.
.03
.02r

.43'.

.442
.536
.53t 10771. 3093.

3106.21 18. .025 4'.5 .530
.530

10?
10199. 3156.19.

80.
.020
.024

.442

.421 5'.9 10623. 2912,23

Mean 1958-61 .030 .473 .4% 2080

Mean 1977-80 .026 .439 .535 3087

RACR RCC RRS

4452.
'.530.

2366.---
234'..

t2752.
13682.

5446.
5601.

2169.
2216.

13711.i&Q5556.
689.

22i6.
2389,
2526.

13"..
4435g.
14551.6534.

6592. 2642. 15660.

638.
60'..

3012.
339.

t6273.
tTOOt.
16611.5485.

6242. ebt9. 161q2.
6342.
7503.
j383.

3326,
14t.31.

l6k5.77'..
191Q1.

1350. 2434.
t84'l. --.------- -
18293.

13477.
j3023.

2443.
4031'

19L46.
19816.

15037.
1528'..

331'.
2867.

20313.
t9612

i607. 2069. 16129.

(J



PEPIPISYL VAN! A

SS ST N RLYPN RAGRE RCC RRSCASE-NO Yf'

58. .1.28 .529 11058. 1934. 4'.52. 1831.
1795.

11,318.
150711.

1

2 59.
.043
037 .446 .517 11231..

1132).
2066.
1991.

4530.
51.48. 1622. 14954.3 60.

61.
.035 .440

.428
.5'5
.539 11392. 1971. 5607. 1735.

2017.
147'.3.
15263.1.

5 62.
.03
.829 .443 .528 Z12.

2063.
5556.
f089. 1961.. 15599.6

7
63.
61..

.1129

.028
.432
.435

.539

.531 11519. 2160. 6833.
6592.

2141..
2241.

15546.
16851.8 65. .027 .446 .52? 11620. 2366.

2499. 71179; 23039
10

66.
67.

.825

.827
.1.51
.1.38

.52411661..

.535 11681.
1171.1.

2570.
2650.

6380.
6049.

3017.
2995.

17121.
176'6.11

12
68.
59.

.1123

.025
.439
.435

.538
.5411 1171.1. 2743. 5485.

6242.
2865.
271.5.

11811.
17460.13 70. .026 .1.20 .551.

.568
11812.
11884.

2716.
26)2. 63'.Z. 3613.

2682.
11552.
19503.Il.

15
71.
7?.

.924

.874
.(fl*
.1.05 .571 11905. 2838.

2943.
7503.
13283. 3211. 201.26.16 73. .028 .407 .565 11885.

11864. -2879;- 14858. 2681. 20494.17
18

11..
75.

.031

.031
.403
.392

.560

.77 11898.
11887.

2762.
2844.

13560.
.11477.

1867.
2269.

199.
20639.19 76. .830 .388 .582

.579 11882. 2916. 13023. 2127. 211.31.
21054.

20
21

77.
78.

.09

.029
.391
.393 .578 11865. 2983. 15037.

15984.
2651..
2128. 20171.22 19. .1133 .395 .57? 11.874.

11895.
2917.
2822. 1670?. 2074. 18891.23 80. 03!) .387 .583

Moan 1958-61 .037 .435 .527 1992

Moan 1977-80 .030 .391 .578 2925

Co



TEXAS

CA3L-10 YR SP RLYPN RACRE

1 58. .i47 .241 .'t2 9252. 1700.
j79.

1.1.52.
4930.

3
59.
6&.

.3J

.12.
.255
.243 .633 624.

9820.
1699.
1721..

51.48.
5607.1.

5
61.
62.

.12

.11
.21.3
.255 .630 10053. 1805.

1758.
5596.
6089.5 63. .10 .250 .6T

.649
1019.
10270. 1838. 833.7

8
64.
65.

C9
j'4,

.257
.617

38
j3l8.
10'.)2.

2006.
2126.

6592.
7q79.9

10
66.
67.

.08 .27'-
.278

.
.641 10559.

10819.
2248.
2362.

6380.
60'.9.11

U?
68.
£9.

.07)

.072
.282
286

.639

.64? 1101.5.
11237.

2.1.3.
2446.

5485.
621.2.70.

71.
.37. .275

.266
.651
.672 11510. 2433. 6342.ii.

72.
.62
.C1 .265

.262
.b9
.648

11759.
12t9.

25'..
?678

7503.
73.
74.

.0J
.27 .5 12268. 61.. 11.898.17

jIS 75.
.37
.377 .273 .650 12568.

12903.
2626.
2775.

13560.
131.77.19

20
76.
77.

.fl'

.07
.277
.281

.61.7

.61.0 l3I2. 2900.
3033.

13023.
i5037.21 78. 7 .285 .3

.b25
lit. 58.
13637. 309i. 15981..2?

23
7.
8.

.O0

.C5
.285
.285 .630 14263. 3023. 16707.

Mean 1958-61 .132 .245 .622 1730

Mean 1977-80 .082 .284 .633 3012

FCC RRS

2358. 12401.
2331. 3123.
2278. 12971..
2388. 1fl89.
2708. 1371.3.
2739. 14239.
2808. 11.320.
2835. ...5479.
2775. 16171..
31b3. 16386.
38!1. £7278.
435. 16912.

3542. 1578.
1.096. .7415.
1.641.. i35.
t71. 766,

288i.4466.
3953. 22871.
4622. 24307.
5697. 6383.
7a97. 2817?.
6026. 28032.
5;15. 28375.
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APPENDIX 2

Use arid Calculation of Wholesale Price Indexes

Throughout this chapter, wholesale price indexes are provided

along with the data on exports to give the reader a general feel for

the magnitude of price changes which have occurred over the study

period. Since no single index covered the entire range, 1754 to 1980,

three separate indexes have been spliced together as explained below.

The Warren and Pearson Wholesale price index for all commodities, base

1910-1914 = 100, was used as a standard against which to compare 20th

Century price changes.

The Warren and Pearson index for all commodities covered the

period 1754 to 1890. The Farm Products index began in 1786. The All

Commodities index for the years 1891 to 1970 was calculated as shown

below based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) All Commodities

index, base 1967 = 100. For the years 1971 to 1980, the BLS 1967 =

100 index for Total Finished Consumer Goods was used. While the All

Commodities is not identical to the Total Finished Consumer Goods

index, the two indexes are close enough for the use to which they are

being put here.

Calculation of the Wholesale Price Index for All Commodities,

1891 to 1980, using BLS 1967 = 100:

All Commodity
Year Index Source Index No.

1890 Warren F Pearson 82.0

1890 BLS 1967 = 100 28.9
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28.9 82

1.0 r-
X1 = 2.83737

times BLS 1967 = 100 index no. = calculated index no.

The wholesale Price index for farm products from 1891 through

1940 was calculated from the BLS 1926 = 100 farm products index:

Farm Products

Year Index Source Index No.

1890 Warren ? Pearson 71.0

1890 BLS 1926 = 100 50.4

50.4 71

1.0
X2 = 1.4087301

X2 times BLS 1926 = 100 index no. = calculated index no.

And, the farm products index for the years 1941 through 1980

was calculated from the BLS 1967 = 100 farm products index:

Farm Products

Year Index Source Index No.

1940 BLS 1926 = 100 67.7

1940 BLS 1967 = 100 41.4

67.7
= 1.6352657

From the calculations based on BLS 1929 = 100,

1890 Warren Pearson 71.0

1890 BLS 1926 = 100 50.4

= X2 -= 1.4087301

X4 = (l.4087301)(1.6352657) = 2.303648

X4 times BLS 1967 = 100 = calculated index no.
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APPENDIX 3

Explanation of a Polynomial Lag Model

This explanation was adopted from Chen, Courtney and Schmitz,

A.JAE, February, 1972. Distributed lag models are of the following

general form:

1)
Y

T=O
XtT.

Tt = dependent variable at time t,

Xt_T = explanatory variable at time t-T,

L = number of time periods covered by the lag function,
function, and

A,. = coefficients: A , A , A .. .A
1 0 1 2 L -

With a second order finite polynomial lag model, the coefficients are

assumed to be of the following form:

2) =a +1T+a2T2.
0

Substituting equation 2 into equation 1:

L

3) Y = (a + a T + a2T2)XT.
T=O

° 1

Assume A1. = 0 when T = r, thus:

4)a+a1r+cx2r2=O.

The value for r is to be determined empirically. Assuming the existence

of r implies that after some number of periods, the explanatory variable

X has no more effect on Y.
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Solving equation 4 for and substituting into equation 2 yields:

2 2
5) AT=_al, r- a2r + a1T +c2T

2 '

6) AT - r) + =

Equation 6 can then be used to rewrite equation 3:

L K

7) = a1 E (T r)XT + a2 (T2 r2)XT.
T=O T=O

Equation 7 can be expanded to include additional explanatory variables.

Ordinary least squares can be used to estimate the lagged weights a1

and a2 and the coefficients AT can then be computed:

8) AT = [a1(r - T) + a2(r2 - T2)J.

The variance of AT is:

9) Var = {(T
)2

var (ar)]

2 22
+ [cc - r ) var (a2)J

+ [2(T - r)(T2 - r2) coy (a1a2)].




